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I 

NEDERLANDSTALIGE SAMENVATTING 

Het doel van deze scriptie is het ontwikkelen en implementeren van een evolutionaire 

metaheuristiek aangepast aan de specifieke probleemstelling van de Second International Nurse 

Rostering Competition. De scriptie is opgedeeld in drie delen.  

Het eerste deel introduceert de lezer in de relevante theorie met betrekking tot Nurse Rostering 

Problems en Scatter Search algoritmen. Aangezien het Scatter Search algoritme opgebouwd is uit 

verscheidene individuele methoden, wordt elke methode afzonderlijk uit de doeken gedaan.  

Het tweede deel van de scriptie neemt de opbouw van de verscheidene Scatter Search methoden 

over. Dit deel heeft als doel duidelijkheid te brengen met betrekking tot de praktische implementatie 

van elk van de vooraf geïntroduceerde methoden. Uit de literatuur zijn verscheidene variaties van de 

Scatter Search methoden onderzocht en vervolgens geïmplementeerd in Java. Het doel van het 

implementeren van verscheidene methoden voor elk van de belangrijke Scatter Search methoden is 

de mogelijkheid om experimenten op te zetten die als doel hebben de toepasbaarheid van de 

verscheidene methoden op de specifieke probleemstelling te onderzoeken.  

Deel drie omvat een reeks van experimenten, deze experimenten hebben verscheidene doelen. Ten 

eerste kan een experiment als doel hebben om de kwaliteit van verscheidene methoden tegenover 

elkander afwegen. De beslissing dient op basis van deze informatie gemaakt te worden welke 

methode meer toepasbaar is op de specifieke probleemstelling. Vervolgens kan een experiment als 

doel hebben de invloed van het kiezen van de waarden van bepaalde kernparameters op de 

efficiëntie van een bepaalde methode te onderzoeken. Ten laatste kunnen bepaalde experimenten 

als doel hebben inzicht te verwerven in waar de geïmplementeerde methoden mogelijkheden tot 

verbetering laten. 

Bijgevoegd bij de scriptie zijn ook: Voorbeelden van .xml inleesbestanden die het Java programma 

gebruikt om relevante informatie op te slaan, Java code van elk van de geïmplementeerde Java 

klassen en voorbeelden van oplossingsbestanden die het Java programma uitprint, en dit in twee 

vormen. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In the current professional environment, companies of all sorts and sizes experience a multitude of 

external pressures. These pressures can, depending on the nature of the company, include 

competition from within the business sector and governmental restrictions, as well as client and 

employee satisfaction criteria. In order to achieve profitability (or sustainability, depending on the 

goals of the company), companies need to adapt their activities to work as best as possible under 

these pressures.  

According to Hillier & Lieberman (2012), an operational decision can be reduced to an optimization 

model. In such a model, the values of decision variables are chosen, within the borders of certain 

constraints, to minimize or maximize an objective value. This value can take on many forms, from 

costs to numerical expressions of employee satisfaction. Different solution methods are used to solve 

these models depending on the kind of model and its size.  

The problem we will be looking to solve is the well-known Nurse Rostering Problem (NRP), more 

specifically, the NRP as proposed by Ceschia, Nguyen, De Causmaecker, Haspeslagh, & Schaerf 

(2015). According to Burke, De Causmacker, Vanden Berghe, & Van Landeghem (2004), the NRP can 

be classified as a specific form of an employee scheduling problem, with the added complexity that 

staffing requirements tend to be different for each assignment. The quality of an NRP is measured by 

quantified indicators of nurses’ satisfaction, rather than financial measures. The NRP has puzzled 

researchers for over 40 years (Miller, Pierskalla & Rath, 1976) and solution methods have ranged 

from simple manual solving methods (Miller (1984)) to more complex and computationally 

demanding methods such as electromagnetic metaheuristics (Maenhout & Vanhoucke, 2007). 

NRP problems are characterized by their size and complexity, making exact solving methods like the 

Simplex method largely unusable. Therefore, we will use an evolutionary metaheuristic called the 

Scatter Search algorithm. Since the NRP has many possible forms, the solving method is very problem 

specific. However, the underlying rationales for solving this problem are universal and can be applied 

to a wide range of problems. 

This research aims to bring together methods previously described in literature, or based on 

theoretically described concepts, into the Scatter Search framework to test their applicability to this 

specific NRP. Step by step, each proposed method will be put into practice to figure out which of the 

proposed methods work most efficiently, and in what form.   
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The thesis will be divided into three main parts. Part 1 will be dedicated to providing the reader with 

the theoretical background needed. This includes an in depth problem description (chapter 2), which 

includes a rundown of characteristics present in general NRP problems, as well as more specific 

characteristics of the NRP in question. Also in part 1, the Scatter Search solution method is situated 

within the large domain of optimization methods, as well as theoretically described through its 

building blocks (Glover, 1998). 

 Part 2 provides the reader with the specific implementations needed to bring a problem specific 

solution method into practice. This is also structured according to the Scatter Search building block 

methods as described by Glover (1998). Each chapter in part 2 includes the practical implementation 

of each building block method as well as provide an analysis of their possible strengths and 

weaknesses. Also, two different implementations are provided for each building block, which can be 

compared or used in tandem. 

Lastly, part 3 will be dedicated to testing each method in order to decide on the final form of the 

algorithm. Methods implemented in part 2 will be kept, adapted or discarded based on 

experimentation. When the final form of the algorithm is set, the overall performance will be tested 

on the Second International Nurse Rostering Competition (INRC-II) instances (Ceschia, Nguyen, De 

Causmaecker, Haspeslagh, & Schaerf, 2015).  Finally, part 3 concludes with the writers’ notes and 

possibilities for improvements. 

Taking into account the relatively basic levels of programming skills possessed, it should be noted 

that the software created is by no means a finished product, and will leave much to be desired when 

it comes to efficiency. However, runtime analyses will still provide valuable insights into setting 

parameters efficiently.  
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Part 1: Problem description and theoretical framework 

 

The first chapter (chapter 2) of this part will be dedicated to presenting and discussing the specifics 

of the NRP model, as presented by Ceschia, Nguyen, De Causmaecker, Haspeslagh, & Schaerf (2015), 

as well as the general characteristics of NRP problems. Once the characteristics and boundaries of 

the model are set, the theory of the Scatter Search metaheuristic will be explored in chapter 3. The 

focus of chapter three will be explaining each of the general building blocks of the Scatter Search 

algorithm, as defined by Glover (1998). These building blocks will provide the structure throughout 

the remainder of the thesis. The specific implementation and performance of these building blocks 

will be looked at in part 2 and 3. 
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2 Problem description 
 

2.1 General characteristics 
 

As mentioned earlier, the NRP, since being first introduced, has been described in many different 

forms and with many different characteristics. This is illustrated by Burke, De Causmacker, Vanden 

Berghe & Van Landeghem, H. (2004), who provide a comprehensive study of the different elements 

which can be present in different NRP problems. In its simplest form, the NRP consists of a set of 

nurse-to-shift assignments, although shifts may also be subdivided into different assignments. While 

assigning nurses to shifts, one is required to adhere to certain constraints. These constraints either 

fall into the category of the so-called hard constraints, which determine the feasibility of the 

solution, or soft constraints, which can be violated, at a cost. Solutions are expected to minimize a 

certain objective function, usually including nurse preferences and optimal staffing (Augustine, Faer, 

Kavountzis, & Patel, 2009).  

Notice the link between the NRP and optimization models as described in chapter 1. Basically, the 

NRP can be formulated as an optimization model characterized by having a large set of binary 

decision variables in the form of: 

 

𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙          (2.1) 

 

Which take the value of 1 when nurse 𝑖 is assigned to assignment 𝑙 of shift 𝑘 on day 𝑗. Evidently, a 

larger number of nurses causes the total number of decision variables to quickly rise which, in turn, 

causes the total number of possible combinations to skyrocket. One of the reasons the NRP is 

considered tough to solve is the sheer size of the problem. 

NRP constraints, whether hard or soft, can typically be categorized as horizontal or vertical 

constraints (Bourdais, Galinier & Pesant, 2003). Vertical constraints are constraints that are verified 

within one day, shift or assignment over a number of nurses, often all of them. These include, for 

example, minimal and optimal staffing constraints. Horizontal constraints, on the other hand, are 

verified for one nurse over a certain planning period. The goal of these constraints is to make sure an 

individual nurse has a high quality work environment through thoughtful scheduling choices. 

Examples of horizontal constraints are having a maximum number of consecutive assignments or 

forbidden shift successions. 
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For an introduction to optimization modelling in operations research, we refer the reader to Hillier & 

Lieberman (2012).  

 

2.2 The INRC-II NRP 
 

The NRP as proposed by Ceschia, Nguyen, De Causmaecker, Haspeslagh, & Schaerf (2015), which will 

from now on be referred to as the INRC-II NRP, separates itself from the basic form of the NRP in a 

number of ways. INRC-II stands for the Second International Nurse Rostering Competition, which 

finished in the summer of 2015. 

 

2.2.1 Planning horizon 

The first curiosity of the INRC-II problem, is that it is to be solved over a number of stages. At each 

iteration, the software should optimize a nurse planning roster for one week. However, the total 

planning horizon ranges from 4 to 8 weeks. Forcing the solver to be able to split the problem into 

several sub problems and solve these separately brings a new twist to the NRP problem. The 

competition can be seen as a starting point for more research into multiple stage NRP problems. The 

multiple stage characteristic of the INRC-II NRP brings about a number of implications for developers. 

Firstly, when looking at the INRC-II problem as an optimization model, the model will not be solved 

as a whole. When starting the optimization procedure, the model is divided into a set of sub models, 

where each model is optimized separately. This is a useful way of simplifying the solving of a large, 

complex model, but it makes finding an optimal solution harder. This is because, when moving on to 

another week, the model loses a portion of its freedom, and the solving method is bound by some of 

the decisions it made the week before. These decisions may have turned out to produce a solution 

which is optimal for one week, but takes which away the possibility of optimality for the entire 

planning horizon. 

Secondly, the solving method has to take into account the increased complexity that comes with a 

multi-staged solving method. Since many hard and soft constraints will not be limited to just one 

week, the solver will need to keep track of data from previously solved weeks. This requires a more 

complex data structure, as well as more complex evaluation methods for certain hard and soft 

constraints. The manner in which the evaluation of constraints requires data from previous weeks 

will be further explained in 2.2.2. 
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2.2.2 Constraints 

2.2.2.1 Hard constraints 

Hard constraints are constraints that set the boundaries for the solver to work within. Any violation 

of a hard constraint will automatically result in infeasibility, and render the roster useless. A reason 

for the existence of hard constraints can be the existence of laws and regulation. For the specific 

INRC-II NRP, four hard constraints are specified: 

1. Single assignment:  

A nurse 𝑖 can only be scheduled once each day 𝑗. Recall from expression (2.1) that 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙  

takes the value of 1 when nurse 𝑖 is scheduled on day 𝑗, shift 𝑘, assignment 𝑙. This 

statement can be represented as follows: 

      

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

 ≤ 1          ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                                      (2.2) 

                                                  

Where:  𝐾 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑗 

      𝐿 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑙 𝑜𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑘 

                 𝐼 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖 

  𝐽 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑗 

 

2. Minimal staffing:  

Each assignment 𝑙 on a certain day 𝑗 and shift 𝑘 has a minimal amount of staffing that 

needs to be met. When there is no minimal staffing constraint, that amount equals 0. 

This can be represented as: 

 

                                     

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙  ≥ 𝑀𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙           ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿

𝑖∈𝐼

                                       (2.3) 

 

Where:  𝐼 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖 

  𝑀𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑗, 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑘, 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙 

 

3. Forbidden successions:  

After being scheduled to a certain shift, it may be forbidden to schedule the same nurse 

on a specific shift the next day, depending on the existence of a succession constraint. 
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We define 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐾 which contains all shifts 𝑘2 which cannot follow an assignment on shift 

𝑘1. These constraints take the following form: 

 

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘1𝑙 +  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑘2𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘2∈𝐵𝑙∈𝐿

 ≤ 1                ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘1 ∈ 𝐾                          (2.4) 

 

Where: 𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑦  

   

4. Missing skill:  

A nurse cannot be scheduled on an assignment 𝑙 which requires a skill which that nurse 

does not have. We define 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐿 which contains the assignments nurse 𝑖 is not qualified 

to perform. This type of constraint takes the following form: 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 0

𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽

                           ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐿                                          (2.5) 

        

Similarly to expression (2.4), this expression shows the impossibility to be scheduled. In 

this case, when nurse 𝑖 does not have the skill required to be assigned to assignment 𝑙. 

2.2.2.2 Soft constraints 

In contrast with hard constraints, soft constraints are allowed to be violated. In fact, it is highly 

unlikely that a solution exists that does not violate any soft constraints. In the INRC-II NRP, soft 

constraints are linked to the model’s objective value. Often, for companies, an optimization model 

aims to either minimize costs or maximize profit/revenue. In the INRC-II NRP, however, the objective 

value is an aggregation of soft constraints violations and is to be minimized.  

1. Optimal staffing:  

Each assignment needs a certain number of nurses to optimally provide service to the 

patient and a quality work environment to the nurses. This constraint is similar to (2.3) and 

can be expressed as follows: 

 

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙  ≥ 𝑂𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙           ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿                                        (2.6)

𝑖∈𝐼
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Where:  𝑂𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑗, 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑘, 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙 

 

When (2.6) is violated, the objective value should be raised by a weight of 30 for each nurse 

in deficit. Scheduling only 4 nurses when the OS equals 6 will therefore result in an extra 60 

in penalty costs. To express this relation mathematically, we can introduce slack variables 

into otherwise hard constraints. We introduce variables 𝑠+ and 𝑠− to allow the solver to 

violate constraints. Expression (2.6) can now be expressed as follows: 

 

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 + 𝑠+ ≥ 𝑂𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙            ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿                             (2.7) 

𝑖∈𝐼

 

 

It should be clear from expression (2.7) that, when only 4 nurses are scheduled on shift 𝑘, 

assignment 𝑙 , while 𝑂𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑙 requires 6 nurses, 𝑠+ shall be set to 2. Notice that setting 𝑠+ to 3 

will still satisfy expression (2.7). Keep in mind, however, that the value of 𝑠+ determines the 

degree in which constraint (2.7) is violated. For the sake of simplicity, assume that we only 

use slack variables to link soft constraints to the objective function. For each constraint 

where slack variables are introduced, 𝑠+ or 𝑠− appears in the objective function as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛                                                          ∑(𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
+

𝑐∈𝐶

+ 𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
−)                                                              (2.8) 

 

Where  𝐶 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑐 

  𝑏𝑐 = 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑐 

 

Since a higher value of 𝑠+ will cause the total objective value to rise with a weight of 𝑏𝑐, the 

solver will always choose the smallest value of 𝑠+ which still satisfies the soft constraint (2.7), 

in order to minimize the total objective value. This mechanic makes sure that the correct 

value of 𝑠+ is chosen. 
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2. Consecutive shifts:  

When scheduling nurses to certain shifts, one needs to take into account the minimum and 

maximum amount of consecutive days the nurse in question can be scheduled on a specific 

shift. In order to determine the first day 𝑗 when a nurse 𝑖 is scheduled on a certain shift 𝑘, we 

introduce the following variable: 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘                                                                                  (2.9)  

 

Which is set equal to 1 when 𝑗 is the starting day of a series of consecutively scheduled shifts 

𝑘. To make sure of this, 𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘  is subject to the following constraints: 

       

𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≤  ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

                        ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                        (2.10) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘  ≤ 1 − ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

        ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                        (2.11) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 1 ≥  ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

)                ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                        (2.12) 

 

The introduction of (2.9)  becomes relevant when modelling the minimum consecutive shifts 

constraint as such: 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘−1

𝑗

+  𝑠+  ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘                       ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                      (2.13) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 
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 Modelling the maximum consecutive shifts constraint takes a more straightforward form: 

  

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘

𝑗

−  𝑠− ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘                        ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                                     (2.14) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

When either expression (2.13) or expression (2.14) are violated, the total penalty cost rises 

with a weight of 15 for each assignment above the maximum or below the minimum values. 

3. Consecutive working days:  

The consecutive working days constraint works in a very similar way as the consecutive shifts 

constraint. The sole difference between the two is that the consecutive working days 

constraint does not discriminate between shift types. The scheduling of any shift that is not 

the “day off” shift is added to the consecutive working days. To model the constraint, one 

has to simply introduce a variable 𝑊𝑖𝑗  constrained by similar constraints as (2.10), (2.11) and 

(2.12): 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                           ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                           (2.15) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗  ≤ 1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

            ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                           (2.16) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

)              ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                           (2.17) 

 

The minimum and maximum consecutive working days constraints can then be modelled in 

the same way as expressions (2.13) and (2.14): 
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∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷−1

𝑗

+ 𝑠+  ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗                          ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                     (2.18) 

 

 

With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷

𝑗

− 𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷                                          ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                   (2.19) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

When constraints (2.18) or (2.19) are violated, the total penalty cost is increased by a weight 

of 30 ∗ 𝑠+ or 30 ∗ 𝑠−, respectively. 

4. Consecutive days off:  

The consecutive days off constraint is exactly the same as the consecutive working days 

constraint, except that it counts free days instead of working days. Let 𝑊𝑖𝑗  be set to 1 when 

nurse 𝑖 has a day off on day 𝑗 after working on day 𝑗 − 1. This can be modelled as follows: 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                    ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                           (2.20) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗  ≤ 1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                   ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                           (2.21) 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

)              ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                           (2.22) 
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The minimum consecutive days off constraint can then be modelled as such: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂

𝑗

− 𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀 − 𝑀 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗                           ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                        (2.23) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓 

  𝑀 = 𝐴 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 

  𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠  

 

The maximum consecutive days off constraint can then be modelled as such: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂−1

𝑗

−  𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 + 𝑠+                       ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                        (2.24) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓 

  𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

If constraints (2.23) or (2.24) are violated, the total objective value rises with 30 ∗ 𝑠−. 

As discussed in 2.2.1, the consecutive shifts, consecutive working days and consecutive days off 

constraints also include assignments from the previous working week. This concept can be explained 

by the following example: 

 

 

Table 2.1 Evaluating constraints including border data. (Ceschia, Nguyen, De Causmaecker, Haspeslagh, & Schaerf (2015)) 

 

Let  “•”  show an assignment to a specific shift and “-“  an assignment to a different shift, or a day off. 

Also assume that the 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘 of shift 𝑘 in question equals 5. It should be clear that, in the first 
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situation, there is no violation of the Maximum Consecutive Shifts constraint. The nurse is scheduled 

the maximum acceptable amount of consecutive shifts from Wednesday to Sunday. 

If the solver did not consider the previous week, there would be no violation in the second and third 

situation either. Since the solver will find that the nurse will have been scheduled respectively once 

and twice on shift 𝑘, the maximum of 5 is not exceeded in both cases. This conflicts with reality, since 

the nurse had been scheduled for 5 consecutive shifts from previous week’s Wednesday to previous 

week’s Sunday. Assignments to shift 𝑘 should be added to the previous week’s total consecutive 

shifts if Sunday’s assignment does not equal “-“. We find the correct violations of 1 and 2 in the 

second and third situation, respectively. 

5. Nurse preferences:  

A nurse 𝑖 may express the desire not to be scheduled on certain assignments. If so, an 

additional constraint exists in the form of: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾′𝑗∈𝐽′

− 𝑠− = 0                    ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                   (2.25) 

 

 With: 𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑗 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑖 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

  𝐾′ ⊂ 𝐾 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 𝑜𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑗 

 

Violating constraint (2.25) will increase the total penalty cost by a weight of 10 ∗ 𝑠−. 

6. Complete weekend:  

Nurses have the option to request a complete weekend constraint. The solver will then 

prefer scheduling that nurse either both on Saturday and Sunday, or will attempt to give the 

nurse both weekend days off. This can be modelled as follows: 

 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

+  𝑠+ − 𝑠− =  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                          ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼′                                           (2.26) 

 

 

Where:  𝐼′ ⊂ 𝐼 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑤ℎ𝑜 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠   
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 When constraint (2.26) is violated, the total objective value increases by a weight of 30 ∗

              (𝑠+ + 𝑠−). 

In the model so far, the decision variables, as well as the hard and soft constraints have been 

relevant for one week. However, the total planning horizon will be either 4 or 8 weeks in length. Two 

soft constraints exist which are evaluated on the entire planning horizon: 

7. Total assignments:  

Nurses will have a maximum and minimum amount of total assignments. This can be 

expressed as follows: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽𝑎∈𝐴

−  𝑠−  ≤  𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖                                   ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                                         (2.27) 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽𝑎∈𝐴

+ 𝑠+  ≥  𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴𝑖                                    ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                                         (2.28) 

 

Where:  𝐴 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛 

  𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑖 

  𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑖 

 

Violating constraints (2.27) or (2.28) will increase the penalty value with a cost of 

 20 ∗ (𝑠+ + 𝑠−). 

 

8. Total working weekends: 

Nurses will prefer not to be scheduled on Saturdays or Sundays more than the maximum 

amount. To model this, the variable 𝑊𝑎𝑖 is introduced, which should be set to a value of 1 

when nurse 𝑖 is assigned on both Saturday and Sunday, during week 𝑎. This can be modelled 

as follows: 

 

𝑊𝑎𝑖  ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                   ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                              (2.29) 

 

    

𝑊𝑎𝑖  ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                   ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                              (2.30) 
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𝑊𝑎𝑖 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑖6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                          ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                             (2.31) 

 

 The Maximum Working Weekends constraint can then be modelled as such: 

  

∑ ∑ ∑(𝑋𝑎𝑖5𝑘𝑙 + 𝑋𝑎𝑖6𝑘𝑙)

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑎∈𝐴

− ∑ 𝑊𝑎𝑖

𝑎∈𝐴

− 𝑠−  ≤  𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖                     ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼                      (2.32) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑖 

 

Violating constraints (2.27) or (2.28) will increase the penalty value with a cost of 

 30 ∗ 𝑠−. 

Constraints 7 and 8 can only be correctly verified after all weeks have been solved. Since the 

solver only looks to solve one week, a mechanism has to be put in place to keep control over the 

penalty cost attributable to constraints 7 and 8 when implementing the algorithm in part 2. 

2.2.3 Data structure 

Before a solver can be developed, one needs to take a look at the different kinds of data files and the 

meaning of the information found within. The INCR-II provides three types of data files to choose 

from: .txt, .json and .xml files. The choice between file types largely comes down to personal 

preference. The solver handles .xml files, due to the structured build (several nodes) and readability 

of the .xml file type. .Xml files are useful in the sense that they are built through a set of tags. When 

reading data, the solver does not have to read the entire document and save all information within 

itself. This file type gives the solver the possibility to conduct a targeted search to the specific piece 

of information it needs, whenever it needs it. File examples can be found in Appendix I. 

The solver uses the Java DOM parser to read the relevant data from the .xml files. It uses a series of 

getter functions which specifically target the content it needs at that time. These getter functions are 

called when they are needed and return the relevant data to the function which calls them. Each 

getter function targets the specific node which contains the desired information and transforms the 

data to a form which is needed at that time within the solver. A rundown of the information stored 

within the .xml files is found below. 
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2.2.3.1 History file 

The history file contains all information to be passed on from the week previous to the start of the 

planning horizon, to the week that is ready to be solved. It should be clear from figure 2.1 that the 

goal of the history file is to make sure constraints which carry over to next week are evaluated 

correctly. Following the structure of the .xml file we find the following tags and their corresponding 

elements: 

1. <Nurse>: The ID of the nurse in question. This tag provides a useful anchor point for the 

solving method. Within it, the relevant history information for one specific nurse is 

stored, as shown below.  

2. <NumberOfAssignments>: The total amount of assignments the nurse in question was 

previously scheduled on. This piece of information provides the starting point of the total 

assignments constraint. Should this node contain the value of 2, one must take into 

account that the total amount of assignments a nurse can be scheduled during the 

planning horizon without violating the Total Assignments soft constraint is to be lowered 

by 2. 

3. <NumberOfWorkingWeekends>: The total amount of weekends the nurse in question 

has worked at least one day of. This provides the starting amount of scheduled 

weekends, related to the maximum amount of consecutive weekends constraint.  

4. <LastAssignedShiftType>: The shift ID assigned to the nurse in question, on the last day 

of the previous week. This can either be “None” to show the nurse had a day off on 

previous week’s Sunday, or the tag of any shift. This information becomes relevant when 

evaluating the minimum and maximum Consecutive Shifts constraint. 

5. <NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments>: The amount of consecutive days the nurse in 

question has been scheduled for the shift type specified in pt. 4. Again, this information 

relates to the evaluation of the minimum and maximum Consecutive Shifts constraint. 

6. <NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays>: The amount of consecutive days the nurse in 

question has been scheduled leading up to the start of the planning period. This amount 

should be taken into account when evaluating the Consecutive Working Days constraint. 

7. <NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff>: The amount of consecutive days the nurse in question 

has enjoyed a day off leading up to the start of the planning period. This amount should 

be taken into account when evaluating the Consecutive Days Off constraint. 
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2.2.3.2 Scenario file 

The scenario file provides the general characteristics of the problem to be solved, and remains 

constant during the entirety of the planning horizon. The goal of the scenario file is to allow the 

solver to set up its functions correctly. Going through the .xml file, the following data can be found: 

1. <Skills>: Provides the ID’s of the available skill types. 

2. <ShiftTypes>: Specifies the available shift types and provides information about the 

Consecutive Shifts soft constraints. Notice the difference between the information stored 

in the history file and the scenario file. The scenario file presents relevant information for 

the current week, whereas the history file, while still providing relevant information, 

provides information only from the previous week. To correctly evaluate the Consecutive 

Shifts soft constraints, the solver needs information from both the history file and the 

scenario file. 

3. <ForbiddenShiftTypeSuccessions>: Lays out the forbidden shift type succession hard 

constraint. Once more, the solver will rely on the information stored in this node, and the 

information in the <LastAssignedShiftType> node of the history file, to accurately verify 

the Shift Succession hard constraint. 

4. <Contracts>: Holds the information specific to each contract type. Recall from 2.2.2 that 

nurses often have individualized constants when it comes to constraints. An example of 

one of these constants is the maximum total amount of assignments 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖. Nurses do 

not each have their own values of 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖, though. The value of 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖 depends upon 

the type of contract a certain nurse has. Nurses working fulltime, for example, will have a 

higher 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖 than nurses working only parttime. 

5. <Nurses>: Holds information about the contract type and skills of a certain nurse. 

2.2.3.3 Week data file 

The week data file provides all variable, weekly information. Every week has its own week data file. 

Going through the .xml file, we find: 

1. <Requirements>: Provides both minimal and optimal staffing requirements for each type of 

nurse, for each day, for each shift type. It should be clear why this information is stored in 

the week data file rather than in the scenario file. Doing this allows the model to introduce 

different requirements for different weeks, introducing a degree of difference between 

weeks. 

2. <ShiftOffRequests>: Contains the nurses’ preferences to not be scheduled on a certain shift, 

or any shift, on a specific day. Should this piece of information be stored in the scenario file 
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rather than here, the nurse would lose the freedom to prefer working on a certain 

assignment during one week, but prefer not to work on the same assignment during another 

week. 
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3 The Scatter Search algorithm 

 

After reading chapter 2, the reader should be well informed about the characteristics of the INRC-II 

NRP. Chapter 3 is designed to introduce the reader to the specific solving method which will be 

implemented in part 2. First, a short introduction into different types of solving methods is provided 

in part 3.1. Lastly, the general structure of the Scatter Search method is outlined, as well as a 

description of the workings of its building blocks, as described by Glover (1998). 

 

3.1 Classification 

 

The Scatter Search algorithm can be classified as an evolutionary metaheuristic solving method. This 

classification has three parts: “evolutionary” , “meta-“ and “-heuristic”, which will be briefly 

explained. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, a legion of solution methods exists with the goal of solving an 

optimization model as best as possible. According to Marti & Reinelt (2011), a first distinction 

between methods can be that a solving method is either exact or heuristic. Both methods are 

summarized below. 

 

  Exact Heuristic 

Solution quality Optimal Good 

Problem complexity Simple Simple/Hard 

CPU time High Low 

Model Linear Linear/Non-Linear 

Table 3.1 Comparison between exact and heuristic solving methods. (Vanhoucke (2013, p 34)) 

 

Table 3.1 shows that heuristic solving methods, in contrast to exact methods, are applicable to hard 

and non-linear problems, and take less time to complete. For this, heuristic methods sacrifice the 

guarantee of optimality present in exact solving methods. In short, heuristic methods exchange 

quality for applicability. From this, we can conclude that heuristic methods are more applicable to 

the NRP, as the NRP is considered to be NP-hard, as proven by Osogami & Imai (2000). 
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A metaheuristic is a type of heuristic that is based upon a set of theoretical principles that remain the 

same regardless of the type of problem has to be solved. They are most often used when there is no 

decent problem specific solving method available (Boussaïd, Lepagot & Siarry, 2009). This makes 

metaheuristics widely applicable on an array of complex problems, as only the implementation needs 

to be problem specific, not the underlying rationales.  

According to Boussaïd, Lepagot & Siarry (2009), evolutionary metaheuristics distinguish themselves 

from other types by aiming to improve upon a population of solutions, instead of improving upon or 

constructing one solution. To do this, evolutionary metaheuristics use a rationale based on Darwin’s 

evolutionary theory. Solutions are improved, selected, combined and mutated over a certain amount 

of generations. Evolutionary metaheuristics aim to retain good characteristics of parent solutions and 

produce child solutions of higher quality. 

Another well-known evolutionary metaheuristic is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). 

 

3.2 Building blocks 

 

According to Glover (1998), a Scatter Search algorithm is built by a number of methods. These 

methods are adapted to bring into practice the evolutionary rationales the algorithm is based on.  In 

the following parts, each method is presented, as well as when it is used, what it aims to achieve and 

what possible risks it brings. The general template of a Scatter Search algorithm can be found below. 
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Figure 3.1 Scatter Search template (Nebro et al., 2008) 

 

3.2.1 The Diversification Generation method 

As is customary for evolutionary metaheuristics, the first step consists of generating an initial set of 

solutions. A diversification method is designed to systematically generate solutions. Initial 

populations of genetic algorithms, on the other hand, are typically generated randomly (Laguna & 

Marti, 2003).  Glover (1998) points out the difference between diversification and randomization as 

follows: “The goal of diversification is to produce solutions that differ from each other in significant 

ways, and that yield productive (or “interesting”) alternatives in the context of the problem 

considered. By contrast, the goal of randomization is to produce solutions that may differ from each 

other in any way (or to any degree) at all, as long as the differences are entirely “unsystematic”.” 

According to Laguna, Glover & Marti (2003), the goal of the diversification method should be to 

create a large, diverse set of solutions. This puts an emphasis on diversity, rather than quality. When 

comparing the effectiveness of methods designed to create initial solutions, an evaluation measure 

will need to be used which measures diversity rather than quality. 

 

3.2.2 The Improvement method 

The goal of the improvement method is to search the solution space around an existing solution for 

possible improvements. Basic improvement techniques like the hill-climbing technique (Hill Climbing, 

2016) are limited to searching the closest neighbourhood for improvements. These techniques are 
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also referred to as Nearest Neighbourhood Searches (NNS) (Nearest Neighbor (sic.) Search, 2016). 

For an NRP, searching within a small space of the original solution will amount to searching within 

the Single Shift/Day neighbourhood previously described by Burke, Cowling, De Causmaecker & 

Vanden Berghe (2001).  

NNS methods are effective at finding incremental improvements, however, they should not be relied 

upon to find optimal solutions. This is due to the well-known issue of local optima (Michiels, Aarts & 

Korst, 2007). NNS methods tend to be very susceptible to getting stuck in local optima due to the 

way they evolve towards better solutions. Let us consider the following example: 

 

Figure 3.2 shows a simplified representation of a 

solution space. Let us assume point A shows the 

position of the initial solution. It should be clear 

that point A is suboptimal. When an NNS 

method is applied to solution A, better solutions 

can be found in the nearest neighbourhoods of 

A. The solution will move to the right, up the 

hill. Eventually, the method will arrive at point 

B, where no more improvements can be found in the closest neighbourhood to B. When generating 

the initial solution, fate has decided that A lies on the slope that leads to the global optimum, and 

can therefore evolve to the optimal solution. 

In the case represented by figure 3.3, the initial 

solution is situated at point C. The NNS method 

will again look for improvements in the nearest 

neighbourhood of C. The solution will move to 

the left, up the hill until it reaches point D. At 

this point, no solutions can be found in the 

nearest neighbourhood of D that improve upon 

the existing solution. Since the NNS method can 

only climb up hills and never descend, the solver will remain stuck in the suboptimal solution D. 

To counter this problem, newer improvement methods have been developed which expand the 

search to include solutions which are situated farther away from the initial solution. An example of 

Figure 3.2 NNS method evolving to the optimal solution 

Figure 3.3 NNS method evolving to a local optimum 
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this for the NRP is a pattern based local search as described by Maenhout & Vanhoucke (2007). This 

methods changes individual nurse rosters, not single shift assignments, to find improvements.  

 

3.2.3 The Reference Set Update method 

The Reference Set Update method is designed to create and update a reference set consisting of an 

amount 𝑏 of high quality solutions (Glover, 1998). However, different reference sets can be 

generated which have different criteria. For example, two reference sets can be created: one which 

pools high quality solutions and one which pools high diversity solutions. New solutions are 

evaluated by the Reference Set Update method, after which is decided whether the new solution is 

added to a reference set, or discarded. 

 

3.2.4 The Subset Generation method 

Before new solutions can be created, the Subset Generation method has to choose the 𝑛 parent 

solutions from existing reference sets by creating a subset. Usually, 𝑛 will be equal to 2, although 

higher values are also possible (Glover, Laguna & Marti, 2003). Subsets can be generated from a high 

quality reference set, or from high quality and high diversity reference sets. Choosing a parent 

solution from a high diversity reference set is the Scatter Search equivalence of mutation, and 

maintains a certain level of diversity within the solution population. 

 

3.2.5 The Solution Combination method 

In order to create child solutions, data needs to be exchanged between parent solutions. The 

combination method is often times chosen freely, with the only requirement being that the child 

solution contains a significant amount of data from both parents.  

After the child solution is created, it is improved upon by the Improvement method. Lastly, the 

Reference Set update method is called to decide whether or not to discard the new solution, after 

which the process starts again until the ending criteria is met. 
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Part 2: Practical implementation in JAVA 

 

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 are dedicated to explaining how each relevant building block previously 

described in chapter 3 is practically implemented. For the sake of comparison (part 3), two different 

methods are implemented for each building block. Firstly, chapter 4 will illustrate the 

implementation of a Diversification Generation method as well as that of a Randomization method, 

designed to serve as Diversification Generation method. Next, chapter 5 will introduce a Single Shift 

Improvement method, which will be referred to as the Day based Local Search method, as well as a 

Pattern based Local Search, to be used in tandem. Lastly, chapters 6 and 7 will provide two methods 

to conduct the Reference Set Update method and the Subset Generation method, respectively. The 

first method is a standard Scatter Search method, whereas the second method is based on the 

mathematical theory of Pareto Fronts (Pareto Efficiency, 2016). Chapter 7 will also include a 

proposition for a Combination method. 
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4 Implementing the Diversification Generation method 

 

The Diversification Generation method aims at generating an initial pool of solutions. The quality of 

the method depends on the degree of diversity within the solution pool. In the following parts, two 

methods to generate a diverse set of initial solutions will be practically explained.  

 

4.1 Constructive Heuristic 

 

4.1.1 Implementation 

The first proposed method is based on the Diversification Generation method as described by Burke, 

Curtois, Qu & Vanden Berghe (2010). This method uses a structured approach to generating an initial 

solution pool. To improve the applicability of this method to the larger and more complex INRC-II 

problem, a certain degree of randomization is also introduced, as proposed by Maenhout & 

Vanhoucke (2006). 

This method is designed to generate a group of solutions where the decision to assign a certain nurse 

to a certain assignment is dependent upon the other solutions in that pool. The method attempts to 

make sure the dependent solutions differ significantly from the solution or solutions they depend on. 

The pseudo code for the Constructive Heuristic is depicted in figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Pseudo code for the Diversification Generation method 
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Where 𝑅 represents the amount of dependent solutions within the generated set. The value of 𝑅 is 

relevant because it sets the degree of randomization in the method. This is illustrated by the 

following example.  

Assume the user wishes to generate a small initial set which contains 9 solutions. This can be 

achieved by using the method shown in figure 4.1 to create three sets of solutions, each containing 

three solutions. If 𝑅 = 3, the degree of randomization is automatically set at 33%. This is due to the 

fact that the first solution in the dependent set will always be generated randomly, since the amount 

of previous assignments will automatically be zero. Therefore, when the algorithm creates and sorts 

subsets according to the amount of assignments, there will be one subset of nurses equal to the 

entire nurse roster. Eligible nurses will be assigned randomly from this one subset. The second 

solution will depend upon the random decisions of the first solution and the third solution will 

depend upon the decisions made in the previous two solutions. When this algorithm is executed 

three times it will generate a total of nine solutions, where three solutions are randomized and six 

solutions are generated through a traditional Diversification method as described by Glover (1998). 

Note that this method demands feasibility before assigning any nurse.  

The glaring problem with this method is that there is no way to increase the amount of assigned 

nurses above the minimal staffing requirement 𝑀𝑆. The method therefore ignores the entire part of 

the solution space where the assignment of nurses exceeds 𝑀𝑆 at least once. To solve this problem, 

the following method is used to expand upon the basic method as described in figure 4.1: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Expanding the Diversification Generation method 
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This method randomly chooses whether or not to increase the amount of nurses scheduled to a 

certain assignment while still respecting the hierarchy of subsets generated in figure 4.1. The 

possibility of exceeding the minimal staffing requirement 𝑀𝑆 while still retaining the possibility not 

to reach the optimal staffing requirement 𝑂𝑆 dramatically increases the solution space covered by 

the Diversification Generation method. All solutions which have an increased number of scheduled 

nurses above the minimal staffing requirement are therefore added to the possible generated 

solutions. 

 

4.1.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

The algorithm depicted in figure 4.1 chooses the assignment which has been chosen the least 

amount of times relative to the solutions it depends on. From this, we can safely assume that the 

degree of diversity within the set of dependent solutions will be rather high. Curtois, Qu & Vanden 

Berghe (2010) tested the effectiveness of a similar algorithm and found a significant increase in 

diversity compared to complete randomization. For the sake of thoroughness, however, we will 

conduct our own experiment in chapter 8. The reason for this is the added element of randomization 

and the significant differences in NRP characteristics the INRC-II NRP has compared to the NRP as 

described by . Curtois, Qu & Vanden Berghe (2010). 

When the Diversification Generation method is conducted in this way on the INRC-II instances, there 

is a possibility to encounter two kinds of problems, which cause the method to return infeasible 

solutions. Since the algorithm builds each solution from the ground up and handles only one 

assignment each time, it is possible that previous assignment decisions cause infeasibility. 

Sometimes, these previous decisions bring about a situation where no eligible nurses are found for a 

specific assignment. This problem arises while the Diversification method is generating a solution, 

and the problem can be attributed to a failure of the Diversification method earlier while generating 

that specific solution. Since the method cannot backtrack or judge what decision caused this 

situation, there is no choice but to discard and retry. This problem is easily solved in practice by 

checking the feasibility after generating each set of dependent solutions as shown in figure 4.3: 
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Figure 4.3 Working around the internal feasibility problem 

 

Due to the fact that a subset of dependent solutions is generated entirely before being evaluated on 

its feasibility, it is recommended to keep the size of dependent subsets relatively small. The higher 

the amount of dependent solutions within a subset, the larger the possibility becomes that the 

internal feasibility problem will be encountered at least once when evaluating the solutions within 

the subset. Moving on, a size of 3 will be used as a rule of thumb, setting the degree of 

Randomization for this specific method to 33%. While testing the Diversification method, it also 

became clear that larger scale problems which have a higher number of nurses take longer to find 

feasible solutions due to this internal feasibility problem. Setting the size of dependent subsets to 3 

ensures that even for large scale problems, the Diversification method can find a set of feasible 

solutions in a reasonable timespan. For smaller NRP’s, the size of subsets may well be increased, at 

the discretion of the user. In order to keep subsequent analyses for larger models honest, a subset 

size of 3 will be implemented throughout the remainder of the thesis. 

The infeasibility problem which the solver may encounter while building the initial solution is due to 

a failure of the Diversification Generation method itself. However, infeasibility can also arise at the 

Diversification stage for another reason. The multi-staged characteristic of the INRC-II NRP can cause 

the solver to find a solution for one week which takes away the possibility of a feasible solution for 

the next week. Since the solver only looks to optimize the current week, it does not take this 

possibility into account. This problem has more serious consequences, as the entire solution of the 

previous week becomes unusable and has to be discarded. 

A constructive heuristic will also have has a slightly longer runtime than a Randomization method. 

Due to the increased calculations and actions the method has to conduct before it can select a nurse 

to add to the assignment. 
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4.2 Randomization 

 

4.2.1 Implementation 

Genetic Algorithms typically employ a completely random and large set of initial solutions, whereas 

Scatter Search algorithms tend to employ a smaller, systematically generated set (Glover, 1998). For 

the sake of having a control group when measuring the diversity within solution sets generated by 

the constructive heuristic, a simple Randomization method is implemented as follows: 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Pseudo code for the Randomization method 

 

Similar to the constructive heuristic, The Randomization algorithm is to be expanded as follows, in 

order to allow the solver to reach the part of the solution space where minimal staffing requirements 

are exceeded: 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Expanding the Randomization method 
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It is clear that the creation of initial solutions is conducted fairly similarly to the constructive 

heuristic. With the exception that it pays no attention to previously generated solutions. 

 

4.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

Since the Randomization method does not require the same number of calculations as the 

constructive heuristic, this method can be used to generate a higher number of initial solutions, 

faster. However, the total runtime attributable to the Diversification Generation method will likely 

pale in comparison to those of the Improvement and Combination methods. Shaving off a few 

seconds for each solution will not significantly impact the efficiency of the entire algorithm. 

The Randomization method does not guarantee a certain level of diversity in the same way as the set 

of dependent solutions generated by the Diversification Generation method does. Due to the 

completely random generation, it can also be expected that, for several runs of the Diversification 

method, the variability of diversity levels will be higher than solutions generated by the constructive 

heuristic. This prediction will be tested in part 3. 

Implementing the Randomization method does not exempt the algorithm from facing both the 

internal feasibility problem and the feasibility problem due to the multiple stage characteristic of the 

NRP described in 4.1.2. Similar to the constructive heuristic, the Randomization method builds 

solutions from the ground up, which can cause the internal feasibility issue. This issue can, again, be 

worked around as follows: 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Working around the internal feasibility problem (Randomization) 

 

The consequences of encountering the infeasibility problem due to the multiple stage requirement of 

the INRC-II NRP are the same as discussed in 4.1.2, as there is no method of fixing the previously 

made errors. The previous solution will, again, have to be discarded. 
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5 Implementing the Improvement method 

 

Since the Improvement method is called both to improve the initial solution set generated by the 

Diversification Generation method and to improve each child solution generated by the Solution 

Combination method, its quality will largely determine the quality of the algorithm as a whole. To 

guarantee this quality, two different local search methods will be introduced based on the Pattern 

based Local Search and the Day based Local Search as described by Maenhout & Vanhoucke (2007). 

In contrast with the other chapters in this part, these methods are to be used in tandem. The 

methods will be adapted to complement each other as best as possible in part 3, based on 

experimentation. 

 

5.1 Day based Local Search 

 

5.1.1 Implementation 

When talking about the building blocks of the Scatter Search algorithm in chapter 3, the idea of a 

Nearest Neighbourhood Search (NNS) was laid out, as well as its weaknesses. The Day based Local 

Search introduced here is based on the NNS method as described by Maenhout & Vanhoucke (2007). 

Maenhout & Vanhoucke developed a search method which aimed to optimize each day of the entire 

nurse roster. A simpler method is implemented here, which is still based on the idea of handling one 

day at a time instead of considering the entire nurse roster. The method tries to find improvements 

within one day by vertically swapping nurses within a certain assignment. The pseudo code for the 

simple NNS can be found below: 
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Figure 5.1 Pseudo code for the Day based Local Search 

 

When this method is called, eligible nurses are swapped vertically through the roster. The method 

searches in a very close proximity to the existing solution, as it sets one decision variable to zero and 

another decision variable to one. Therefore, it can only move on to a situation where two variables 

have been changed at once. 

To illustrate, consider the following example: 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Day based Local Search initial situation 

 

In this situation, the solver is working on the first iteration, on Monday. Based on random generation, 

the solver has chosen assignment 1 on shift Day to improve. Different assignments are represented 

by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 for each shift. In reality, different assignments come down to different 

skills needed to perform the tasks which the nurse will be assigned to. Examples of assignments can 

be “Head nurse” and “Trainee”. For the sake of this example, however, assignments are represented 

as integers. Now, a random nurse is chosen that has a decision variable set to 1 for the assignment in 
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question. In this case, nurse 3 will be chosen to be swapped out of the assignment. The solver will 

now attempt to find a replacement nurse that yields a better objective value. Nurse 3 is set to zero 

and the solver goes through each nurse to look for a replacement. Let us assume that Nurse 1 does 

not yield a better solution but Nurse 2 does. Due to runtime considerations, the solver will elect not 

to look further for possible greater improvements and settle for the first improvement it can find. 

This allows the solver to investigate a greater number of assignments. The improved situation can be 

represented as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Improvement found by NNS method 

 

After a swap of nurses has been accepted as superior to the initial solution, the solver will once more 

generate a random shift and assignment to conduct a swap on. The only thing required is that the 

day the specific shift and assignment are chosen from remains the same. 

 

5.1.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

The Day based Local Search causes solutions to evolve incrementally to a locally optimal solution. It is 

useful in its simplicity and can be quickly executed to check for local improvements. However, the 

algorithm is not equipped to find high quality solutions on its own. Like all NNS methods, the Day 

based Local Search is prone to getting stuck in local optima, as described previously in 3.2.2. The 

amount of improvements found by the Day based Local Search will also largely by up to random 

chance, as the ending objective value will depend on the random generation of assignments and 

shifts, and the situation of the initial solution relative to its nearby local optima. This characteristic of 

NNS methods has been addressed previously in 3.2.2. 
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5.2 Pattern based Local Search 

 

5.2.1 Implementation 

While the Day based Local Search aims to optimize each day through vertical swaps, the Pattern 

based Local Search looks for improvements through horizontal changes. Horizontal changes are 

changes within the roster of an individual nurse. Recall that the problem with the Day based Local 

Search, and NNS methods in general, is that solutions tend to get stuck in local optima. In order to 

complement the Day based Local Search, it is desirable to implement a method which is not limited 

to searching within the close proximity of the initial solution. In other words, a method must be 

developed which is not limited to changing the value of one or two decision variables. 

The NRP problem tends to not lend itself to be solved by traditional commercial solvers, due to the 

fact that it is considered NP-hard (Osogami & Imai, 2000). Very large and complicated models may 

just be too large for commercial solvers to handle. However, most of the size of an NRP is caused by 

there being a large number of nurses. When the weekly model, as described in chapter 2, is divided 

into 𝐼 individual nurse rosters, the model becomes solvable. It should be clear that lowering the 

scope of the search from a model which considers the individual nurse rosters of 30-60 nurses to a 

model which considers the individual roster of only one drastically reduces the size of the NRP. The 

Gurobi Optimizer is used to optimize each nurse’s individual roster, over the entire week. The 

Pattern based Local Search takes on the following form: 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Pattern based Local Search pseudo code 

 

The individual nurse roster given to the optimizer will be very similar to the weekly NRP as defined in 

chapter 2. Instead of encompassing all nurses 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, the model now only considers individual nurses. 

For the sake of clarity, however,  the relevant steps of the algorithm, as presented in figure 5.4, will 

be explained 
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5.2.1.1 Decision variables and parameters 

The Gurobi optimizer requires the definition of the model’s decision variables and their parameters. 

Recall from chapter 2, expression (2.1), that the NRP decision variables take on the following form: 

 

𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙                                                                                 (5.1) 

Since the pattern based local search only looks at one nurse’s individual roster, the decision variables 

passed on to the optimizer can be stated as follows: 

 

𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙                                                                                   (5.2) 

 

Where 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙 takes on the value of 1 when the nurse in question is assigned to assignment 𝑙 on shift 𝑘 

on day 𝑗. Based on the objective function as defined in part 2.2.2, expression (2.8), the objective 

function for the individual roster can be expressed as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒                                    ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽

+ ∑(𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
+ + 𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐

−)                                               (5.3)

𝑐∈𝐶

 

 

Where 𝑎𝑗𝑘𝑙 is a parameter value which contains information about the steady state of individual 

rosters from the 𝐼 − 1 other nurses. The parameter 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘  represents a penalty which occurs without 

question when the nurse is scheduled on day 𝑗, shift 𝑘, assignment 𝑗. When looking at the constraints 

of the INRC-II NRP, two soft constraints can be easily added to the model by incorporating them into 

the parameter values. This can be done for the Nurse Preferences constraint and the Optimal Staffing 

constraint. The reason for this is that the Nurse Preferences constraint and the Optimal Staffing 

constraint both only depend on the value of one decision variable when optimizing the individual 

nurse roster. To illustrate, consider the following example: 
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Figure 5.5 Pattern based local search initial situation 

 

When trying to evaluate the Nurse Preferences constraint, it is clear that the only thing the solver 

needs to look at is if the nurse in question is scheduled on an preferred shift off. Therefore, setting 𝑋 

to 1 will automatically cause the solver to encounter a penalty. In this case, the parameter 𝑎 is 

increased with the penalty weight of violating the Nurse Preferences constraint. The same thing goes 

for the Optimal Staffing constraint, since it is a vertical constraint. The schedules for all other nurses 

will not be touched, so when the assignments of other nurses do not account for the optimal staffing 

constraint 𝑂𝑆, setting 𝑋 to 1 will save the solver one penalty weight. In this case, the parameter 𝑎 is 

decreased with the penalty weight of violating the Optimal Staffing constraint. 

Consider the initial situation, where nurse 1 has been scheduled on assignment 2 on Monday’s early 

shift. Let us assume that the Optimal Staffing constraint is not fulfilled when considering the 

assignments of nurse 2 to nurse N. Assigning nurse 1 to this assignment will therefore certainly 

decrease the total penalty cost with a value of the penalty weight 𝑏𝑐. Should the nurse not have 

expressed a desire to not be scheduled, the parameter 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘  takes the value of −𝑏𝑐 . It should be clear 

that the value of the parameter 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘  may very well be negative, depending on the assignments of the 

steady state nurses. Individual nurse rosters which are not up for optimization at a certain time 

because another nurse’s roster is being optimized instead are called “steady state nurses” from now 

on. 

5.2.1.2 Hard and soft constraints 

Not every constraint can be incorporated into the model through decision variable parameters in the 

same way as described in 5.2.1.1. Most constraints do not just depend on the value of one decision 

variable, or on the values of fixed decision variables (from other individual rosters), but on the values 

of multiple decision variables within the individual nurse roster. These constraints need to be passed 

on to the optimizer through mathematical expressions similar to the expressions introduced in 
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chapter 2. The difference between the expressions introduced in chapter 2 and the ones introduced 

below is that the expressions below only consider individual nurse rosters. 

The following hard constraints are passed on to the optimizer, in order to ensure that the optimizer 

only yields individual nurse rosters which are feasible and can be slotted into the steady state of 

rosters: 

1. Single assignment:  

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙=0𝑘=0

 ≤ 1                                             ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                              (5.4) 

Notice the link between expression (5.4) and the general single assignment constraint as 

presented in expression (2.2). Expression (5.4) does not include different nurses. 

2. Minimal staffing: 

Just like the optimal staffing constraint, the minimal staffing constraint is a vertical 

constraint. To implement the constraint, the solver could be programmed to analyse the 

fixed individual schedules and assign a very high penalty, relative to other penalty weights, to 

the decision variable parameter if setting 𝑋 to 0 will cause the solver to violate the minimal 

staffing constraint. For the sake of precision, however, we elect to not incorporate this into 

the decision variable parameters. Instead, the solver analyses the fixed individual nurse 

rosters and passes the following constraint to the optimizer when not assigning the nurse in 

question to day 𝑗, shift 𝑘, assignment 𝑗 causes the global minimal staffing constraint, as 

presented by expression (2.3), to be violated: 

 

𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 1                               ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾′, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿′                                (5.5) 

 

 With:  𝐽′ ⊆ 𝐽, 𝐾′ ⊆ 𝐾, 𝐿′ ⊆ 𝐿 

3. Forbidden shift successions: 

In order to make the Gurobi Optimizer work correctly, one needs to make sure that the 

optimizer will only yield feasible individual nurse contracts. It is desirable that the optimizer 

either finds a superior solution, or the existing roster. To make sure of this, the solver splits 

the forbidden shift successions constraint into two parts, the part which considers the 
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individual nurse roster and the part which considers the border data. First of all, one is 

required to make sure that: 

 

∑ 𝑋0𝑘𝑙 = 0

𝑙∈𝐿

                                       ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾′                                        (5.6) 

 

With:  𝐾′ ⊆ 𝐾 

 

𝐾′ contains element 𝑘 when shift 𝑘 is not complementary with the assignment on Sunday of 

the previous week. We define 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐾, which contains all shifts 𝑘2 which cannot follow an 

assignment on shift 𝑘1, in the same way as we did in expression (2.4). The solver passes the 

following constraint to the optimizer: 

 

∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘1𝑙 + ∑ ∑ 𝑋(𝑗+1)𝑘2𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘2∈𝐵𝑙∈𝐿

 ≤ 1                             ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘1 ∈ 𝐾                           (5.7) 

 

Where:  𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑦 

4. Missing skill: 

Similar to the way we expressed in expression (2.5), We define 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐿 which contains the 

assignments nurse 𝑖 is not qualified to perform. The solver passes the following constraint to 

the optimizer: 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 0

𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽

                           ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐵 ⊂ 𝐿                                      (5.8) 

 

As mentioned earlier, not all soft constraints can be incorporated into the value of the decision 

variable parameter 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘, these constraints are to be passed on to the optimizer in the form of 

mathematical expressions, as follows: 
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1. Consecutive shifts: 

The minimum and maximum consecutive shifts constraints are passed on to the optimizer 

through mathematical expressions very similar to expressions (2.9) to (2.14). Only, instead of 

formulating the constraints for ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, the solver only needs to take into account each nurse 

separately. Expressions (2.9)-(2.12) are adapted to the following expressions: 

 

𝑊𝑗𝑘                                                                                    (5.9)  

 

𝑊𝑗𝑘 ≤  ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

                               ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                               (5.10) 

 

𝑊𝑗𝑘  ≤ 1 −  ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

               ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                               (5.11) 

 

𝑊𝑗𝑘 + 1 ≥  ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿 

)                        ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                                (5.12) 

  

The solver passes on the minimum consecutive shifts constraint to the optimizer in a similar 

way as expression (2.13). One can easily adapt expression (2.13) to be applicable only to an 

individual nurse roster as follows: 

  

∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘−1

𝑗

+ 𝑠+  ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 ∗  𝑊𝑗𝑘                              ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                             (5.13) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑆𝑘 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

The maximum consecutive shifts constraint is passed on similar to the way expression (2.14) 

has been introduced in chapter 2:  
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∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘

𝑗

− 𝑠− ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘                                ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾                                          (5.14) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑘 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑆𝑘 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

2. Consecutive working days: 

For passing on the minimum and maximum consecutive working days constraints to the 

optimizer, expressions (2.15)-(2.17) are adapted to only consider one nurse. After 

introducing 𝑊𝑗, the solver passes on the following expressions to the optimizer: 

 

𝑊𝑗 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                                  ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                                  (5.15) 

 

𝑊𝑗  ≤ 1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                  ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                                  (5.16) 

 

𝑊𝑗 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

)                     ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                   (5.17) 

 

Next, the minimum and maximum consecutive working days constraints are passed on to the 

optimizer as adapted versions of expressions (2.18) and (2.19): 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷−1

𝑗

+  𝑠+  ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 ∗  𝑊𝑗                                 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                           (5.18) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑖𝐶𝑊𝐷 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 
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∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷

𝑗

−  𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷                                                ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                         (5.19) 

 

 With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 

   𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝑊𝐷 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

3. Consecutive days off: 

Once more, the consecutive days off constraints as introduced in 2.2.2.2 need to be adapted 

to only consider the individual nurse roster: 

 

𝑊𝑗 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                              ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                              (5.20) 

 

𝑊𝑗  ≤ 1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

                          ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                                  (5.21) 

 

𝑊𝑗 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋(𝑗−1)𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

+ (1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿 

)                     ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽                                   (5.22) 

  

 Expression (2.23) and (2.24) are adapted and passed on to the optimizer follows: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂

𝑗

−  𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀 − 𝑀 ∗ 𝑊𝑗                                   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                                 (5.23) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓 

  𝑀 = 𝐴 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 

  𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑖𝐶𝐷𝑂 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠  
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∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑘∈𝐾𝑙∈𝐿

𝑗+𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂−1

𝑗

−  𝑠−  ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 +  𝑠+                              ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′                             (5.24) 

 

With:  𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓 

  𝐽′ ⊂ 𝐽 𝐷𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (𝑀𝑎𝐶𝐷𝑂 − 1) 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

 

4. Complete week end: 

An expression similar to expression (2.26) is developed and passed on to the optimizer as 

follows: 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑋5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

+  𝑠+ −  𝑠− =  ∑ ∑ 𝑋6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                         (5.25) 

 

5.2.1.3 Constraints spanning the entire planning horizon 

Recall from 2.2.2.2 that the Total Assignments and Total Working Weekends constraints are only 

verified at the end of the planning horizon. In order to make sure that the costs of violating these 

constraints stay within reasonable bounds, the solver will need a measure to keep these costs under 

control. Two extra constraints are introduced in order to attempt to keep control over these 

penalties. These constraints do not consider data from the entire planning horizon, but data which 

can be attributed to the week which is being solved.  

 

1. Total assignments: 

After the end of the entire planning horizon, the amount of assignments the nurse has been 

scheduled on is evaluated against the minimum and maximum values. These minimum and 

maximum values depend on the contract type a nurse is bound by. In order to attempt to 

keep the actual amount of assignments within these boundaries, an incentive needs to be 

put in place for the solver to actively strive to achieve this.  

 

To illustrate the controlling mechanism, consider the following example, where the minimum 

amount of assignments for nurse 𝑖, 𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴𝑖, equals 10, and the amount of weeks equals 4. 

Since 𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴𝑖 constitutes a lower bound for the total nurse assignments over 4 weeks, the 

solver introduces a constraints which penalizes scheduling nurse 𝑖 on fewer than 𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴𝑖/4 

assignments, rounded up. In this case, the total objective value will be increased by a certain 
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weight when nurse 𝑖 is scheduled less than 3 times. The same rationale can be applied to the 

maximum number of assignments 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖. Should 𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴𝑖 equal 20, a constraint will be 

passed on to the optimizer which penalizes scheduling a nurse 𝑖 more than 5 times, being the 

rounded down value of 20 divided by the amount of weeks, 4. The solver passes the 

following constraints to the optimizer: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽

−  𝑠−  ≤  ⌊𝑀𝑎𝑇𝐴/𝑚⌋                                               (5.26) 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽

+  𝑠+  ≥  ⌈𝑀𝑖𝑇𝐴/𝑚⌉                                               (5.27) 

 

 Where:  𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛 

 

The penalty value of violating these constraints is to be chosen by the user, either depending 

on the importance of the constraint or depending on experimentation. Should the method 

not succeed in keeping the penalty value for the Total Assignments constraint under control, 

one can adjust the penalty weight and retry. An analysis of the impact of setting the penalty 

value to higher values than the penalty weight of violating the Total Assignments Constraint 

is provided in part 3. 

2. Total working weekends: 

To maintain a high level of quality for the individual nurse roster, it is desirable that nurses 

only work a limited number of weekends. A weekend can be considered a working weekend 

if either a nurse is scheduled on Saturday, Sunday, or both on Saturday and Sunday. Since 

there is no lower limit on the amount of working weekends a nurse should be scheduled, a 

simple measure can be introduced which penalizes any assignment on weekends. In a similar 

form as the forms of expressions (2.29)-(2.32), the Working Weekends controlling constraint 

is passed to the optimizer as follows: 

 

𝑊 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                                                  (5.28) 
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𝑊 ≤  ∑ ∑ 𝑋6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                                                  (5.29) 

 

𝑊 + 1 ≥  ∑ ∑ 𝑋5𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑋6𝑘𝑙

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

                                             (5.30) 

 

∑ ∑(𝑋5𝑘𝑙 + 𝑋6𝑘𝑙)

𝑙∈𝐿𝑘∈𝐾

− 𝑊 − 𝑠−  ≤  0                                               (5.31) 

 

As far as the penalty cost of violating expression (5.31) goes, the user is free to assign a 

penalty weight to the controlling measure according to the level of importance of the Total 

Working Weekends constraint in the mind of the user. For now, the solver calculates a cost 

according to the value of 𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖. Should 𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖 be large, the impact of assigning a nurse 

on a weekend shift will be less severe than should 𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖 be small. The solver calculates 

the penalty weight as follows: 

 

𝑣 =
1

𝑀𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑖
                                                             (5.32) 

 

𝑏𝑐 = ‖𝑣‖ ∗ 𝑏𝑐′                                                           (5.33) 

  

 With:  𝑏𝑐 = 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 

   𝑏𝑐′ = 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 

 

5.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

Since the optimizer returns an optimal solution under the constraints introduced in part 5.2.1, the 

Pattern based Local Search is not bound to searching within the close proximity of the initial solution. 

Recall from part 5.1 that the Day based Local Search either changes the values of two decision 

variables, or zero decision variables, and could therefore only search within the closest 

neighbourhoods around the starting solution. The Pattern based Local Search can change the values 

of all decision variables, none of them, or any in between within the individual nurse roster. So 

whereas the Day based Local Search can change the values of a maximum of two decision variables 
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at a time, the Pattern based Local Search can change the value of a maximum of 𝐿 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝐽 decision 

variables. 

Another advantage of using the Pattern based Local Search as described in part 5.2.1, is that there is 

a clear cut moment where the method reaches its limitations. Recall from figure 5.4 that every nurse 

has her roster optimized. However, it makes sense to allow the solver to conduct this iteration more 

than once, as changes will have been made to the roster in the previous iteration. Since the steady 

state of nurse rosters has changed, new improvements may be found by conducting the Pattern 

based Local Search once more for every nurse, and so forth, until no improvements are found. When 

the solver goes through the entire nurse roster without accepting any changes, subsequent iterations 

will not yield any improvements as well, as there is no randomness within the Pattern based Local 

Search. The solver can guarantee 100% efficiency from the Pattern based Local Search by allowing it 

to run through the roster until no improvements are found in one iteration, after which the user can 

safely and with 100% certainty assume that the method will not find extra improvements without 

changes to the steady state of rosters.  

The biggest weakness of the Pattern based Local Search is that, although it takes into account the 

border data for hard constraints, it does not take into account border data for soft constraints. 

Therefore, it can be expected that a lot of room for improvement will be left in the beginning of the 

week. In part 3, an experiment is conducted to investigate at which points of the week the Pattern 

based Local Search leaves the most room for improvement. These points will then be able to be 

specifically targeted by the Day based Local Search. 

It should be clear from the weaknesses of both the Day based Local Search and the Pattern based 

Local Search that both methods should benefit a great deal from working in tandem with each other. 
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6 Implementing the Reference Set Update method 

 

6.1 Standard Scatter Search method Reference Set Update method 

 

6.1.1 Implementation 

As depicted in figure 3.1, the Reference Set Update method is called at the start of every 

combination cycle. Depending on which cycle the solver is in when it is called, the Reference Set 

Update method performs two different tasks. The Reference Set Update method is almost always 

called to evaluate newly generated child solutions after the Subset Generation and Combination 

methods have been called previously. However, since the Reference Set Update method also 

performs the task of creating the initial reference sets from the set of solutions returned by the 

Diversification method, the Reference Set Update method is explained before other methods are. 

The reader should be aware of how the reference sets from which the Subset Generation method 

chooses parent solutions are formed before the Subset Generation method can be explained. 

Therefore, it makes sense to explain the Reference Set Update method before anything else. 

Consider the situation before starting the first combination cycle. At this point, the initial solution 

pool has been generated and improved. The Reference Set Update method is now called to evaluate 

each of the 𝑎 solutions in the initial solution pool and generate reference sets. For the standard 

Scatter Search method, two reference sets are to be created. First, the solver goes through the initial 

solution set, as returned by the Diversification method, and copies the 𝑏 highest quality solutions 

into the first reference set, which will be called RefSet1. The remaining 𝑎 − 𝑏 solutions are then 

copied into the second reference set, which will be called RefSet2. After calling the reference set 

update method the first time, the solver will have created a high quality reference set, from which 

parent solutions can be chosen, and a residual reference set, which is used to insert diversity 

throughout the combination iterations. 

When the solver has started combining and improving solutions from the reference sets, the 

Reference Set Update method is called to evaluate the new child solution and decide if it should be 

inserted in RefSet1, or discarded. Before combining solutions, the Subset Generation method is 

called to determine which solutions will be chosen as the parent solutions. The parent solutions can 

either both be chosen from RefSet1, or from both RefSet1 and RefSet2. Since the goal of choosing 

one parent solution from RefSet2 is to maintain a certain level of diversity within RefSet1, the child 

solution is not evaluated according to quality in this case. Should the child solution be of lower 
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quality than the lowest quality solution in RefSet1, the solver should not care, since the goal is not to 

insert extra quality into RefSet1, but prevent the solver to get stuck in small solution space areas by 

inserting diversity into the reference set RefSet1. The Reference Set Update method replaces the 

lowest quality solution from RefSet1 with the improved child solution created by parents from 

RefSet1 and RefSet2, regardless of the quality of the child solution. When the solver elects to 

combine two high quality solutions, meaning two solutions from RefSet1, the newly generated and 

improved child solution will only replace the lowest quality solution from RefSet1 should the child 

solution itself be of higher quality than the lowest quality solution from RefSet1. 

The decision process of the Reference Set Update method can be visualized as follows: 
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Evaluate 𝑎 initial 
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Figure 6.1 Standard SS: Reference Set Update method decision tree 
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6.1.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

The greatest strength of the standard Scatter Search Reference Set Update method is its simplicity. 

Quality is easily evaluated as the total objective value as presented by expression (5.3), and only 2 

reference sets need to be generated and maintained. The values of 𝑎 and 𝑏 largely come down to 

what the solver can get away with runtime-wise, and the percentage of times the solver will choose 

to combine a solution from RefSet1 with a solution from RefSet2 will need to be examined 

experimentally. An experiment which examines the impact of larger reference sets on the quality of 

solutions is provided in part 3. 

The standard Scatter Search Reference Set Update method has few glaring weaknesses which can be 

discovered from the implementation methods. Creating two reference sets in this way has been 

standard practice for Scatter Search algorithms. We will use this method to evaluate the 

performance of the Pareto method by comparing whether or not the Pareto method finds equal-or-

better quality solutions, equally fast or faster. 

 

6.2 Pareto Reference Set Update method 

 

6.2.1 Implementation 

The goal of the Pareto methodology for the Reference Set Update method and the Subset 

Generation method is to implement and test a new rationale within the Scatter Search framework. 

The Pareto method is built upon the mathematical theory of multi-objective optimization and 

Pareto-efficiency.  

Multi-objective optimization aims to optimize problems which are evaluated by more than one 

objective function (Multi-objective optimization, 2016). The applicability of multi-objective 

optimization to the INRC-II NRP comes from the composition of the objective function. Recall from 

expression (2.8) that the objective value of the INRC-II NRP is calculated as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛                                                          ∑(𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
+

𝑐∈𝐶

+ 𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
−)                                                              (6.1) 

 

Where  𝐶 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑐 

  𝑏𝑐 = 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑐 
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It should be clear by now that the total objective value is an aggregation of soft constraint violations 

which needs to be minimized. It is therefore easy to divide expression (6.1) into a set of objective 

functions as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛                                                      𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐
+ + 𝑏𝑐𝑠𝑐

−                            ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶                                   (6.2) 

 

To illustrate how expression (6.1) is divided into different objective functions, consider the following 

example. Assume a situation where there are two soft constraints which make up the objective 

function of a fictitious NRP model. Based on the notation for the objective function of expression 

(6.1) and (6.2), the objective function for this model can now be expressed as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛                                                   (𝑏1𝑠1
+ + 𝑏1𝑠1

−) + (𝑏2𝑠2
+ + 𝑏2𝑠2

−)                                           (6.2) 

 

Or: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛                                                                       𝑓1 + 𝑓2                                                                      (6.3) 

 

With:  𝑓1 = (𝑏1𝑠1
+ + 𝑏1𝑠1

−) 

  𝑓2 = (𝑏2𝑠2
+ + 𝑏2𝑠2

−) 

 

Assume now that the total objective value, which is calculated by making the sum of the penalty 

values 𝑓 from violating the two soft constraints, equals 1000. Depending on the size of the fictitious 

NRP, there are many different solutions which fit this description. For example, a solution which has 

a penalty 𝑓1 of 500 and a penalty 𝑓2 of 500 will have a total objective value of 1000, based on 

expression (6.3). In this case, both 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 have been equally lowered by the solver to a point 

where they constitute an equal share of the total objective value. However, consider the case where 

𝑓1 equals 100 and 𝑓2 equals 900. Even though the solution is of the exact same quality as the 

previous solution, it is very different as it is of very high quality when evaluated by the first 

constraint, and of lower quality when evaluated by the second constraint. 
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This can be visualized as follows: 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Pareto Front example 

 

If 1000 is the optimal objective value, then every solution on the graph is part of the Pareto optimal 

front. 

The Pareto method, as opposed to the standard method, takes into account the different levels of 

soft constraint violations when creating reference sets and generating subsets. The reason for this is 

the question whether or not it is better to combine generally high quality solutions, or to combine 

high quality solution with a solution which is of very high quality regarding one part of the objective 

function. More specifically, is it valuable to evaluate which constraint violations make up the largest 

part of the total objective function for one parent solution, and then combine the parent solution 

with a solution of very high quality regarding that specific constraint? In order to test the applicability 

of this new method on the INRC-II NRP model, the performance of the Pareto method will be 

compared to the performance of the Standard Scatter Search method.  
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The method used to generate reference sets is represented below: 

 

Figure 6.3 Pareto Reference Set Update method pseudo code 

 

Figure 6.3 shows that, instead of generating one high quality solution and one diversity solution, the 

method creates one high quality solution and several solutions of very high quality for one specific 

soft constraint. The question becomes which method is able to find high quality solutions, quicker. 

In order to investigate this, one must first consider where the Pareto method is used. In this case, the 

Pareto method is applied after the initial solutions have been generated, and improved. This is due to 

the fact that before any reference set is created, or any solutions are being selected for combination, 

the solver creates and improves an initial solution pool. Since the improvement method already 

should significantly lower the objective value, it may be valuable to verify which soft constraints are 

most important after the initial improvement run. The average share of different soft constraint 

violations in the total objective value for solutions generated by the Diversification method as 

described in 4.1 is given below: 

 

Figure 6.4 Share of different soft constraints before improvement 
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Consider figure 6.4, where the x-axis contains the different soft constraints, and the y-axis the 

percentage of the total objective value attributable to violations of that constraint. The constraint 

“Other” is made up of the controlling constraints introduced in 5.2.1. Figure 6.4 shows that the share 

of the Preferences constraint is next to nothing when compared to the other soft constraints, and the 

Consecutive Working Days constraint accounts for almost 35% of the total objective value. While 

figure 6.4 is interesting, it is more useful to take a look at the shares after the improvement method 

has been conducted, since the Pareto reference set update method will be called after the initial 

solution set has been improved.  

 

 

Figure 6.5 Share of different soft constraints after improvement 

 

Figure 6.5 shows the situation after the improvement method has been conducted. It should be 

obvious that the Optimal Coverage, Complete Weekend and Preferences constraints account for a 

share of the total objective function that is marginally small. Based on this information, the 

Reference Set Update method will not create different reference sets for these constraints. Three 

extra reference sets are created, which aim to contain solutions with a very high quality of 

Consecutive Shifts, Consecutive Working Days, and Consecutive Days Off penalty costs. Since the 

height of the penalty values attributable to the controlling constraints “Other” does not accurately 

represent the actual height of the eventual Total Assignments and Total Working Weekends 

constraints violation costs, this share is excluded from the analysis. However, its high portion of the 

total objective value may be a cause for concern that the controlling constraints introduced in 5.2.1 

may not perform as well as desired. 
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5 also provide some insight into the effects the Improvement method has on the 

values of individual constraint violations. For example, from figures 6.4 and 6.5, it can be noted that 

the Improvement method significantly lowers the portion of the total objective value which can be 

attributed to the Consecutive Working Days constraint violations. The Improvement method lowers 

this portion from 33% to 21%. As for, for example, the Consecutive Days Off constraint violations, the 

Improvement method causes the portion of these violations in the total objective value to rise from 

18% to 20%.  

Now that the solver has created three extra reference sets for the relevant soft constraints, the goal 

is to add solutions to them which are of higher quality for each respective soft constraint. In short, 

reference set 1 should contain solutions which are of very high quality considering the Consecutive 

Shifts constraint, and so forth. To do this, the Improvement method as introduced in chapter 5 is 

adapted to only evaluate solutions on the objective value for one constraint. In this case, new 

solutions will be accepted as superior to the incumbent when the violation cost attributable to one 

constraint is lower than the violation cost of the incumbent solution. This also means that the solver 

only passes one relevant soft constraint to the optimizer when conducting the Pattern based Local 

Search.  

 

 

Figure 6.6 Unspecialized vs. Specialized Improvement method 
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conducted in its general form. When specializing the Improvement method on one soft constraint, 

the quality of generated solutions raise significantly for each soft constraint, when compared to the 

general Improvement method. Specializing the Improvement method like this is a good way to add 

solutions to the new reference sets. 

 

6.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses  

The most important strength the Pareto method has is that it introduces a level of quality regarding 

the different relevant soft constraint which the standard method is not equipped to do, as shown in 

figure 6.6. However, it is to be expected that the overall quality of solutions in the extra reference 

sets will be lower than those in the high quality reference set generated by the standard method, 

since the values of other soft constraint violations are ignored. It may, therefore, take longer for the 

solver to lower the total objective value during the first generations. The way in which the Pareto 

method is applicable to the specific NRP will depend on how efficiently the solver retains the good 

qualities of solutions in the extra reference sets, and ignores the bad qualities of having ignored each 

other soft constraint. 
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7 Implementing the Subset Generation and Combination methods 

 

As represented in figure 3.1, the Subset Generation method is called after the reference sets have 

been created. The Subset Generation method decides which solutions are to be combined by the 

Combination method. 

 

7.1 Standard Scatter Search Subset Generation method 

 

7.1.1 Implementation 

Recall from part 6.1 that the Standard Scatter Search Reference Set Update method creates a high 

quality oriented reference set and a diversity oriented reference set. The Reference Set Update 

method also decides which child solutions are fit to be inserted into the high quality reference set. 

Since there are two reference sets to choose parent solutions from, the Subset Generation method 

needs to choose between combining a high quality solution with another high quality solution, or 

combining a high quality solution with a diverse solution. The rate at which the Subset Generation 

method chooses to insert diversity into the mix will be experimentally set in part 3. The standard 

Scatter Search Subset Generation Method functions as follows: 

  

Choose parent solution 

1 from RefSet1 

Add parent solution 1 to 

SubSet 

Insert diversity? 

Yes No 

Choose most diverse 

solution from RefSet2 

Add parent solution 2 to 

SubSet 

Choose parent solution 

2 from RefSet1 

Add parent solution 2 to 

SubSet 

Figure 7.1 Standard Scatter Search Subset Generation method decision tree 
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As shown in figure 7.1, the Subset Generation method chooses a random parent solution from the 

high quality RefSet1 and adds it to SubSet. Next, a random number is generated between 1 and 100. 

Depending on the rate at which the Subset Generation method chooses the second parent solution 

from RefSet2, the random value will decide what action to take. If, for example, it is desirable to 

insert a solution from the diversity oriented reference set into SubSet in 50% of cases, all values 

between 1 and 50 will cause the solver to choose a second parent solution from RefSet2. 

Should the solver choose to combine high quality and high diversity solutions, the solver will go 

through RefSet2 to find the most diverse solution relative to the first parent solution chosen from 

RefSet1. To measure diversity between solutions, the solver counts the amount of identical 

assignments between two solutions.  

 

Table 7.1 shows the nurses assigned to the assignment “Headnurse” on 

a certain shift 𝑘, day 𝑗, for two different solutions. In order to measure 

the diversity between both solutions, the solver will count the amount 

of identical assignments between the two. In this case, the nurses 

identified as “Stefanie” and “Andy” are assigned to this particular 

assignment in both cases. The amount of identical assignments will 

therefore be equal to 2. It should be clear that when the amount of 

identical assignments go up, the diversity between solutions goes down. 

If the solver is required to choose between the second solution from the 

example situation as presented in table 7.1 and the second solution 

from the example situation as presented in table 7.2, on the basis of 

their diversity to the first solution, the solver will elect the solution from 

table 7.1.  Since the nurses identified as “Jens”, “Stefanie” and “Andy” 

are all scheduled on the identical assignment, the counter value for 

measuring diversity will be equal to 3 in the situation depicted by table 

7.2. The solver will judge that the first example contains the more 

diverse solution, and will add that solution to SubSet.  

Should the solver decide that high quality solutions are to be combined, 

the solver will choose another random parent solution, different from 

the first one, from RefSet1 and add that solution to SubSet. 

 

Table 7.1 Example Solution 1: 
measuring diversity 

Table 7.2 Example Solution 2: 
measuring diversity 
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7.1.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

The Standard Scatter Search Subset Generation method opens up the possibility to diversify the 

reference set, as well as intensify the present quality in the high quality reference set. The rate at 

which diversity should be added to the reference set in order to achieve optimal results will be tested 

in part 3. 

 

7.2 Pareto Subset Generation method 

 

7.2.1 Implementation 

In this case, the Subset Generation method is called after the Reference Set Update method has 

created four different reference sets. One reference set was created in the same way as the high 

quality RefSet1, while the remaining reference sets were created to contain very high quality 

solutions regarding the consecutive working days, consecutive days off and consecutive shifts 

constraints respectively.  

Moving on, the solver chooses a random parent solution from the large, high quality RefSet1 in the 

same way as the standard Scatter Search method does, and adds that solution to SubSet. The 

following step is conducted in a different way, as the solver does not have a diversity reference set to 

choose from. Instead of immediately choosing a parent solution from the same reference set, or 

from a reference set designed to introduce diversity, the solver calculates the penalty values 

attributable to the Consecutive Shifts, Working Days and Days Off constraints of the chosen high 

quality solution. The solver then selects the second parent solution from the reference set which 

contains high quality solutions for the constraint which accounts for the largest penalty value in the 

first parent solution. 

After the reference set is selected, the second parent solution is selected from this reference set in 

the same way as diverse solutions are chosen from RefSet2 in the standard Scatter Search method. 

The second parent solution is chosen as the most diverse solution from the first parent solution 

within the selected reference set. 

The way in which the Pareto Subset Generation method operates is visualized in figure 7.2. 
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7.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses 

By conducting the Subset Generation method in this way, the solver will always take into 

consideration the need for diversity. Recall from 7.1 that the standard Scatter Search method only 

takes into account diversity when the odds decide on it. However, it may well be the case that the 

solution which is most diverse from a certain reference set will not yield the best results. 

 

7.3 Combination method 

 

7.3.1 Implementation 

The goal of the Combination method is to exchange data between parent solutions to create a child 

solution which possesses elements of both parent solutions. In order to explain how the Combination 

method transfers data from one solution to the other, consider the following example: 

 

Choose parent solution 

1 from RefSet1 

Calculate highest soft 

constraint violation 

Choose most diverse 

solution from RefSet4 

 

3 

Choose most diverse 

solution from RefSet3 

 

2 

Choose most diverse 

solution from RefSet2 

1 

Add parent solution 2 to 

SubSet 

Add parent solution 1 to 

SubSet 

Figure 7.2 Pareto Subset Generation method 
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Table 7.3 Initial situation Combination method  

 

Table 7.3 depicts assignments on a specific day which consists of three shifts, each shifts consisting of 

2 assignments. For this example, the reader can ignore the obvious hard constraint violations within 

table 7.3. The way in which table 7.3 depicts assignments is similar to the way in which the solver 

treats assignments, as a list of nurses assigned to a specific day, shift and assignment. The way the 

solver sees the structure of a solution is key to how the Combination method functions. Let us 

assume that table 7.3 is part of a parent solution in SubSet, which needs to be combined. For every 

assignment, the solver will remove the list of nurses from the first solution, and add the list of nurses 

from the identical assignment from the second solution. After the first such action, the roster may 

now look like this: 

 

 

Table 7.4 Combining solutions 
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Where the list of nurses assigned to the “Headnurse” assignment on the “Early” shift for the day in 

question has been inserted from the second parent solution. The solver will now need to evaluate 

whether or not the newly formed solution remains feasible. If so, the new list will be kept and the 

solver will move on to the next list. If not, the original list will be swapped back in. 

 

7.3.2 Strengths and weaknesses  

The Combination method as presented in 7.3.1 is a quick and easy method to pass on data from one 

solution to the other. To conduct a successful combination where the child solution ends up with a 

significant portion of data from both parent solutions, the method relies largely on the fact that not 

all swaps will cause the solution to become infeasible. However, this can have a few downsides. 

First, when the model increases in size, more nurses will be included in each assignment. This causes 

the probability of infeasibility to rise, since there are more possibilities for infeasible shift 

successions. However, this may be tempered by the increased choice of nurses for each assignment. 

To test the applicability of the Combination method on larger problems, an experiment is conducted 

which measures the average percentage of successful combination swaps. The result of the 

experiment can be found in figure 7.3. The graph suggests that the Combination method achieves 

satisfactory average data transfer of 38%-53% for smaller to large models. However, when models 

become very large, the Combination method loses efficiency rapidly. For very large models of 120 

nurses, the average data transfer drops to 18%, which may cause the algorithm to lose efficiency at 

the combination stage. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Measuring data transfer for larger models 
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Another downside is that the values of average data transfer as depicted in figure 7.3 may be 

somewhat inflated, due to the fact that some assignments will not require any nurses assigned to it. 

These assignments will, therefore, highly likely have empty lists of nurses in both solutions. Swapping 

these lists will not change the existing solution, but will inflate the value of the average data transfer. 

This can be another explanation for the higher data transfer with smaller models, since assignments 

which require no scheduling are more common for smaller models. The same can be said for 

identical lists, these will not add anything new to the first parent solution, but will inflate the average 

data transfer percentage. 
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Part 3: Experimentation and analysis 

 

Now that the reader understands the implementation of the algorithm as a whole, and the 

implementation of the different proposed methods, a series of practical experiments is conducted. 

These experiments are designed to shed some light on what the final form of the algorithm should 

be, as well provide insight on the impact of different parameter values. Before running the algorithm, 

certain decisions have to be made. These decisions range from the specific value of a parameter 

within a certain method and choosing the order in which different methods are called, to choosing 

which method to use and which to outright discard. The structure of part 3 will largely be similar to 

the structure of part 2. Chapter 8 includes the performance testing of the Diversification method and 

the Randomization method, in order to choose one over the other. Chapter 9 includes the setting of 

the relevant parameters for the Day based Local Search and the Pattern based Local Search, as well 

as how these methods should be used in tandem. Chapter 10 includes the performance tests of the 

Standard Scatter Search and Pareto variations on the Reference Set Update method and the Subset 

Generation method, as well as the setting of relevant parameters. Lastly, chapter 11 includes an 

overall performance benchmark, ending analyses and possibilities for improvement. 
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8 Diversification versus Randomization 

 

The Diversification and Randomization methods are designed to generate an initial set of diverse 

solutions. In chapter 4, the prediction was made that the Diversification method would provide a 

higher degree of diversity than a simple Randomization method. This prediction stemmed from the 

experimentation previously conducted by Burke, Curtois, Qu & Vanden Berghe (2010) using similar 

methods as described in chapter 4 on a simple NRP. Also, due to the method not relying so much on 

randomness, the standard deviation of diversity was predicted to be lower as well, providing more 

diverse solutions, more reliably. In order to test whether or not these predictions are an accurate 

representation of reality, the same measure of diversity is used as described in chapter 7, being the 

number of identical assignments. The lower the amount of identical assignments, the more diverse a 

certain solution is in respect to another solution. In order to measure the diversity of an entire set of 

solutions, each solution is verified according to every other solution in the set. A total of identical 

assignments is made when every solution has been evaluated according to every other solution. 

To mitigate the effects of randomness which are inevitable because of the inherent characteristics of 

each of the methods and to be able to measure the standard deviation of diversity for each method, 

not one, but ten sets of nine initial solutions are created and analysed. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Comparison of average number of identical assignments between the Randomization and Diversification method 
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Figure 8.1 suggests that the expectation that the constructive heuristic of the Diversification method 

achieves a higher average degree of diversity within the set of initial solutions is correct, since the 

average amount of identical assignments of 381 is significantly smaller than the value of 461. This 

experiment confirms that the Diversification method as proposed by Burke, Curtois, Qu & Vanden 

Berghe (2010) is also usable on the specific INRC-II NRP.  

Important to note is that, for the Diversification method, each set of nine solutions is created by 

generating three subsets of dependent solutions. As proposed by Maenhout & Vanhoucke (2006), a 

certain amount of solutions is generated randomly. In this specific case, that amount equals three, or 

33% of solutions in the initial set. 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Comparison of standard deviation number of identical assignments between the Randomization and 
Diversification method 

 

Figure 8.2 suggests that the  constructive heuristic is also more reliable and predictable in its 

performance compared to the completely random generation of solutions.  

When looking at the values for every set of generated solutions, without considering averages, the 

superiority of the constructive heuristic is reaffirmed. 
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Figure 8.3 Comparing individual values for the Diversification and the Randomization method 

 

 Figure 8.3 depicts the number of identical assignments on the y-axis and the index of the initial 

solution set on the x-axis. The higher average value of the random method, as well the larger 

standard deviation is immediately clear. On top of this, the minimal value of 433 for the random 

method is still significantly higher than the maximum value of 393 for the constructive heuristic. 

Even though the Diversification method generally has a slightly longer runtime, the aforementioned 

analyses provide plenty of proof that the Diversification method performs better than the 

Randomization method, in this particular instance.  

This analysis does not mean that the Randomization method cannot prove useful, however. Recall, 

for example, that both the Randomization method and the Diversification method can have 

problems generating feasible solutions. This problem can either be caused by the method putting 

itself in a difficult position by taking away the possibility of feasible solutions while in the process of 

generating the solution, or because no feasible solutions exist which comply with the solution found 

for the previous week. The Randomization method only creates one solution before verifying 

feasibility, in contrast to the Diversification method, which requires that a subset of three generated 

solutions complies with hard constraints. The Randomization method can be a useful tool to 

determine whether or not the previous week’s solution is to be discarded, as the method can quickly 

create a load of initial situations. If the Randomization method cannot generate a feasible solution 

within a reasonable timeframe, it is very likely that there is no feasible solution to be found to begin 

with. This may confirm that keeping the algorithm running any longer may be a waste of time, as the 

feasibility error is likely due to an unfortunate solving of the previous week. 
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9 The final Improvement method 

 

In contrast to the analysis in chapter 8, it is irrelevant to compare the performance of the Pattern 

based Local Search to that of the Day based Local Search. Both of these methods are to be 

incorporated into the final solver. However, it is still valuable to examine under which circumstances 

both methods work best, both individually and together. 

 

9.1 Setting relevant Day based Local Search parameters 

 

Recall from chapter 5 that one of the major strengths of the Pattern based Local Search is that one 

can easily recognize when its limits are reached. Regretfully, this is not the case for the Day based 

Local Search. The Day based Local Search operates in such a way that a series of randomly generated 

assignments are swapped, every day. Unlike with the Pattern based Local Search, there is no set in 

stone amount of assignment swaps which guarantee that the limits of the method are reached. The 

problem therefore becomes an improvement/runtime trade-off where the decision has to be made 

when the extra improvement of investigating more assignments is no longer worth the extra runtime 

it takes to find these improvements. For the purpose of these experiments, one specific solution is 

analysed, since using different solutions for each experiment would introduce another factor in the 

analysis, and distort the results. 

Consider figures 9.1 and 9.2. Where the x-axis shows the amount of investigated assignments, and 

the y-axis shows the average objective value reached when conducting the Day based Local Search 

several times on a single example solution. Because of the inherent randomness within the Day 

based Local Search method, there really is no telling where the search will end up. For this reason, 

average values are used throughout the analysis. 
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Figure 9.1 Average Improvements found by the Day Based Local Search 

 

 

Figure 9.2 Minimum and Maximum improvements found 
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suggested by the flattening of the average objective value line after the first 30 investigations. Even 
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minimum and maximum objective values do not deviate very far from the average value, which 

suggests that the Day based Local Search method is able to reliably improve solutions. 

Another thing to keep in mind is that, after choosing a random assignment to swap, the method goes 

through the entire nurse roster to find improvements. When one nurse is found which returns an 

improved, feasible solution, the solver breaks out of this loop and moves on to the next assignment 

to be investigated. This mechanic makes it plausible that, when improvements are harder to be 

found, the solver will have to test many more swaps than when a lot of improvements can be found. 

Figures 9.3 and 9.4 provide a practical perspective on this mechanic. 

 

 

Figure 9.3 Average runtime for the Day based Local Search 

 

 

Figure 9.4 Measuring the average price of extra improvements 
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Figure  9.3 suggests that the average runtime increases largely linear with the amount of assignments 

the solver investigates. However, the larger possible improvements at the beginning of the search do 

tend to not take as long to find as smaller improvements. An example of this can be found in figure 

9.4, where the first 5 investigations account for 41% of total improvements found, yet only account 

for 11% of the total runtime. Increasing the amount of investigations from 30 to 35, however, is the 

cause of 19% of the total runtime, while only yielding 3% of total improvements found. Based on this 

information, the amount of investigations is set to 30, as the efficiency drops to unacceptable 

amounts. 

Should the goal of the user be to find the absolute best possible solution, regardless of the extra 

runtime needed, the user does not have a reason not to set the amount of investigations very high. 

Even though the analysis as conducted here strives for high efficiency, the amount of investigations 

should always be set at the highest possible value where the method still takes a satisfactory time in 

the mind of the user. 

 

9.2 Combining the Day based Local Search and Pattern based Local Search 

 

Now that the final forms of both the Day based Local Search and the Pattern based Local Search are 

set, the way in which both methods work together needs to be addressed. Recall that the Patter 

based Local Search has no parameters which need to be examined. Firstly, one must decide which 

method to call before the other. In order to make the right judgement, the average quality regarding 

both objective value and runtime is measured when improving one specific solution with conducting 

either the Pattern based Local Search first, or conducting the Day based Local Search first. 
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Figure 9.5 The quality of different Improvement configurations 

 

Figure 9.5 suggests that, even though scheduling the Pattern based Local Search before the Day 

based Local Search only marginally decreases the average objective value from 1693 to 1620, the 

average total runtime of the Improvement method goes down from 438 seconds to 319 seconds. 

This data suggests that the Pattern based Local Search lowers the objective value more efficiently in 

the early stages of the Improvement method. It therefore makes sense to allow the Pattern based 

Local Search to carry the brunt of the improvement load, since the method tends to find 

improvements significantly faster. 

Recall from chapter 5 that the Day based Local Search vertically improves each day of the roster to 

find a superior solution. It is therefore possible that improving certain days bring about greater 

improvements than improving others. This becomes even more likely when the Pattern based Local 

Search has already been conducted on an initial solution. The reason for this is that, as the reader will 

remember from chapter 5, that the biggest weakness of the Pattern based Local Search is that it does 

not take into account the border data for soft constraints. It can therefore be expected that the 

largest possibilities for improvement will be found in the first couple of days.  

The result of this experiment can be found in figure 9.6, where the efficiency of adding more days to 

the Day based Local Search’s scope is investigated. 
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Figure 9.6 Daily efficiency of the Day based Local Search 

 

As can be seen in figure 9.6, practical tests confirm the expectation that more room for improvement 

would be left at the start of the week. On average, 100% of improvements the Day based Local Seach 

finds, after the Pattern based Local Search has been initially conducted, are found in the first four 

days of the week. Since the runtime attributable to the final three days averages around 54%, one 

can significantly reduce the total runtime of the Day based Local Search by only conducting the 

search for the first four days of the week. Doing this will not significantly impact the quality of the 

local search, since the Pattern based Local Search only leaves a marginal improvement space on the 

final three days. 

 

9.3 Applicability to larger-scale models 

 

Now that the final form of the Improvement method is decided upon, one can wonder whether or 

not its performance drops when used to improve larger-scale models. In order to test this, the 

Improvement method is conducted several times on models with an amount of nurses ranging from 

30 to 120. The average percentage of the initial objective value the Improvement method improves 

the initial solution for each model is depicted in figure 9.7. 
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Figure 9.7 Quality of improvement for larger-scale models 

 

The Improvement method seems to retain its quality regardless of the size of models it handles, as 

suggested by figure 9.7. However, figure 9.8 shows a great increase in total runtime when models 

become larger. 

 

 

Figure 9.8 Average Improvement runtime for larger models 
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10   Standard Scatter Search method vs Pareto method 

 

Recall from chapters 6 and 7 that Standard Scatter Search and Pareto variations were introduced for 

both the Reference Set Update method and the Subset Generation method. In this chapter, the 

impact of relevant parameters will be explored, as well as a comparison between the efficiency of 

the Pareto method and the Standard Scatter Search method. 

 

10.1 Exploring relevant parameters 

 

10.1.1 Diversity factor 

Chapter 7 introduced the Standard Scatter Search Subset Generation method, where a decision had 

to be made whether or not to choose the second parent solution from the diversity reference set 

RefSet2. The question becomes at what rate the solver should insert diversity into the subset of 

parent solution which are to be combined, if diversity should be inserted at all. 

In order to test the impact of this parameter, an average objective value is calculated for three 

situations: one where 100% of combinations are conducted with high quality solutions from RefSet1, 

one where only 75% of combinations are conducted with high quality solutions from RefSet1, and 

one where 50% of combinations are conducted with high quality solutions from RefSet1. 

 

 

Figure 10.1 Impact of diversity on weekly solutions 
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Evaluated by both the total weekly objective value and the strictly relevant weekly objective value, 

the introduction of diversity in 25% of cases slightly outperforms other systems. When 100% of 

combinations are conducted with solutions from RefSet1, one can notice a tendency for the solver to 

get stuck in the same set of solutions. Improvements will be found at the start, but the method 

quickly falls flat. When only choosing high quality solutions in 50% of cases, there is not enough focus 

on quality, and significant improvements will be harder to find. 

 

10.1.2 Overall quality 

Now that the diversity factor for the Standard Scatter Search Subset Generation method is set, the 

quality of the Pareto method can be compared to that of the Standard Scatter Search method. To 

test this, the average quality and runtime of both methods are calculated for a small test of 20 

generations. A generation constitutes the combining of two parent solutions into a newly formed 

child solution, and improving that child solution by calling the Improvement method. The goal is to 

determine which method is better equipped to find significant improvements quickly, without having 

to complete a high number of generations. For the purposes of this test, a small reference set 

RefSet1 of 4 solutions is used for both methods. For the Pareto method, the extra high quality 

reference sets contain 3 solutions each. 

 

 

Figure 10.2 Quality comparison for small scale solutions 
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Figure 10.2 suggests that the Standard Scatter Search method is able to achieve better results within 

a small amount of combinations. The average time it takes for the method to complete these 

combinations is also significantly higher for the Pareto method, as shown by figure 10.3. 

 

 

Figure 10.3 Runtime comparison for small scale solutions 
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Search method. 
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the INRC-II NRP, since it is able to find satisfactory solutions without requiring a large increase in time 

and amount of generations.  
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conducted where the size of RefSet1 is increased from 4 to 20. The goal is to determine the amount 

of generations where the solver remains efficient at finding improvements. 

 

10.1.3.1  RefSet1 of 4 solutions 

 

 

Figure 10.4 Efficiency of higher amount of combinations for small reference sets 

 

Figure 10.4 suggests that there is no point to running over 20 generations for a very small RefSet1 of 

4 solutions. Figure 10.4 shows that the initial combinations deliver the lion’s share of the average 

total improvement. To illustrate efficiency, the amount of extra runtime needed is also given. Based 

on this information, it is advised to not conduct more than a maximum of 20 generations. Even 

though the last 5 generations are still able to find improvements, the efficiency drops dramatically. 

The average efficient amount of generations can be considered to be 15. For this particular setup, 

the ratio 𝑄 between the efficient amount of generations needed 𝐺 and the size of RefSet1 𝑆 can be 

defined as follows: 

 

𝑄𝑆 =
𝐺

𝑆
                                                                        (10.1) 

𝑄4 = 3.75 ≈ 4                                                           (10.2) 
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10.1.3.2  RefSet1 of 10 solutions 

 

 

Figure 10.5 Added average quality of combinations for medium sized reference sets 

 

Figure 10.5 suggests that there is quite a bit of added value by allowing the solver to run for 40 

generations. After 40 generations, the solver generally has trouble finding more significant 

improvements. On average, the first 40 generations will account for 97% of the total improvement. 

The efficient amount of generations for a RefSet1 of 10 solutions can be set to 40. In this particular 

instance, one can calculate 𝑄10 through expression (10.1), as follows: 

 

𝑄10 =
40

10
                                                                    (10.3) 

𝑄10 = 4                                                                       (10.4) 
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10.1.3.3  RefSet1 of 20 solutions 

 

 

Figure 10.6 Added average quality of combinations for large reference sets 

 

As suggested by figure 10.5, the solver has difficulty finding improvement after 80 generations, while 

increasing the amount of generations from 60 to 80 yields a significant average increase in quality by 

16%. The efficient amount of generations for a RefSet1 of 20 solutions can be set at 80. In this 

particular instance, one can calculate 𝑄20 through expression (10.1), as follows: 

 

𝑄20 =
80

20
                                                                    (10.5) 

𝑄20 = 4                                                                       (10.6) 

 

From expressions (10.2), (10.4) and (10.6), one can assume that the efficient number of generations 

is linearly related to the size of RefSet1. For the specific INRC-II NRP, it is advised that the amount of 

generations is set as four times the size of RefSet1. 
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10.2 Value of increased scale 

 

Upping the scale of the search, by increasing the size of RefSet1 and the amount of conducted 

combinations according to the rule of thumb established in part 10.1, can lead to improvements in 

quality. Should a user only be interested in increasing the quality of a solution regardless of runtime, 

an increased scale will always be the better choice. It is therefore advised to set the scale of the 

solver to the highest level, which delivers runtimes which are still satisfactory for the user. 

The value of increasing scale is illustrated in figure 10.7, where situation 4-16 shows the average 

ending objective value for a RefSet1 of 4 solutions, and 16 combinations, and situation 10-40 a solver 

with a RefSet1 of 10 and 40 combinations. 

 

 

Figure 10.7 Value of increasing scale 

 

As suggested by figure 10.7, scaling up the search does significantly improve the chances of the 

solver to find high quality solutions.  
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11  Benchmark and Possible Improvements 

 

11.1 Benchmark on the INRC-II results 

 

In order to test the performance of the algorithm, the solver executes a number of searches on the 

instance which is characterized by 30 nurses and a planning horizon of 4 weeks. The average 

performance of the  solver is benchmarked on the reported results of the INRC-II participants. The 

result of the benchmark can be found below: 

 

 

Figure 11.1 Benchmark on the INRC-II results 

 

The dot with the arrow on figure 11.1 represents the performance of the solver developed 

previously, while the horizontal line represents the average performance of the INRC-II participants. 

The benchmark suggests that significant improvements can still be found, and while the solver finds 

good results, it has problems reaching the very high quality solution space. 

A reason for this may be that the solver does not conduct a search with a high enough scale to find 

very high quality solutions each time. A shown in chapter 10, there is significant value in scaling up 

the search. Indeed, the size of RefSet1 should be set at least to 20, according to Glover (1998). 

However, due to runtime difficulties, the solver is forced to keep its scale rather small. The multiple 

stage characteristic of the NRP causes the search to have to be conducted for each week. In this case, 
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the solver has to be called four times before a viable solution can be found. This causes runtime to 

become a very important factor in the solving process. 

 

11.2 Possible Improvements 

 

11.2.1 Value of solving stages 

The solver can be split up into three stages, generating the initial solutions, conducting an initial 

improvement phase, and conducting the combination search. In order to look for possible 

improvements within the method, one can therefore consider the added value of the initial 

improvement phase and the combination search. The share of total improvements from the initially 

generated situation attributable to the initial improvement and combination phases can be found 

below. 

 

 

Figure 11.2 Added value of solver phases 

 

Figure 11.2 suggests that the solver is very proficient at improving the initially generated solutions to 

high quality solutions in the initial improvement phase. 90% Of all improvements found can be 

attributed to the initial improvement. This suggests that the Improvement method is well equipped 

to find dramatic improvements in the initial stages. However, when solutions have been intensified 

to high quality solutions, the solver has trouble moving from high quality solutions to very high 
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quality solutions in the combination phase. This suggests that, when improving upon the existing 

algorithm, one should start by looking to improve the methods in the combination phase. 

 

11.2.2 Problematic constraints 

In order to further look for possibilities for improvement, one can investigate whether or not the 

solutions are characterized by high values of penalty costs for violating specific constraints. 

 

 

Figure 11.3 Share of Total Assignment violations in the total objective value 

  

Figure 11.3 shows that Total Assignments constraint violations account for a disproportionate 

amount (44%) of the total objective value. This suggests that the controlling measure introduced in 

chapter 5 does not succeed in keeping the final Total Assignment violations low. Recall from chapter 

5 that the strictness of the controlling measure was entirely up to the user. In order to lower the final 

Total Assignments violations, one can examine the effects of increasing the controlling measure’s 

strictness. 

Consider figure 11.4, where the penalty value assigned to violations of expressions (5.26) and (5.27) 

is gradually increased. Even though the larger penalty weight significantly lowers the Total 

Assignments violations, the overall objective value remains largely constant. This can be explained by 

conflicts of interest between soft constraints. 
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Figure 11.4 Impact of stricter evaluation 

 

To illustrate, consider the following example. Assume the solver finds itself in a situation where a 

yes-or-no decision has to be made regarding the scheduling of a certain nurse on a certain 

assignment. The possibility exists that it is in the interest of the Optimal Staffing constraint to assign 

the nurse to this assignment. However, it can also be in the interest of the Total Staffing constraint to 

not assign the nurse to this assignment, as the maximum amount of total assignments will be 

exceeded. As previously shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5, the Improvement method is able to decrease 

the Optimal Staffing constraint violations to virtually nothing, while the portion of “Other” in the 

total objective value skyrockets. The user has to therefore consider the trade-off between these 

constraints. 

 

11.2.3 Ending notes 

Since runtime turned out to be a significant factor in the performance of the solver, one can search 

for bad programming decisions which contributed to the long runtime. One decision in particular can 

be seen as a major cause for the prolonged runtime. When starting to structure data and setting up 

the way solutions are structured, the choice was made to utilize the Java.ArrayList() class. A solution 

would be formed as a list of 𝐽 days, which each contained 𝐾 lists, which each contained 𝐿 lists. These 

final lists contained the indices of the nurses assigned to that particular shift and assignment. The 

reason for this structure was the idea that the flexibility of these Arraylists and the existing functions 

within the ArrayList() class would allow for simple transactions and easy handling. However, the large 
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amount of transactions needed was underestimated, and the amount of times the ArrayList() class 

needed to be called can be seen as a significant factor in increased runtime.  

It took until the use of the Gurobi Optimizer before a superior structure presented itself. As specified 

in chapter 5, the Gurobi optimizer requires an input which is structured as a series of binary decision 

values. This method should also have been used to structure entire solutions as a four-dimensional 

array as follows: 

 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝐼][𝐽][𝐾][𝐿]  

 

This would eliminate the need to overly use ArrayList() functions, lowering the amount of 

transactions the solver needs to complete, and therefore lowering the runtime. At that point, 

however, the data and solution structures were already set in stone. 

Another possibility for improvements could be allowing a certain degree of infeasibility when 

searching for better solutions. According to Glover (1998), it is possible to find value in allowing the 

solver to start from infeasible solutions when the possibility exists to transform infeasible solutions 

to feasible solutions. In this case, it is necessary to develop a repair function which adapts infeasible 

solutions to feasible solutions. In the absence of good ideas to develop this kind of function and in 

trying to keep control over the algorithm, the choice was made to demand feasibility in all aspects of 

the solving method. Again, it took until the testing of the Gurobi Optimizer until a decent repair 

function presented itself, as by chance. Apart from being an efficient method to find significant 

improvements, the Pattern based Local Search also performs well at making infeasible solutions 

feasible. Since the Optimizer will always attempt to return an individual nurse roster which is 

feasible, it can be used to go through the infeasible solution and look for possibilities to make the 

infeasible solution feasible. This characteristic of the Pattern based Local Search method became 

clear when an error in the solver allowed infeasible solutions to enter the Improvement method. 

Whenever this happened, the Pattern based Local Search would always be able to return a feasible 

solution after improvement was conducted. The solutions found in this way were of high quality, on 

top of being feasible. However, since the solver was meant to guarantee feasibility at each stage, the 

error was fixed and the analysis was conducted as originally intended. 
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APPENDIX I: FILE EXAMPLES 

 

 

History file 

 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

 

-<History xmlns="" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="History.xsd"> 

 

<Week>0</Week> 

 

<Scenario>n005w4</Scenario> 

 

 

-<NursesHistory> 

 

 

-<NurseHistory> 

 

<Nurse>Patrick</Nurse> 

 

<NumberOfAssignments>0</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfWorkingWeekends>0</NumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<LastAssignedShiftType>Night</LastAssignedShiftType> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments>1</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays>4</NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff>0</NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

</NurseHistory> 

 

 

-<NurseHistory> 

 

<Nurse>Andrea</Nurse> 

 

<NumberOfAssignments>0</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfWorkingWeekends>0</NumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<LastAssignedShiftType>Early</LastAssignedShiftType> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments>3</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays>3</NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff>0</NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

</NurseHistory> 
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-<NurseHistory> 

 

<Nurse>Stefaan</Nurse> 

 

<NumberOfAssignments>0</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfWorkingWeekends>0</NumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<LastAssignedShiftType>None</LastAssignedShiftType> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments>0</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays>0</NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff>3</NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

</NurseHistory> 

 

 

+<NurseHistory> 

 

 

-<NurseHistory> 

 

<Nurse>Nguyen</Nurse> 

 

<NumberOfAssignments>0</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfWorkingWeekends>0</NumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<LastAssignedShiftType>None</LastAssignedShiftType> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments>0</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays>0</NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff>1</NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

</NurseHistory> 

 

</NursesHistory> 

 

</History> 

 

Scenario file 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

 

-<Scenario xmlns="" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="Scenario.xsd" Id="n005w4"> 

 

<NumberOfWeeks>4</NumberOfWeeks> 

 

 

-<Skills> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 
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<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

 

-<ShiftTypes> 

 

 

-<ShiftType Id="Early"> 

 

 

-<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<Minimum>2</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>5</Maximum> 

 

</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

</ShiftType> 

 

 

-<ShiftType Id="Late"> 

 

 

-<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<Minimum>2</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>3</Maximum> 

 

</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

</ShiftType> 

 

 

-<ShiftType Id="Night"> 

 

 

-<NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

<Minimum>4</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>5</Maximum> 

 

</NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments> 

 

</ShiftType> 

 

</ShiftTypes> 

 

 

-<ForbiddenShiftTypeSuccessions> 

 

 

-<ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

<PrecedingShiftType>Early</PrecedingShiftType> 

 

<SucceedingShiftTypes/> 
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</ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

 

-<ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

<PrecedingShiftType>Late</PrecedingShiftType> 

 

 

-<SucceedingShiftTypes> 

 

<ShiftType>Early</ShiftType> 

 

</SucceedingShiftTypes> 

 

</ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

 

-<ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

<PrecedingShiftType>Night</PrecedingShiftType> 

 

 

-<SucceedingShiftTypes> 

 

<ShiftType>Early</ShiftType> 

 

<ShiftType>Late</ShiftType> 

 

</SucceedingShiftTypes> 

 

</ShiftTypeSuccession> 

 

</ForbiddenShiftTypeSuccessions> 

 

 

-<Contracts> 

 

 

-<Contract Id="FullTime"> 

 

 

-<NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<Minimum>15</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>22</Maximum> 

 

</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

 

-<ConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<Minimum>3</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>5</Maximum> 

 

</ConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

 

-<ConsecutiveDaysOff> 
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<Minimum>2</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>3</Maximum> 

 

</ConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

<MaximumNumberOfWorkingWeekends>3</MaximumNumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<CompleteWeekends>1</CompleteWeekends> 

 

</Contract> 

 

 

-<Contract Id="PartTime"> 

 

 

-<NumberOfAssignments> 

 

<Minimum>7</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>11</Maximum> 

 

</NumberOfAssignments> 

 

 

-<ConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

<Minimum>3</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>5</Maximum> 

 

</ConsecutiveWorkingDays> 

 

 

-<ConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

<Minimum>3</Minimum> 

 

<Maximum>5</Maximum> 

 

</ConsecutiveDaysOff> 

 

<MaximumNumberOfWorkingWeekends>3</MaximumNumberOfWorkingWeekends> 

 

<CompleteWeekends>1</CompleteWeekends> 

 

</Contract> 

 

</Contracts> 

 

 

-<Nurses> 

 

 

-<Nurse Id="Patrick"> 

 

<Contract>FullTime</Contract> 

 

 

-<Skills> 
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<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

</Nurse> 

 

 

-<Nurse Id="Andrea"> 

 

<Contract>FullTime</Contract> 

 

 

-<Skills> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

</Nurse> 

 

 

-<Nurse Id="Stefaan"> 

 

<Contract>PartTime</Contract> 

 

 

-<Skills> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

</Nurse> 

 

 

-<Nurse Id="Sara"> 

 

<Contract>PartTime</Contract> 

 

 

-<Skills> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

</Nurse> 

 

 

-<Nurse Id="Nguyen"> 

 

<Contract>FullTime</Contract> 
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-<Skills> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

</Skills> 

 

</Nurse> 

 

</Nurses> 

 

</Scenario> 

 

Week data file 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

 

-<WeekData xmlns="" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="WeekData.xsd"> 

 

<Scenario>n005w4</Scenario> 

 

 

-<Requirements> 

 

 

-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Early</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 
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</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 

 

 

-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Early</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>2</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 
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<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 

 

 

-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Late</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 
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<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 
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-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Late</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 
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-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 

 

 

-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Night</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>HeadNurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 
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</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>0</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 

 

 

-<Requirement> 

 

<ShiftType>Night</ShiftType> 

 

<Skill>Nurse</Skill> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnMonday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnMonday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnTuesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnWednesday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnThursday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 
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<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnThursday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnFriday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnFriday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

<Minimum>0</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSaturday> 

 

 

-<RequirementOnSunday> 

 

<Minimum>1</Minimum> 

 

<Optimal>1</Optimal> 

 

</RequirementOnSunday> 

 

</Requirement> 

 

</Requirements> 

 

 

-<ShiftOffRequests> 

 

 

-<ShiftOffRequest> 

 

<Nurse>Sara</Nurse> 

 

<ShiftType>Any</ShiftType> 

 

<Day>Thursday</Day> 

 

</ShiftOffRequest> 

 

 

-<ShiftOffRequest> 

 

<Nurse>Sara</Nurse> 

 

<ShiftType>Night</ShiftType> 

 

<Day>Saturday</Day> 

 

</ShiftOffRequest> 
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-<ShiftOffRequest> 

 

<Nurse>Stefaan</Nurse> 

 

<ShiftType>Late</ShiftType> 

 

<Day>Saturday</Day> 

 

</ShiftOffRequest> 

 

</ShiftOffRequests> 

 

</WeekData> 

 

APPENDIX II: JAVA CODE 

 

“Read()” Class 

 

package nurserostering; 

 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 

import org.w3c.dom.Document; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.w3c.dom.Element; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

 

public class Read  

{ 

    public String[][] getHistory(String file_name) 

    { 

         

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("NurseHistory");            

            String[][] string = new String[nList.getLength()][7]; 

             

            for(int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) 

            { 

                Node nNode = nList.item(temp); 
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                if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                     

                    string[temp][0] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Nurse").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                    string[temp][1] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfAssignments").item(0).getTextContent

(); 

                    string[temp][2] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfWorkingWeekends").item(0).getTextCon

tent(); 

                    string[temp][3] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("LastAssignedShiftType").item(0).getTextConte

nt(); 

                    string[temp][4] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments").item(0).get

TextContent(); 

                    string[temp][5] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfConsecutiveWorkingDays").item(0).get

TextContent(); 

                    string[temp][6] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfConsecutiveDaysOff").item(0).getText

Content(); 

                      

                } 

            } 

            return string; 

             

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        }          

    } 

     

    public int getNumberOfWeeks(String file_name) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

             

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Scenario"); 

            String weekstring; 

            int weeks = 0; 

             

            Node nNode = nList.item(0); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                    weekstring = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfWeeks").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                    weeks = Integer.parseInt(weekstring); 
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                } 

             

            return weeks; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }  

    } 

     

    public String[] getNurseTypes(String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

             

            Node node1 = doc.getDocumentElement(); 

            Node node2 = node1.getFirstChild(); 

            Node node3 = node2.getNextSibling(); 

            Node node4 = node3.getNextSibling(); 

            Node node5 = node4.getNextSibling(); 

            NodeList nList = node5.getChildNodes(); 

            int size = (nList.getLength()-1)/2; 

            String[] string = new String[size]; 

             

            for(int i = 0 ; i < size ; i++) 

            { 

                if(node5.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) node5; 

                     

                    string[i] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Skill").item(i).getTextContent(); 

                } 

            } 

            return string; 

                                         

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        }     

    } 

     

    public int getNurseSkillNumber(String skill, String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        String[] skills = getNurseTypes(scenario_file_name); 

        int i = 99; 

        for(int n = 0 ; n < skills.length ; n++) 

        { 

            if(skills[n].equals(skill)) 

            { 

                i = n; 

            } 
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        } 

        return i; 

    } 

     

    public String getNurseSkillID(int skill, String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        String[] skills = getNurseTypes(scenario_file_name); 

        return skills[skill]; 

    } 

     

    public int[][] getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(String 

scenario_file_name) 

    { 

       try 

        {             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfConsecutiveAssignments"); 

            String string[][] = new String[nList.getLength()][2]; 

            int Int[][] = new int[nList.getLength()][2]; 

             

            for(int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) 

            { 

                Node nNode = nList.item(temp); 

               

                if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                     

                    string[temp][0] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Minimum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                    Int[temp][0] = Integer.parseInt(string[temp][0]); 

                    string[temp][1] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Maximum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                    Int[temp][1] = Integer.parseInt(string[temp][1]); 

                } 

            } 

            return Int; 

        } 

       catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

    } 

     

    public int[][] getSuccessionMatrix(String file_name) 

    { 

       try 

        { 

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 
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            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("SucceedingShiftTypes"); 

            int[][] succession = new 

int[nList.getLength()][nList.getLength()]; 

             

            for(int i = 0; i < nList.getLength(); i++) 

            { 

                for(int j = 0; j < nList.getLength(); j++) 

                { 

                    succession[i][j] = 1; 

                } 

            } 

             

            for(int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) 

            { 

                Node nNode = nList.item(temp); 

                 

                if(nList.getLength() == 3) 

                { 

                    if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                    { 

                        Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                        NodeList tempList = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("ShiftType"); 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 1) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 2) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 
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                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 3) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                         

                    }                                       

                } 

                 

                else 

                { 

                   if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                    {                    

                        Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                        NodeList tempList = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("ShiftType"); 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 1) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Day".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][3] = 0; 

                            } 
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                        } 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 2) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Day".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][3] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 3) 

                        { 

                            

if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Day".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][3] = 0; 

                            } 

                        }  

                        if(tempList.getLength() == 4) 

                        { 
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if("Early".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Early".equals(tempList.item(3).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][0] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Day".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Day".equals(tempList.item(3).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][1] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Late".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(1).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Late".equals(tempList.item(3).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][2] = 0; 

                            } 

                            

if("Night".equals(tempList.item(0).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(2).getTextContent()) || 

"Night".equals(tempList.item(3).getTextContent())) 

                            { 

                                succession[temp][3] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                    }                                  

                } 

            } 

          return succession;                         

        } 

       catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

        

    }   

     

    public int getMinimumNoA(String scenario_file_name, String 

contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfAssignments"); 
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            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Minimum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getMaximumNoA(String file_name,String contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("NumberOfAssignments"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 
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            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Maximum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getMinimumCWD(String scenario_file_name, String 

contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("ConsecutiveWorkingDays"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Minimum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 
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    public int getMaximumCWD(String file_name, String contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("ConsecutiveWorkingDays"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Maximum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getMinimumCDO(String file_name,String contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("ConsecutiveDaysOff"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 
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            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Minimum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getMaximumCDO(String file_name, String contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("ConsecutiveDaysOff"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 
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                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Maximum").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getMaximumWorkingWeekends(String file_name, String 

contract_type) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Contract"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("MaximumNumberOfWorkingWeekends").item(0).get

TextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

     

    public int getCompleteWeekends(String scenario_file_name, String 

contract_type) 
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    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Contract"); 

            String string; 

            int integer = 0; 

            int type = 99; 

            switch (contract_type) 

            { 

                case "FullTime": type = 0; 

                    break; 

                case "PartTime": type = 1; 

                    break; 

                case "HalfTime": type = 2; 

                    break; 

                case "20Percent": type = 3; 

                    break;                         

            } 

            Node nNode = nList.item(type); 

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("CompleteWeekends").item(0).getTextContent(); 

                integer = Integer.parseInt(string); 

            } 

            return integer; 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 0; 

        }    

    } 

         

    public String getContractType(String scenario_file_name, int nurse) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Nurse"); 

            String string = ""; 

            Node nNode = nList.item(nurse); 

             

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 
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                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Contract").item(0).getTextContent();                

            } 

            return string; 

             

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

    } 

     

    public String[] getSkills(String scenario_file_name, int i) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Nurse");               

            Node nNode = nList.item(i); 

            Element element = (Element) nNode; 

            NodeList nList2 = element.getElementsByTagName("Skill"); 

             

            String[] string = new String[nList2.getLength()]; 

             

            for(int j = 0; j < nList2.getLength() ; j++) 

            { 

                string[j] = 

element.getElementsByTagName("Skill").item(j).getTextContent(); 

            } 

           

            return string; 

             

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

    }         

     

    public int[][][] getMinimumRequirements(String file_name, String 

scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

            int numberTypes = getNurseTypes(scenario_file_name).length; 

            int numberDays = 7; 

            int numberShifts = 

getSuccessionMatrix(scenario_file_name).length; 

            int Int[][][] = new int[numberShifts][numberTypes][numberDays]; 

            String string[][][] = new 

String[numberShifts][numberTypes][numberDays]; 
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            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Requirement"); 

             

             

            for(int i = 0; i < numberShifts; i++) 

            { 

                for(int j = 0; j < numberTypes; j++) 

                { 

                     

                    Node nNode = nList.item((i*numberTypes)+j); 

                    for(int d = 0; d < numberDays; d++) 

                    { 

                        if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                        { 

                            Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                             

                            string[i][j][d] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Minimum").item(d).getTextContent(); 

                            Int[i][j][d] = 

Integer.parseInt(string[i][j][d]);                            

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            return Int; 

                                                             

        } 

         catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

         

    } 

     

    public int[][][] getOptimalRequirements(String file_name, String 

scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

            int numberTypes = getNurseTypes(scenario_file_name).length; 

            int numberDays = 7; 

            int numberShifts = 

getSuccessionMatrix(scenario_file_name).length; 

            int Int[][][] = new int[numberShifts][numberTypes][numberDays]; 

            String string[][][] = new 

String[numberShifts][numberTypes][numberDays]; 

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Requirement"); 
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            for(int i = 0; i < numberShifts; i++) 

            { 

                for(int j = 0; j < numberTypes; j++) 

                { 

                     

                    Node nNode = nList.item((i*numberTypes)+j); 

                    for(int d = 0; d < numberDays; d++) 

                    { 

                        if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                        { 

                            Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                             

                            string[i][j][d] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Optimal").item(d).getTextContent(); 

                            Int[i][j][d] = 

Integer.parseInt(string[i][j][d]);                            

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            return Int; 

                                                             

        } 

         catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

         

    } 

     

    public String getNurseID(String file_name, int i) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("Nurse"); 

            String string = ""; 

            Node nNode = nList.item(i); 

             

            if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

            { 

                Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                string = eElement.getAttribute("Id"); 

            } 

            return string; 

             

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 
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    } 

     

    public int getNurseNumber(String history_file_name, String 

scenario_file_name, String ID) 

    { 

        int number_nurses = getHistory(history_file_name).length; 

        String nurseIDs[] = new String[number_nurses]; 

        for(int i = 0 ; i < number_nurses ; i++) 

        { 

            nurseIDs[i] = getNurseID(scenario_file_name, i);            

        } 

         

        for(int j = 0 ; j < number_nurses ; j ++) 

        { 

            if(ID.equals(nurseIDs[j])) 

            { 

                return j; 

            } 

        }  

        return 99; 

    } 

     

    public int getShiftNumber(String scenario_file_name, String shift) 

    { 

        int numberShifts = 

getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name).length; 

        String shiftList[] = new String[numberShifts]; 

         

        try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(scenario_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = 

doc.getElementsByTagName("ShiftTypeSuccession");            

                         

            for(int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) 

            { 

                Node nNode = nList.item(temp); 

               

                if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                     

                    shiftList[temp] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("PrecedingShiftType").item(0).getTextContent(

);                                          

                } 

            } 

             

            for(int i = 0 ; i < numberShifts ; i++) 

            { 

                if(shift.equals(shiftList[i])) 

                { 

                    return i; 

                }                
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            } 

        } 

        catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return 99; 

        }          

        return 99; 

    } 

         

    public int getDayNumber(String day) 

    { 

        if("Monday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 0; 

        } 

        if("Tuesday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 1; 

        } 

        if("Wednesday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 2; 

        } 

        if("Thursday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 3; 

        } 

        if("Friday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 4; 

        } 

        if("Saturday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 5; 

        } 

        if("Sunday".equals(day)) 

        { 

            return 6; 

        } 

        else 

            return 99; 

    } 

     

    public int[][][] getNursePreferences(String history_file_name,String 

scenario_file_name, String week_file_name) 

    { 

      int numberNurses = getHistory(history_file_name).length; 

      int numberShifts = 

getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name).length; 

      int nursePreferences[][][] = new int[numberNurses][7][numberShifts]; 

       

      for(int i = 0; i < numberNurses; i++) 

      { 

          for(int j = 0; j < 7; j++) 

          { 

              for(int k = 0; k < numberShifts ; k++) 

              { 

                  nursePreferences[i][j][k] = 0; 

              } 

          } 
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      } 

       

      try 

        { 

             

            File fXmlFile = new File(week_file_name); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile); 

             

            doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

            NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName("ShiftOffRequest");            

            String[][] infoMatrix = new String[nList.getLength()][3]; 

             

            for(int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) 

            {                 

                Node nNode = nList.item(temp);               

                if(nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

                { 

                    Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

                     

                    infoMatrix[temp][0] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Nurse").item(0).getTextContent();                     

                    infoMatrix[temp][1] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("Day").item(0).getTextContent();                    

                    infoMatrix[temp][2] = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName("ShiftType").item(0).getTextContent();                     

                } 

            } 

             

            for(int c = 0 ; c < infoMatrix.length ; c++) 

            { 

                if("Any".equals(infoMatrix[c][2])) 

                { 

                    for(int n = 0 ; n < numberShifts ; n++) 

                    { 

                        

nursePreferences[getNurseNumber(history_file_name,scenario_file_name,infoMa

trix[c][0])][getDayNumber(infoMatrix[c][1])][n] = 1; 

                    } 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    

nursePreferences[getNurseNumber(history_file_name,scenario_file_name,infoMa

trix[c][0])][getDayNumber(infoMatrix[c][1])][getShiftNumber(scenario_file_n

ame, infoMatrix[c][2])] = 1; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

      catch (Exception e)  

        { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

            return null; 

        } 

      return nursePreferences; 

    } 

    int ReadLines(String path) throws IOException 

    { 

        FileReader file_to_read = new FileReader(path); 
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        BufferedReader bf = new BufferedReader(file_to_read); 

        String aLine; 

        int numberOfLines = 0; 

        while ( ( aLine = bf.readLine( ) ) != null )  

        { 

            numberOfLines++; 

        } 

        bf.close(); 

        return numberOfLines; 

    } 

    public String[] OpenFile(String path) throws IOException 

    { 

        FileReader fr = new FileReader(path); 

        BufferedReader textReader = new BufferedReader(fr); 

        int numberOfLines = ReadLines(path); 

        String[ ] textData = new String[numberOfLines]; 

        int i; 

 

        for (i=0; i < numberOfLines; i++)  

        { 

            textData[ i ] = textReader.readLine();       

        } 

        textReader.close( ); 

        return textData; 

    } 

} 

 

“ScatterSearch()” Class 

 

package nurserostering; 

import java.util.*; 

import gurobi.*; 

 

public class ScatterSearch  

{ 

    Read read = new Read(); 

    public List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Diversification(int 

numberRosters, int numberShifts, int numberNurses, int[][] succession, 

int[][][] minimumRequirements, int[][][] optimalRequirements, String 

scenario_file_name, String[][] history, int week, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution) 

    { 

        List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set = new 

ArrayList<>(numberRosters); 

        int numberSkills = minimumRequirements[0].length;                                                                                              

        int amount[][][] = new int[7][numberShifts][numberNurses]; 

        for(int g = 0 ; g < 7 ; g++) 

        { 

            for(int h = 0 ; h < numberShifts ; h++) 

            { 

                for(int k = 0 ; k < numberNurses ; k++) 

                { 

                    amount[g][h][k] = 0; 

                } 

            } 

        }                
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        for(int i = 0 ; i < numberRosters ; i++) 

        { 

            int shift_previous_day[] = new int[numberNurses];                                         

            for(int x = 0 ; x < numberNurses ; x++) 

            { 

                shift_previous_day[x] = 99; 

            } 

            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Week = new ArrayList<>(7);                     

            //Calculate amount after first week 

            if(!Set.isEmpty()) 

            {                            

                for(int u = 0 ; u < Set.size() ; u++) 

                {                            

                    for(int d = 0 ; d < 7 ; d++) 

                    { 

                        for(int j = 0 ; j < numberShifts ; j++) 

                        {                  

                            for(int h = 0 ; h < numberSkills ; h++) 

                            { 

                                for(int l = 0 ; l < 

Set.get(u).get(d).get(j).get(h).size() ; l++) 

                                {                                        

                                    

amount[d][j][Set.get(u).get(d).get(j).get(h).get(l)]++;                                        

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            }                                        

            //find minimum per day per shift 

            int minimum[][] = new int[7][numberShifts]; 

            for(int d = 0 ; d < 7 ; d++) 

            { 

                for(int s = 0 ; s < numberShifts ; s++) 

                { 

                    minimum[d][s] = 999999999; 

                } 

            } 

            for(int d = 0 ; d < 7 ; d++) 

            { 

                for(int s = 0 ; s < numberShifts ; s++) 

                { 

                    for(int n = 0 ; n < numberNurses ; n++) 

                    { 

                        if(amount[d][s][n] < minimum[d][s]) 

                        { 

                            minimum[d][s] = amount[d][s][n]; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            //find maximum per day per shift 

            int maximum[][] = new int[7][numberShifts]; 

            for(int d = 0 ; d < 7 ; d++) 

            { 

                for(int s = 0 ; s < numberShifts ; s++) 

                { 

                    for(int n = 0 ; n < numberNurses ; n++) 

                    { 

                        if(amount[d][s][n] > maximum[d][s]) 
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                        { 

                            maximum[d][s] = amount[d][s][n]; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            }                  

 

            for(int n = 0 ; n < 7 ; n++) 

            { 

                if(n == 0) 

                { 

                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                    { 

                        if(week == 0) 

                        { 

                            if(!"None".equals(history[nurse][3])) 

                            {                                 

                                shift_previous_day[nurse] = 

read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name, history[nurse][3]); 

                            } 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                            for(int shft = 0 ; shft < numberShifts ; 

shft++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skl = 0 ; skl < numberSkills ; 

skl++) 

                                { 

                                    

if(previousSolution.get(6).get(shft).get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                    { 

                                        shift_previous_day[nurse] = shft; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(numberShifts); 

                List<Integer> Assigned_This_Day = new ArrayList<>(); 

                List<Integer> not_assigned = new ArrayList<>(); 

                for(int c = 0 ; c < numberNurses ; c++) 

                { 

                    not_assigned.add(c); 

                } 

                for(int s = 0 ; s < numberShifts ; s++) 

                { 

                    //make list of nurses according to min value 

                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(numberSkills);                             

                    List<Integer> nurseList = new ArrayList<>(); 

 

                    for(int b = minimum[n][s] ; b < maximum[n][s] + 1 ; 

b++) 

                    { 

                        for(int p = 0 ; p < numberNurses ; p++) 

                        { 

                            if(amount[n][s][p] == b) 

                            { 
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                                nurseList.add(p);                                         

                            } 

                        } 

                    }                             

                    //check requirements to available min value nurses                            

                    List<List<Integer>> ListOfSkills = new ArrayList<>();                             

                    for(int o = 0 ; o < numberSkills ; o++) 

                    {                                 

                        List<Integer> ListOfNurses_SameSkill = new 

ArrayList<>();  

                        for(int j = 0 ; j < numberNurses ; j++) 

                        { 

                            String skills[] = 

read.getSkills(scenario_file_name, nurseList.get(j)); 

                            int skillsNumber[] = new int[skills.length]; 

                            for(int k = 0 ; k < skills.length ; k++) 

                            { 

                                skillsNumber[k] = 

read.getNurseSkillNumber(skills[k], scenario_file_name);                                        

                            } 

                            for(int k = 0 ; k < skillsNumber.length ; k++) 

                            {                                        

                                if(skillsNumber[k] == o) 

                                {                                             

                                    

ListOfNurses_SameSkill.add(nurseList.get(j)); 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                        ListOfSkills.add(ListOfNurses_SameSkill);                                

                    } 

 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        int count[] = new int[maximum[n][s] - minimum[n][s] 

+ 1]; 

                        int requirement = minimumRequirements[s][skill][n]; 

                        for(int g = 0 ; g < ListOfSkills.get(skill).size() 

; g++) 

                        {                                     

                            

count[amount[n][s][ListOfSkills.get(skill).get(g)] - minimum[n][s]]++;                                    

                        } 

                        for(int group = 0 ; group < count.length ; group 

++) 

                        {                                     

                            if(requirement > 0) 

                            {                                        

                                if(count[group] != 0) 

                                {                                            

                                    int start; 

                                    List<Integer> eligibleNurses = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    if(group == 0) 

                                    { 

                                        start = 0; 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        start = count[group-1]; 
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                                    } 

                                    for(int q = start ; q < start + 

count[group] ; q++) 

                                    { 

                                        int nurse = 

ListOfSkills.get(skill).get(q); 

                                        

if(TestHardConstraint_SingleAssignment(nurse,Assigned_This_Day) == false && 

TestHardConstraint_Succession(s,succession,shift_previous_day,nurse) == 

false) 

                                        { 

                                            eligibleNurses.add(nurse); 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    if(eligibleNurses.size() <= 

requirement) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int t = 0 ; t < 

eligibleNurses.size() ; t++) 

                                        { 

                                            

Skill.add(eligibleNurses.get(t)); 

                                            

Assigned_This_Day.add(eligibleNurses.get(t)); 

                                            

shift_previous_day[eligibleNurses.get(t)] = s; 

                                            

not_assigned.remove(eligibleNurses.get(t)); 

 

                                            for(int v = 0 ; v < 

ListOfSkills.size() ; v++) 

                                            { 

                                                

if(ListOfSkills.get(v).contains(eligibleNurses.get(t))) 

                                                { 

                                                    

ListOfSkills.get(v).remove(eligibleNurses.get(t)); 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                        requirement -= 

eligibleNurses.size(); 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    {                                                

                                        for(int v = 0 ; v < requirement ; 

v++) 

                                        {                                   

                                            int random = 

Random(0,(eligibleNurses.size()-1)); 

                                            

Skill.add(eligibleNurses.get(random));  

                                            

Assigned_This_Day.add(eligibleNurses.get(random)); 

                                            

shift_previous_day[eligibleNurses.get(random)] = s; 

                                            

not_assigned.remove(eligibleNurses.get(random)); 

 

                                            for(int m = 0 ; m < 

ListOfSkills.size() ; m++) 
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                                            { 

                                                

if(ListOfSkills.get(m).contains(eligibleNurses.get(random))) 

                                                { 

                                                    

ListOfSkills.get(m).remove(eligibleNurses.get(random)); 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                            eligibleNurses.remove(random); 

                                        } 

                                        requirement = 0; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                    } 

                    Day.add(Shift); 

                } 

                Week.add(Day); 

                for(int e = 0 ; e < not_assigned.size() ; e++) 

                { 

                    shift_previous_day[not_assigned.get(e)] = 99; 

                } 

            } 

            //System.out.println("done"); 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        int min = minimumRequirements[shift][skill][day]; 

                        int opt = optimalRequirements[shift][skill][day]; 

                        if(opt != min) 

                        {                                   

                            int diff = opt - min;                                    

                            List<Integer> nurses = new ArrayList<>(); 

 

                            for(int b = minimum[day][shift] ; b < 

maximum[day][shift] + 1 ; b++) 

                            { 

                                for(int p = 0 ; p < numberNurses ; p++) 

                                { 

                                    boolean assigned = false; 

 

                                    for(int h = 0 ; h < numberShifts ; h++) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int s = 0 ; s < numberSkills ; 

s++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(Week.get(day).get(h).get(s).contains(p)) 

                                            { 

                                                assigned = true; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

 

                                    boolean succession_previous = false; 

                                    if(day != 0) 
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                                    { 

                                        for(int v = 0 ; v < numberShifts ; 

v++) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int s = 0 ; s < 

numberSkills ; s++) 

                                            { 

                                                if(Week.get(day-

1).get(v).get(s).contains(p) && succession[v][shift] == 0) 

                                                { 

                                                    succession_previous = 

true; 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        if(week != 0) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int v = 0 ; v < 

numberShifts ; v++) 

                                            { 

                                                for(int s = 0 ; s < 

numberSkills ; s++) 

                                                { 

                                                    

if(previousSolution.get(6).get(v).get(s).contains(p) && 

succession[v][shift] == 0) 

                                                    { 

                                                        succession_previous 

= true; 

                                                    } 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                        else 

                                        { 

                                            

if(!"None".equals(history[p][3]) && 

succession[read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name, history[p][3])][shift] 

== 0) 

                                            { 

                                                succession_previous = true; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    boolean succession_next = false; 

                                    if(day != 6) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int q = 0 ; q < numberShifts ; 

q++) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int s = 0 ; s < 

numberSkills ; s++) 

                                            { 

                                                

if(Week.get(day+1).get(q).get(s).contains(p) && succession[shift][q] == 0) 

                                                { 

                                                    succession_next = true; 

                                                } 
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                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    if(amount[day][shift][p] == b && 

TestContainsSkill(p,skill,scenario_file_name) == true && assigned == false 

&& succession_previous == false && succession_next == false) 

                                    { 

                                        nurses.add(p);                                         

                                    } 

                                } 

                            }  

                            if(!nurses.isEmpty()) 

                            { 

                                for(int av = 0 ; av < diff ; av++) 

                                { 

                                    int bool = Random(0,1);                                             

                                    if(bool == 1) 

                                    {                                                   

                                        int counter = 0; 

                                        for(int bv = 1 ; bv < nurses.size() 

; bv++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(amount[day][shift][nurses.get(bv)] == amount[day][shift][nurses.get(0)]) 

                                            { 

                                                counter++; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                        int ran = Random(0,counter); 

                                        

Week.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurses.get(ran)); 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    }                            

                } 

            }                    

            Set.add(Week); 

        } 

        return Set; 

    } 

     

    public List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Random_Diversification(int 

numberRosters, int numberShifts, int numberNurses, int[][] succession, 

int[][][] minimumRequirements, int[][][] optimalRequirements, String 

scenario_file_name, String[][] history, int week, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution) 

    { 

        List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set = new 

ArrayList<>(numberRosters); 

        int numberSkills = minimumRequirements[0].length; 

        for(int roster = 0 ; roster < numberRosters ; roster++) 

        { 

            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Week = new ArrayList<>(7); 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(numberShifts); 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 
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                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(numberSkills); 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int n = 0 ; n < 

minimumRequirements[shift][skill][day] ; n++) 

                        { 

                            boolean hard = false; 

                            int nurse = 0; 

                            int iterations = 0; 

                            do 

                            { 

                                iterations++; 

                                hard = false; 

                                nurse = Random(0, numberNurses - 1); 

                                //Single assignment per day 

                                if(shift != 0) 

                                { 

                                    for(int shft = 0 ; shft < shift   ; 

shft++) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int skl = 0 ; skl < 

numberSkills   ; skl++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(Day.get(shft).get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                            { 

                                                hard = true; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    for(int skl = 0 ; skl < skill ; skl++) 

                                    { 

                                        if(Shift.get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                        { 

                                            hard = true; 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                else 

                                { 

                                    if(skill != 0) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int skl = 0 ; skl < skill  ; 

skl++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(Shift.get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                            { 

                                                hard = true; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        if(Skill.contains(nurse)) 

                                        { 

                                            hard = true; 

                                        } 

                                    } 
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                                } 

                                //successions 

                                int previousShift = 99; 

                                if(week == 0) 

                                { 

                                    if(day == 0) 

                                    { 

                                        

if(!"None".equals(history[nurse][3])) 

                                        { 

                                            previousShift = 

read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name, history[nurse][3]); 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        for(int shft = 0 ; shft < 

numberShifts ; shft++) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int skl = 0 ; skl < 

numberSkills ; skl++) 

                                            { 

                                                if(Week.get(day-

1).get(shft).get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                                { 

                                                    previousShift = shft; 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                else 

                                { 

                                    if(day == 0) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int shft = 0 ; shft < 

numberShifts ; shft++) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int skl = 0 ; skl < 

numberSkills ; skl++) 

                                            { 

                                                

if(previousSolution.get(6).get(shft).get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                                { 

                                                    previousShift = shft; 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        for(int shft = 0 ; shft < 

numberShifts ; shft++) 

                                        { 

                                            for(int skl = 0 ; skl < 

numberSkills ; skl++) 

                                            { 

                                                if(Week.get(day-

1).get(shft).get(skl).contains(nurse)) 

                                                { 

                                                    previousShift = shft; 
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                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                if(previousShift != 99 && 

succession[previousShift][shift] == 0) 

                                { 

                                    hard = true; 

                                }                                

                                //missing skill 

                                String skills[] = 

read.getSkills(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

                                String currentSkill = 

read.getNurseSkillID(skill, scenario_file_name); 

                                boolean containsSkill = false; 

                                for(int g = 0 ; g < skills.length ; g++) 

                                { 

                                    if(skills[g].equals(currentSkill)) 

                                    { 

                                        containsSkill = true; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                if(containsSkill == false) 

                                { 

                                    hard = true; 

                                }                                                                

                            } 

                            while(true == hard && iterations < numberNurses 

* 10); 

                            Skill.add(nurse); 

                        } 

                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                    } 

                    Day.add(Shift); 

                } 

                Week.add(Day); 

            } 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        int min = minimumRequirements[shift][skill][day]; 

                        int opt = optimalRequirements[shift][skill][day]; 

                        if(opt != min) 

                        {                                   

                            int diff = opt - min; 

                            for(int n = 0 ; n < diff ; n++) 

                            { 

                                int bool = Random(0,1); 

                                if(bool == 1) 

                                { 

                                    int iterations = 0; 

                                    int added = 0; 

                                    do 

                                    { 

                                        iterations++; 

                                        int nurse = Random(0,numberNurses-

1); 
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Week.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(0, nurse); 

                                        if(hard_constraints(Week, 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, succession, scenario_file_name, week, history) == true) 

                                        { 

                                            

Week.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(0); 

                                        } 

                                        else 

                                        { 

                                            added = 1; 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                    while(added == 0 && iterations < 

numberNurses * 10); 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            }                                   

            Set.add(Week); 

             

        } 

        return Set; 

    } 

    private static int Random(int min, int max) 

    { 

        Random rand = new Random(); 

        int randomNum = rand.nextInt((max - min)+1)+min; 

        return randomNum; 

    } 

     

    private boolean TestHardConstraint_SingleAssignment(int nurse, 

List<Integer> assigned) 

    {    

        if(!assigned.isEmpty()) 

        {          

            for(int s = 0 ; s < assigned.size() ; s++) 

            { 

                if(assigned.contains(nurse)) 

                { 

                    return true;                     

                } 

            } 

            return false;            

        } 

        else 

            return false;        

    } 

     

    private boolean TestHardConstraint_Succession(int shift, int[][] 

succession, int[] shift_previous_day, int nurse) 

    {        

        if(shift_previous_day[nurse] == 99) 

        { 

            return false; 

        } 

        else if(succession[shift_previous_day[nurse]][shift] == 0) 

        { 
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            return true; 

        } 

        else 

            return false; 

    }  

     

    private boolean TestContainsSkill(int nurse, int skill, String 

scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        String nurseSkills[] = read.getSkills(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

        String skillID = read.getNurseSkillID(skill, scenario_file_name); 

        for(int i = 0; i < nurseSkills.length ; i++) 

        { 

            if(nurseSkills[i].equals(skillID)) 

            { 

                return true; 

            } 

        } 

        return false; 

    } 

     

    public int calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(int weight, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, int[][][] optimalRequirements, 

int numberShifts) 

    {   

        int counter = 0; 

        int penalty = 0; 

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

        { 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < optimalRequirements[0].length ; 

skill++) 

                { 

                    if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() < 

optimalRequirements[shift][skill][day]) 

                    { 

                        int difference = 

optimalRequirements[shift][skill][day] - 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size(); 

                        counter += difference; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        penalty = counter * weight; 

        return penalty;                

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution, int numberNurses, int 

Week, int weight, int[][] constraint, int numberWeeks, String[][] history, 

String scenario_file_name) 

    {       

        int consecutive_shifts[][] = new 

int[numberNurses][Solution.get(0).size()]; 

        if(Week != 0) 

        { 

            consecutive_shifts = 

initial_situation_consecutive_shifts(previousSolution, numberNurses); 
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        } 

        else 

        {            

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                if("None".equals(history[nurse][3])) 

                { 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < Solution.get(0).size() ; 

shift++) 

                    { 

                        consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift] = 0; 

                    } 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    String shiftID = history[nurse][3]; 

                    int shift = read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name, 

shiftID); 

                    consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift] = 

Integer.parseInt(history[nurse][4]); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        int counter = 0; 

        int penalty = 0; 

        for(int nurse = 0; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                boolean contains = false; 

                int previousShift = 99;                   

                    for(int shft = 0 ; shft < Solution.get(0).size() ; 

shft++) 

                    { 

                        if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] != 0) 

                        { 

                            previousShift = shft; 

                            break; 

                        } 

                    } 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < Solution.get(0).size() ; 

shift++) 

                {                   

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).size() ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        {    

                            contains = true; 

                            if(shift == previousShift) 

                            { 

                                consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift]++; 

                            } 

                            if (previousShift != 99 && shift != 

previousShift) 

                            { 

                                int minimum = constraint[previousShift][0]; 

                                int maximum = constraint[previousShift][1]; 

                                int difference = 0; 
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                                if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] 

< minimum) 

                                { 

                                    difference = minimum - 

consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift];                             

                                } 

                                if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] 

> maximum) 

                                { 

                                    difference = 

consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] - maximum;                                   

                                } 

                                counter += difference; 

                                for(int shft = 0 ; shft < 

Solution.get(0).size() ; shft++) 

                                { 

                                    consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] = 0; 

                                } 

                                consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift] = 1; 

                            } 

                            if (previousShift == 99 && shift != 

previousShift) 

                            { 

                                consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift] = 1; 

                            } 

                        } 

                    }                    

                } 

                if(contains == false && previousShift != 99) 

                { 

                    int minimum = constraint[previousShift][0]; 

                    int maximum = constraint[previousShift][1]; 

                    int difference = 0; 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] < minimum) 

                    { 

                        difference = minimum - 

consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift];                             

                    } 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] > maximum) 

                    { 

                        difference = 

consecutive_shifts[nurse][previousShift] - maximum;                                   

                    } 

                    counter += difference; 

                    for(int shft = 0 ; shft < Solution.get(0).size() ; 

shft++) 

                    { 

                        consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] = 0; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        /*if(Week == numberWeeks - 1) 

        {            

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                int shft = 99; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < Solution.get(0).size() ; 

shift++) 

                { 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][shift] != 0) 
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                    { 

                        shft = shift; 

                    } 

                } 

                if(shft != 99) 

                { 

                    int minimum = constraint[shft][0]; 

                    int maximum = constraint[shft][1]; 

                    int difference = 0; 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] < minimum) 

                    { 

                        difference = minimum - 

consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft];                             

                    } 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] > maximum) 

                    { 

                        difference = consecutive_shifts[nurse][shft] - 

maximum;                                   

                    } 

                    counter += difference; 

                }           

            }            

        }*/ 

         

        penalty = weight * counter; 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    private int[][] 

initial_situation_consecutive_shifts(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

previousSolution, int numberNurses) 

    { 

       int initialSituation[][] = new 

int[numberNurses][previousSolution.get(0).size()]; 

       for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

       { 

           //find the last scheduled shift 

           int lastShift = 99;           

            

               for(int shift = 0 ; shift < previousSolution.get(6).size() ; 

shift++) 

               { 

                   if(lastShift != 99) 

                    break; 

                   for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

previousSolution.get(6).get(shift).size() ; skill++) 

                   { 

                       if(lastShift != 99) 

                        break; 

                       

if(previousSolution.get(6).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                       { 

                           lastShift = shift; 

                       } 

                   } 

               } 

            

            

           //backtrack 

        if(lastShift != 99) 

        { 
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           for(int day = 6 ; day > -1 ; day--) 

           {  

                boolean contains = false;     

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

previousSolution.get(day).get(lastShift).size() ; skill++) 

                {                   

                    

if(previousSolution.get(day).get(lastShift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                    { 

                        contains = true;                                                                                 

                    } 

                } 

                if(contains != false) 

                { 

                    initialSituation[nurse][lastShift]++;  

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    break; 

                } 

           } 

        } 

       } 

       return initialSituation; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

Solution, List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution, int 

numberNurses, int Week, int weight, int numberWeeks, String 

scenario_file_name, String[][] history) 

    { 

        int[] consecutive_days = new int[numberNurses]; 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        int penalty = 0; 

        int counter = 0; 

        if(Week != 0) 

        { 

            consecutive_days = 

initial_situation_consecutive_working_days(previousSolution, numberNurses); 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                consecutive_days[nurse] = 

Integer.parseInt(history[nurse][5]); 

            } 

        } 

         

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        {          

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                boolean brk = true; 

                boolean thisDay = false; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    if(brk == false) 

                        break; 
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                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        if(brk == false) 

                            break; 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            brk = false; 

                            thisDay = true; 

                            consecutive_days[nurse]++;                            

                        } 

                        

if(!Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) && shift == 

numberShifts-1 && skill == numberSkills-1) 

                        { 

                            if(thisDay == false && consecutive_days[nurse] 

!= 0) 

                            { 

                                String contractType = 

read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

                                int minimum = 

read.getMinimumCWD(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

                                int maximum = 

read.getMaximumCWD(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

                                int diff = 0; 

                                if(consecutive_days[nurse] < minimum) 

                                { 

                                    diff = minimum - 

consecutive_days[nurse]; 

                                } 

                                if(consecutive_days[nurse] > maximum) 

                                { 

                                    diff = consecutive_days[nurse] - 

maximum; 

                                } 

                                counter += diff; 

                                consecutive_days[nurse] = 0; 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            }             

        } 

        /*if(Week == numberWeeks - 1) 

        { 

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                String contractType = 

read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

                int minimum = read.getMinimumCWD(scenario_file_name, 

contractType); 

                int maximum = read.getMaximumCWD(scenario_file_name, 

contractType); 

                int diff = 0; 

                if(consecutive_days[nurse] < minimum) 

                { 

                    diff = minimum - consecutive_days[nurse]; 

                } 

                if(consecutive_days[nurse] > maximum) 

                { 

                    diff = consecutive_days[nurse] - maximum; 
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                } 

                counter += diff; 

                consecutive_days[nurse] = 0; 

            } 

        }*/ 

        penalty = counter * weight; 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    private int[] 

initial_situation_consecutive_working_days(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

previousSolution, int numberNurses) 

    { 

        int[] initialSituation = new int[numberNurses]; 

        int numberShifts = previousSolution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = previousSolution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            boolean brk = true; 

            for(int day = 6 ; day > -1 ; day++) 

            { 

                if(brk == false) 

                { 

                    break; 

                } 

                for(int shift = 0; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    if(brk == false) 

                    { 

                        break; 

                    } 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        if(brk == false) 

                        { 

                            break; 

                        } 

                        

if(previousSolution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            initialSituation[nurse]++; 

                        } 

                        

if(!previousSolution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            brk = false; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return initialSituation; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

previousSolution, List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, int 

numberNurses, int week, String[][] history, int weight, String 

scenario_file_name, int numberWeeks) 

    { 
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        int[] consecutive_days_off = 

initial_situation_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, numberNurses, 

week, history); 

         

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        int penalty = 0; 

        int counter = 0;  

         

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                boolean thisDay = false; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            thisDay = true; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                if(thisDay == false) 

                { 

                    consecutive_days_off[nurse]++; 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    if(consecutive_days_off[nurse] != 0) 

                    { 

                        String contract_type = 

read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

                        int minimum = 

read.getMinimumCDO(scenario_file_name, contract_type); 

                        int maximum = 

read.getMaximumCDO(scenario_file_name, contract_type); 

                        int difference = 0; 

 

                        if(consecutive_days_off[nurse] < minimum) 

                        { 

                            difference = minimum - 

consecutive_days_off[nurse]; 

                        } 

                        if(consecutive_days_off[nurse] > maximum) 

                        { 

                            difference = consecutive_days_off[nurse] - 

maximum; 

                        } 

 

                        counter += difference; 

                        consecutive_days_off[nurse] = 0; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

         

        /*if(week == numberWeeks - 1) 

        { 
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            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                String contractType = 

read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

                int minimum = read.getMinimumCDO(scenario_file_name, 

contractType); 

                int maximum = read.getMaximumCDO(scenario_file_name, 

contractType); 

                int diff = 0; 

                if(consecutive_days_off[nurse] < minimum) 

                { 

                    diff = minimum - consecutive_days_off[nurse]; 

                } 

                if(consecutive_days_off[nurse] > maximum) 

                { 

                    diff = consecutive_days_off[nurse] - maximum; 

                } 

                counter += diff; 

                consecutive_days_off[nurse] = 0; 

            } 

        }*/ 

        penalty = counter * weight; 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    private int[] 

initial_situation_consecutive_days_off(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

previousSolution, int numberNurses, int week, String[][] history) 

    { 

        int[] initialSituation = new int[numberNurses]; 

         

         

        if(week == 0) 

        { 

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                initialSituation[nurse] = 

Integer.parseInt(history[nurse][6]); 

            } 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            int numberShifts = previousSolution.get(0).size(); 

            int numberSkills = previousSolution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

            { 

                for(int day = 6 ; day > -1 ; day--) 

                { 

                    boolean thisDay = false; 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                        { 

                            

if(previousSolution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                            { 

                                thisDay = true; 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                    if(thisDay == false) 
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                    { 

                        initialSituation[nurse]++; 

                    } 

                    else 

                    { 

                        break; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return initialSituation; 

    } 

     

    public int calculate_SC_preferences(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

Solution, int weight, int[][][] preferences, int numberNurses) 

    { 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        int penalty = 0; 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) && 

preferences[nurse][day][shift] == 1) 

                        { 

                            penalty += weight; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_complete_weekend(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, int 

weight, int numberNurses, String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        int penalty = 0; 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            String contract_type = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            int completeWeekends = 

read.getCompleteWeekends(scenario_file_name, contract_type); 

             

            if(completeWeekends == 1) 

            { 

                boolean saturday = false; 

                boolean sunday = false; 

                 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 
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                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(5).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            saturday = true; 

                        } 

                        

if(Solution.get(6).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            sunday = true; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                 

                if(saturday != sunday) 

                { 

                    penalty += weight; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_total_assignments(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, 

int weight, int numberNurses, String scenario_file_name, String[][] 

history, int numberWeeks) 

    { 

        weight = 20; 

        int penalty = 0 ; 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        //initial situation 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            String contract = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            float reference_value_minimum = 0; 

            reference_value_minimum = 

(float)read.getMinimumNoA(scenario_file_name, contract); 

            float reference_value_maximum = 0; 

            reference_value_maximum = 

(float)read.getMaximumNoA(scenario_file_name, contract); 

            int initial = 0; 

            initial = Integer.parseInt(history[nurse][1]); 

            reference_value_maximum -= (float)initial; 

            reference_value_minimum -= (float)initial; 

            reference_value_maximum = reference_value_maximum / 

numberWeeks; 

            reference_value_minimum = reference_value_minimum / 

numberWeeks; 

            int refmax = 0; 

            int refmin = 0; 

            refmax = (int) Math.floor(reference_value_maximum); 

            refmin = (int) Math.ceil(reference_value_minimum); 

             

            int counter = 0; 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 
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                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            counter++; 

                             

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

             

            if(counter < refmin) 

            { 

                int difference = refmin - counter; 

                 

                penalty += difference * weight; 

            } 

            if(counter > refmax) 

            { 

                int difference = counter - refmax; 

                 

                penalty += difference * weight; 

            } 

        } 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

Solution, int weight, int numberNurses, String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        int penalty = 0 ; 

        //initial 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(0).get(0).size(); 

         

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            boolean working = false; 

            String contract_type = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            int working_weekends = 

read.getMaximumWorkingWeekends(scenario_file_name, contract_type); 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    

if(Solution.get(5).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) || 

Solution.get(6).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                    { 

                        working = true; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            if(working == true) 

            { 

                float factor = 1/working_weekends; 

                int integer_factor = Math.round(factor); 
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                penalty += integer_factor * weight; 

            } 

        } 

        return penalty; 

    } 

    public int 

calculate_hamming_distance(List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set , int 

numberNurses) 

    { 

        int hamming = 0; 

        int numberShifts = Set.get(0).get(0).size(); 

        int numberSkills = Set.get(0).get(0).get(0).size(); 

        for(int i = 0 ; i < Set.size() ; i++) 

        { 

            if(i != Set.size() - 1) 

            { 

                for(int j = i+1 ; j < Set.size() ; j++) 

                { 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; 

nurse++) 

                                { 

                                    

if(Set.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) && 

Set.get(j).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                                    { 

                                        hamming++; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return hamming; 

    } 

     

    public List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> local_search_nurse_gurobi(int 

numberNurses, int numberWeeks, int nurse, int numberShifts, int 

numberSkills, List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution, String reference, 

int[][][] optimalRequirements,int[][][] minimumRequirements, int[][][] 

preferences, String scenario_file_name, int week, int[][] succession, 

String[][] history) 

    { 

        try 

        { 

            String contractType = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            int minimum_consecutive_working_days = 

read.getMinimumCWD(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            int maximum_consecutive_working_days = 

read.getMaximumCWD(scenario_file_name, contractType); 
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            int[][] consecutive_shifts = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

            int minimum_consecutive_days_off = 

read.getMinimumCDO(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            int maximum_consecutive_days_off = 

read.getMaximumCDO(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            //model 

            GRBEnv env = new GRBEnv(); 

            env.set(GRB.IntParam.OutputFlag, 0); 

            GRBModel model = new GRBModel(env); 

            model.set(GRB.StringAttr.ModelName, "RMP"); 

             

            //asignment variables 

            GRBVar[][][] assigned = new 

GRBVar[7][numberShifts][numberSkills]; 

            int[][][] parameters = 

calculate_local_search_nurse_parameters(Solution, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, reference, optimalRequirements, preferences); 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        assigned[day][shift][skill] = model.addVar(0 , 1 , 

parameters[day][shift][skill] , GRB.BINARY , "x" + day + shift + skill); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

             

            //Soft constraint variables 

            GRBVar slackPlus = null; 

            GRBVar slackMinus = null; 

            GRBVar CWDstart[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            GRBVar slackCWDmin[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            GRBVar slackCWDmax[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            GRBVar CSstart[][] = new GRBVar[7][numberShifts]; 

            GRBVar slackCSmin[][] = new GRBVar[7][numberShifts]; 

            GRBVar slackCSmax[][] = new GRBVar[7][numberShifts]; 

            GRBVar CDOstart[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            GRBVar slackCDOmin[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            GRBVar slackCDOmax[] = new GRBVar[7]; 

            

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

            { 

                //starting variables 

                //slack variables 

                //System.out.println("Adding Variables"); 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        CSstart[day][shift] = model.addVar(0, 1, 0, 

GRB.BINARY, "CSstart" + day + shift); 

                        slackCSmin[day][shift] = model.addVar(0, 

GRB.INFINITY, 15, GRB.INTEGER, "slackCSmin" + day + shift); 

                        slackCSmax[day][shift] = model.addVar(0, 

GRB.INFINITY, 15, GRB.INTEGER, "slackCSmax" + day + shift); 

                    } 

                } 
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            } 

             

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

            {   

                //starting variable 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    CWDstart[day] = model.addVar(0, 1, 0, GRB.BINARY, 

"CWDstart" + day); 

                    slackCWDmin[day] = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 30, 

GRB.INTEGER, "slackCWDmin" + day); 

                    slackCWDmax[day] = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 30, 

GRB.INTEGER, "slackCWDmax" + day); 

                } 

                //slack variable               

            } 

             

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

            { 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    CDOstart[day] = model.addVar(0,1,0,GRB.BINARY, 

"CDOstart" + day); 

                    slackCDOmin[day] = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 30, 

GRB.INTEGER, "slackCDOmin" + day); 

                    slackCDOmax[day] = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 30, 

GRB.INTEGER, "slackCDOmax" + day); 

                } 

            } 

             

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

            { 

                slackPlus = model.addVar(0, 1, 30, GRB.BINARY, 

"slackSaturday"); 

                slackMinus = model.addVar(0, 1, 30, GRB.BINARY, 

"slackSunday"); 

            } 

             

            GRBVar slackTotalAssignmentsMin = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 

20, GRB.INTEGER, "slackTotalAssignmentsMin"); 

            GRBVar slackTotalAssignmentsMax = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 

20, GRB.INTEGER, "slackTotalAssignmentsMax"); 

            int working_weekends = 

read.getMaximumWorkingWeekends(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            float factor = 1/working_weekends; 

            int integer_factor = Math.round(factor); 

            GRBVar doubleWeekend = model.addVar(0, 1, 0, GRB.BINARY, 

"doubleWeekend"); 

            GRBVar slackWorkingWeekends = model.addVar(0, GRB.INFINITY, 

integer_factor, GRB.INTEGER, "slackWorkingWeekends"); 

             

            model.set(GRB.IntAttr.ModelSense, 1); 

            model.update(); 

            //System.out.println("Variables Added"); 

             

            //Hard Constraints 

            //single assignment 

            //System.out.println("Adding Hard Constraints"); 
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            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                GRBLinExpr single_assignment = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        single_assignment.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                    } 

                } 

                model.addConstr(single_assignment, GRB.LESS_EQUAL , 1.0 , 

"singleAssignment" + day); 

            } 

             

            //minimum coverage             

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        int amount = 0; 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            amount = 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() - 1; 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                            amount = 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size(); 

                        } 

                         

                        if(amount < minimumRequirements[shift][skill][day]) 

                        { 

                            GRBLinExpr minimum_coverage = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            minimum_coverage.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                            model.addConstr(minimum_coverage, GRB.EQUAL, 

1.0 , "minimumCoverage" + day + shift + skill); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

             

            //successions            

            if(week == 0) 

            { 

                String previousShift = ""; 

                previousShift = history[nurse][3]; 

                if(!"None".equals(previousShift)) 

                { 

                    int shiftNumber = 

read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name, previousShift); 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        if(succession[shiftNumber][shift] == 0) 

                        { 
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                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                model.addConstr(assigned[0][shift][skill], 

GRB.EQUAL, 0.0, "succession" + 0 + shift + skill); 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                }                                               

            } 

            else 

            { 

                int previousShift = 99; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(previousSolution.get(6).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            previousShift = shift; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                if(previousShift != 99) 

                { 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        if(succession[previousShift][shift] == 0) 

                        { 

                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                model.addConstr(assigned[0][shift][skill], 

GRB.EQUAL, 0.0, "succession" + 0 + shift + skill); 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                 

            } 

            for(int s1 = 0 ; s1 < numberShifts ; s1++) 

            { 

                for(int s2 = 0 ; s2 < numberShifts ; s2++) 

                { 

                    if(succession[s1][s2] == 0) 

                    { 

                        for(int day = 1 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            GRBLinExpr succession_con = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            for(int skill1 = 0 ; skill1 < numberSkills ; 

skill1++) 

                            {                                 

                                    succession_con.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day-1][s1][skill1]); 

                                    succession_con.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][s2][skill1]);                                                                     

                            } 

                            model.addConstr(succession_con, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

1.0, "succession" + day + s1 +s2); 

                        } 
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                    } 

                } 

            } 

             

                 

            //missing skill 

            String[] skillsID = read.getSkills(scenario_file_name, nurse); 

            int[] skills = new int[skillsID.length]; 

            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < skills.length ; skill++) 

            { 

                skills[skill] = read.getNurseSkillNumber(skillsID[skill], 

scenario_file_name); 

            } 

            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

            { 

                boolean bool = false; 

                for(int skl = 0 ; skl < skills.length ; skl++) 

                { 

                    if(skills[skl] == skill) 

                    { 

                        bool = true; 

                    } 

                } 

                if(bool == false) 

                { 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            model.addConstr(assigned[day][shift][skill], 

GRB.EQUAL, 0.0, "missingSkill" + day + shift + skill); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

             

            //System.out.println("Hard Constraints Added"); 

            //Soft Constraints 

            //System.out.println("Adding Soft Constraints"); 

            //total assignments 

            float reference_value_minimum = 0; 

            reference_value_minimum = 

(float)read.getMinimumNoA(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            float reference_value_maximum = 0; 

            reference_value_maximum = 

(float)read.getMaximumNoA(scenario_file_name, contractType); 

            int initial = 0; 

            initial = Integer.parseInt(history[nurse][1]); 

            reference_value_maximum -= (float)initial; 

            reference_value_minimum -= (float)initial; 

            reference_value_maximum = reference_value_maximum / 

numberWeeks; 

            reference_value_minimum = reference_value_minimum / 

numberWeeks; 

            int refmax = 0; 

            int refmin = 0; 

            refmax = (int) Math.floor(reference_value_maximum); 

            refmin = (int) Math.ceil(reference_value_minimum); 

             

            GRBLinExpr assignmentsMin_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            GRBLinExpr assignmentsMax_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 
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            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        assignmentsMin_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                        assignmentsMin_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

slackTotalAssignmentsMin); 

                        assignmentsMax_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                        assignmentsMax_LHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

slackTotalAssignmentsMax); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            model.addConstr(assignmentsMin_LHS, GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, refmin, 

"assignmentsMinConstr"); 

            model.addConstr(assignmentsMax_LHS, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, refmax, 

"assignmentsMaxConstr"); 

            //working weekends 

            GRBLinExpr doubleWeekendSat = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            GRBLinExpr doubleWeekendSun = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            GRBLinExpr doubleWeekend3LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            GRBLinExpr doubleWeekend3RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    doubleWeekendSat.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[5][shift][skill]); 

                    doubleWeekendSun.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[6][shift][skill]); 

                    doubleWeekend3RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[6][shift][skill]); 

                    doubleWeekend3RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[5][shift][skill]); 

                } 

            } 

            doubleWeekend3LHS.addTerm(1.0,doubleWeekend); 

            doubleWeekend3LHS.addConstant(1.0); 

            model.addConstr(doubleWeekend, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

doubleWeekendSat, "doubleWeekend1"); 

            model.addConstr(doubleWeekend, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

doubleWeekendSun, "doubleWeekend2"); 

            model.addConstr(doubleWeekend3LHS, GRB.GREATER_EQUAL , 

doubleWeekend3RHS, "doubleWeekend3"); 

             

            GRBLinExpr WWLHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    WWLHS.addTerm(1.0, assigned[5][shift][skill]); 

                    WWLHS.addTerm(1.0, assigned[6][shift][skill]); 

                } 

            } 

            WWLHS.addTerm(-1.0, slackWorkingWeekends); 

            WWLHS.addTerm(-1.0, doubleWeekend); 
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            int maxWW = read.getMaximumWorkingWeekends(scenario_file_name, 

contractType); 

            model.addConstr(WWLHS, GRB.LESS_EQUAL , 0, "WW"); 

             

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

            { 

                if(minimum_consecutive_working_days != 0) 

                { 

                //minimum 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        if(day != 0) 

                        { 

                            GRBLinExpr thisDay = new GRBLinExpr();                                       

                            GRBLinExpr previousDay = new GRBLinExpr(); 

 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    thisDay.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                                    previousDay.addTerm(1.0, assigned[day-

1][shift][skill]); 

                                } 

                            } 

                            GRBLinExpr startConstraint2 = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            startConstraint2.addConstant(1.0); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    startConstraint2.addTerm(-1.0, 

assigned[day-1][shift][skill]); 

                                } 

                            } 

                            GRBLinExpr constraint3LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            constraint3LHS.addTerm(1.0, CWDstart[day]); 

                            constraint3LHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                            GRBLinExpr constraint3RHS = new GRBLinExpr();                       

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    

constraint3RHS.addTerm(1.0,assigned[day][shift][skill]);                                

                                } 

                            } 

                            constraint3RHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 
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                                { 

                                    constraint3RHS.addTerm(-

1.0,assigned[day-1][shift][skill]);                                

                                } 

                            }        

                            model.addConstr(CWDstart[day], GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

thisDay, "StartConstraint1" + day); 

                            model.addConstr(CWDstart[day], GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

startConstraint2, "StartConstraint2" + day); 

                            model.addConstr(constraint3LHS, 

GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, constraint3RHS, "StartConstraint3" + day); 

 

                            if(day <= 7-minimum_consecutive_working_days) 

                            { 

                                GRBLinExpr minimum_CWD_LHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                                GRBLinExpr minimum_CWD_RHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                                for(int d = day ; d < day + 

minimum_consecutive_working_days ; d++) 

                                { 

                                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < 

numberShifts ; shift++) 

                                    { 

                                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                        { 

                                            minimum_CWD_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                        } 

                                    }                                   

                                } 

                                minimum_CWD_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

slackCWDmin[day]); 

                                

minimum_CWD_RHS.addTerm((double)minimum_consecutive_working_days, 

CWDstart[day]); 

                                model.addConstr(minimum_CWD_LHS, 

GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, minimum_CWD_RHS, "minimum_CWD_constraint" + day); 

                            } 

                        }                                                                                                   

                    } 

                } 

                 

                //maximum 

                if(maximum_consecutive_working_days < 7) 

                { 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 6 - 

maximum_consecutive_working_days ; day++) 

                    { 

                        GRBLinExpr maximum_CWD_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        GRBLinExpr maximum_CWD_RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        for(int d = day ; d < day + 

maximum_consecutive_working_days + 1 ; d++) 

                        { 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 
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                                    maximum_CWD_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                        

maximum_CWD_RHS.addConstant((double)maximum_consecutive_working_days); 

                        maximum_CWD_RHS.addTerm(1.0, slackCWDmax[day] ); 

                        model.addConstr(maximum_CWD_LHS, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

maximum_CWD_RHS, "maximum_CWD_constraint" + day); 

                    } 

                } 

            }            

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

            { 

                //minimum 

                //starting variable constraints                

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[shift][0] != 0) 

                    { 

                        for(int day = 1 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        {                        

                            GRBLinExpr startconstraint1RHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                            GRBLinExpr startconstraint2RHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                            GRBLinExpr startconstraint3LHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                            GRBLinExpr startconstraint3RHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                            startconstraint2RHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                            startconstraint3LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

CSstart[day][shift]); 

                            startconstraint3LHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                startconstraint1RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint2RHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

assigned[day-1][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint3RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint3RHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

assigned[day-1][shift][skill]); 

                            } 

                            startconstraint3RHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                            model.addConstr(CSstart[day][shift], 

GRB.LESS_EQUAL, startconstraint1RHS, "startConstraint1CS" + day + shift); 

                            model.addConstr(CSstart[day][shift], 

GRB.LESS_EQUAL, startconstraint2RHS, "startConstraint2CS" + day + shift); 

                            model.addConstr(startconstraint3LHS, 

GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, startconstraint3RHS, "startConstraint3CS" + day + 

shift); 

 

                            if(day <= 7 - consecutive_shifts[shift][0]) 

                            { 

                                GRBLinExpr minCSconstraintLHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 
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                                GRBLinExpr minCSconstraintRHS = new 

GRBLinExpr(); 

                                for(int d = day ; d < day + 

consecutive_shifts[shift][0] ; d++) 

                                { 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        minCSconstraintLHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                minCSconstraintLHS.addTerm(1.0, 

slackCSmin[day][shift]); 

                                minCSconstraintRHS.addTerm((double) 

consecutive_shifts[shift][0], CSstart[day][shift]); 

                                model.addConstr(minCSconstraintLHS, 

GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, minCSconstraintRHS, "minimum_CS_constraint" + day + 

shift); 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                    if(consecutive_shifts[shift][1] < 7) 

                    { 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 6 - 

consecutive_shifts[shift][1] ; day++) 

                        { 

                            GRBLinExpr maximum_CS_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            GRBLinExpr maximum_CS_RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            for(int d = day ; d < day + 

consecutive_shifts[shift][1] + 1 ; d++) 

                            {    

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    maximum_CS_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                } 

                            } 

 

                            

maximum_CS_RHS.addConstant((double)consecutive_shifts[shift][1]); 

                            maximum_CS_RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

slackCSmax[day][shift] ); 

                            model.addConstr(maximum_CS_LHS, GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

maximum_CS_RHS, "maximum_CS_constraint" + day + shift); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            //System.out.println("here"); 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

            { 

                //minimum 

                if(minimum_consecutive_days_off != 0) 

                { 

                    for(int day = 1 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        GRBLinExpr startconstraint1RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        GRBLinExpr startconstraint2RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 
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                        GRBLinExpr startconstraint3LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        GRBLinExpr startconstraint3RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        startconstraint2RHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                        startconstraint3LHS.addTerm(1.0, CDOstart[day]); 

                        startconstraint3LHS.addConstant(1.0); 

                         

                        for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                startconstraint1RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day-1][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint2RHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint3RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[day-1][shift][skill]); 

                                startconstraint3RHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

assigned[day][shift][skill]); 

                            } 

                        } 

                        model.addConstr(CDOstart[day], GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

startconstraint1RHS, "startConstraint1CDO" + day); 

                        model.addConstr(CDOstart[day], GRB.LESS_EQUAL, 

startconstraint2RHS, "startConstraint2CDO" + day); 

                        model.addConstr(startconstraint3LHS, 

GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, startconstraint3RHS, "startConstraint3CDO" + day); 

                         

                        if(day <= 7-minimum_consecutive_days_off) 

                        { 

                            GRBLinExpr minimum_CDO_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            GRBLinExpr minimum_CDO_RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                            for(int d = day ; d < day + 

minimum_consecutive_days_off ; d++) 

                            { 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        minimum_CDO_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                    } 

                                }                                   

                            } 

                            minimum_CDO_LHS.addTerm(-1.0, 

slackCDOmin[day]); 

                            minimum_CDO_RHS.addTerm(-500.0, CDOstart[day]); 

                            minimum_CDO_RHS.addConstant(500.0); 

                            model.addConstr(minimum_CDO_LHS, 

GRB.LESS_EQUAL, minimum_CDO_RHS, "minimum_CDO_constraint" + day); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                //maximum 

                if(maximum_consecutive_days_off < 7) 

                { 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 6 - 

maximum_consecutive_days_off ; day++) 

                    { 
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                        GRBLinExpr maximum_CDO_LHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                        for(int d = day ; d < day + 

maximum_consecutive_days_off + 1 ; d++) 

                        { 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    maximum_CDO_LHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[d][shift][skill]); 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                        maximum_CDO_LHS.addTerm(1.0, slackCDOmax[day]); 

                        model.addConstr(maximum_CDO_LHS, GRB.GREATER_EQUAL, 

1, "maximum_CDO_constraint" + day); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

            { 

                GRBLinExpr complete_weekend = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        complete_weekend.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[5][shift][skill]); 

                    } 

                } 

                complete_weekend.addTerm(1.0, slackPlus); 

                complete_weekend.addTerm(-1.0, slackMinus); 

                GRBLinExpr complete_weekend_RHS = new GRBLinExpr(); 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        complete_weekend_RHS.addTerm(1.0, 

assigned[6][shift][skill]); 

                    } 

                } 

                model.addConstr(complete_weekend, GRB.EQUAL, 

complete_weekend_RHS , "completeWeekend"); 

            } 

            //System.out.println("Soft Constraints Added"); 

            //System.out.println("Optimization Started"); 

            model.optimize(); 

            //System.out.println("Optimization Ended"); 

             

            //insert in solution 

            int penaltyOld = 0; 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, Solution, 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

            } 
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            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Solution, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, consecutive_shifts, numberWeeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Solution, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Solution, numberNurses, 

week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_preferences(Solution, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

            { 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Solution, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

            } 

            int[][][] old = new int[7][numberShifts][numberSkills]; 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            old[day][shift][skill] = 1; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(assigned[day][shift][skill].get(GRB.DoubleAttr.X) == 1.0) 

                        { 

                            

if(!Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                            { 

                                

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse); 
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                            } 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                            

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                            { 

                                for(int index = 0 ; index < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; index++) 

                                { 

                                    

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(index) == nurse) 

                                    { 

                                        

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(index); 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            int penaltyNew = 0; 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, Solution, 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Solution, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, consecutive_shifts, numberWeeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Solution, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Solution, numberNurses, 

week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += calculate_SC_preferences(Solution, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

            { 

                penaltyNew += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Solution, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

            } 
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            if(hard_constraints(Solution, numberNurses, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, succession, 

scenario_file_name, week, history) == true || penaltyOld < penaltyNew) 

            { 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                        { 

                            if(old[day][shift][skill] == 1) 

                            { 

                                

if(!Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                                { 

                                    

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse); 

                                } 

                            } 

                            else 

                            { 

                                

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                                { 

                                    for(int index = 0 ; index < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; index++) 

                                    { 

                                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(index) == nurse) 

                                        { 

                                            

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(index); 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            model.dispose(); 

            env.dispose(); 

            return Solution; 

             

        } 

        catch (GRBException e)  

        { 

            System.out.println("Error code: " + e.getErrorCode() + ". " + 

            e.getMessage()); 

            return Solution; 

        } 

    } 

     

    private int[][][] 

calculate_local_search_nurse_parameters(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

Solution, int nurse, int numberShifts, int numberSkills, String reference, 

int[][][] optimalRequirements, int[][][] preferences) 

    { 

        int[][][] parameters = new int[7][numberShifts][numberSkills]; 

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 
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        { 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    int staffing = 0; 

                    int preference = 0; 

                     

                    //Staffing 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        int amountScheduled = 0; 

                        

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            amountScheduled = 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() - 1; 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                            amountScheduled = 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size(); 

                        } 

                        if(amountScheduled < 

optimalRequirements[shift][skill][day]) 

                        { 

                            staffing = 30; 

                        } 

                    } 

                     

                    //Preferences 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        if(preferences[nurse][day][shift] == 1) 

                        { 

                            preference = 10; 

                        } 

                    } 

                     

                     

                     

                    parameters[day][shift][skill] = preference - staffing; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        return parameters; 

    } 

         

    public List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> local_search_day_SS(int day, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Solution, List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

previousSolution, int[][] succession, String reference, int[][][] 

optimalRequirements, int[][][] minimumRequirements, int numberNurses, int 

Week, int[][] consecutiveShiftConstraint, int numberWeeks, String[][] 

history, String scenario_file_name, int[][][] preferences) 

    { 

        int numberShifts = Solution.get(day).size();  

        int numberSkills = Solution.get(day).get(0).size(); 

        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> test = Solution; 

        int iterations = 0; 
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        int shift = 0; 

        int skill = 0; 

        int nurse = 0; 

        do 

        {   

           //boolean possible = false; 

           //int c = 0; 

           //List<Integer> possibleNurses = new ArrayList<>(); 

            

           //do 

           //{                 

                //choose random assignment  

            do   

            { 

                    shift = Random(0,numberShifts-1); 

                    skill = Random(0, numberSkills-1); 

            } 

            while(test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).isEmpty()); 

                 

                iterations++; 

                //System.out.println(iterations); 

                nurse = 

Random(0,test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size()-1); 

                int penaltyOld = 0; 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penaltyOld += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, test, 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penaltyOld += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(test, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 15, consecutiveShiftConstraint, 

numberWeeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 

                    penaltyOld += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(test, previousSolution, numberNurses, 

Week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penaltyOld += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, test, numberNurses, 

Week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penaltyOld += calculate_SC_preferences(test, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

                { 
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                    penaltyOld += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(test, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_total_assignments(test, 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , numberWeeks); 

                penaltyOld += calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(test, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                 

                for(int n = 0 ; n < numberNurses ; n++) 

                { 

                    if(n != test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse)) 

                    { 

                        int oldNurse = 

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                        test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(nurse);                        

                        test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse, n); 

                        if(hard_constraints(test, numberNurses, 

numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, 

succession, scenario_file_name, Week, history) == false) 

                        { 

                            //possibleNurses.add(n); 

                            int penaltyNew = 0; 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, test, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                            } 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(test, previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 

15, consecutiveShiftConstraint, numberWeeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                            } 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(test, previousSolution, numberNurses, 

Week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                            } 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, test, numberNurses, 

Week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

                            } 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_preferences(test, 10, preferences,numberNurses); 

                            } 

                            if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                            { 

                                penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_complete_weekend(test, 30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                            } 
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                            penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_total_assignments(test, 20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , 

history , numberWeeks); 

                            penaltyNew += 

calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(test, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                            if(penaltyNew < penaltyOld) 

                            {                                 

                                break; 

                            }                            

                            if(penaltyNew >= penaltyOld) 

                            { 

                                

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(nurse); 

                                

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse, oldNurse); 

                            } 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                            

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(nurse); 

                            test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse, 

oldNurse); 

                        } 

                        //test = old; 

                    } 

                } 

                /*if(!possibleNurses.isEmpty()) 

                { 

                    possible = true; 

                } 

                else 

                    c++;*/ 

           //} 

           //while(possible == false && c < 1000); 

           /*if(possibleNurses.isEmpty()) 

           { 

               System.out.println("here"); 

               return Solution;                

           }*/ 

           /*else 

           { 

               //calculate initial penalty cost 

                int penalty = 0; 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penalty += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, test, 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penalty += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(test, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 15, consecutiveShiftConstraint, 

numberWeeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 
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                    penalty += calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(test, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penalty += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, test, numberNurses, 

Week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penalty += calculate_SC_preferences(test, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penalty += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(test, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                 

               for(int g = 0 ; g < possibleNurses.size() ; g++) 

               { 

                   List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> old = test;                   

                   test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).remove(nurse); 

                   test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).add(nurse, 

possibleNurses.get(g)); 

                   int newPenalty = 0; 

                   if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        newPenalty += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

test, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        newPenalty += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(test, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 15, consecutiveShiftConstraint, 

numberWeeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        newPenalty += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(test, previousSolution, numberNurses, 

Week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        newPenalty += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, test, numberNurses, 

Week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 
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                        newPenalty += calculate_SC_preferences(test, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        newPenalty += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(test, 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    } 

                     

                    if(newPenalty >= penalty) 

                    {                        

                        test = old;                        

                    } 

                    else 

                    { 

                        iterations++;                       

                        break; 

                    } 

                    if(newPenalty >= penalty && g == possibleNurses.size() 

- 1) 

                    {                        

                        iterations++;                        

                    } 

                    if(iterations == 25 || iterations == 50 || iterations 

== 75) 

                    { 

                        System.out.println(iterations); 

                    }                                      

               } 

           }*/ 

            /*if(iterations == 5 || iterations == 10 || iterations == 15 || 

iterations == 20 || iterations == 25 || iterations == 30 || iterations == 

35 || iterations == 40 || iterations == 45 || iterations == 50 || 

iterations == 55 || iterations == 60) 

            { 

                System.out.println("Iteration " + iterations + ": " ); 

                int penaltytest = 0; 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("OPTIMAL 

COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penaltytest += calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, test, 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penaltytest += calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(test, 

previousSolution, numberNurses, Week, 15, consecutiveShiftConstraint, 

numberWeeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 

                    penaltytest += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(test, previousSolution, numberNurses, 

Week, 30, numberWeeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE 

DAYS OFF")) 

                { 
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                    penaltytest += 

calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, test, numberNurses, 

Week,  history, 30, scenario_file_name, numberWeeks); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || 

reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penaltytest += calculate_SC_preferences(test, 10, 

preferences,numberNurses); 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("ALL") || reference.equals("COMPLETE 

WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penaltytest += calculate_SC_complete_weekend(test, 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                penaltytest += calculate_SC_total_assignments(test, 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , numberWeeks); 

                penaltytest += calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(test, 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                System.out.println(penaltytest); 

            }  */ 

        } 

        while(iterations < 30); 

        System.out.println("Day : "+day); 

        return test; 

    } 

     

    public boolean hard_constraints(List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> 

Solution, int numberNurses, int numberShifts, int numberSkills, int[][][] 

minimumRequirements, List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution, 

int[][] succession, String scenario_file_name, int week, String[][] 

history) 

    { 

        boolean hc = false; 

        //single assignment 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

            { 

                int amount = 0; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        for(int i = 0; i < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; i++) 

                        { 

                            

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(i) == nurse) 

                            { 

                                amount++; 

                            } 

                        }                         

                    } 

                } 

                if(amount > 1) 

                { 

                    //System.out.println("single assignment"); 

                    return true; 

                } 
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            } 

        } 

         

        //under staffing  

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

        { 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() < 

minimumRequirements[shift][skill][day]) 

                    { 

                       // System.out.println("understaffing"); 

                        return true; 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

         

        //successions         

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

        { 

            if(week != 0 || day != 0) 

            {              

                List<List<Integer>> nursesPrevious = new ArrayList<>(); 

                for(int shft = 0 ; shft < numberShifts ; shft++) 

                { 

                    List<Integer> previousShift = new ArrayList<>();               

                    for(int skl = 0 ; skl < numberSkills ; skl++) 

                    {                    

                            if(day == 0 && 

!previousSolution.get(6).get(shft).get(skl).isEmpty()) 

                            { 

                                for(int i = 0 ; i < 

previousSolution.get(6).get(shft).get(skl).size(); i++) 

                                { 

                                    

previousShift.add(previousSolution.get(6).get(shft).get(skl).get(i)); 

                                } 

                            } 

                            if(day != 0 && !Solution.get(day-

1).get(shft).get(skl).isEmpty()) 

                            { 

                                for(int i = 0 ; i < Solution.get(day-

1).get(shft).get(skl).size() ; i++) 

                                { 

                                    previousShift.add(Solution.get(day-

1).get(shft).get(skl).get(i)); 

                                } 

                            }                                                                                                                        

                    } 

                    nursesPrevious.add(previousShift); 

                }            

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                {                                   

                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                        { 
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                            for(int shft = 0 ; shft < 

nursesPrevious.size(); shft++) 

                            { 

                                

if(nursesPrevious.get(shft).contains(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill

).get(nurse)) && succession[shft][shift] == 0) 

                                { 

                                    //System.out.println("succession"); 

                                    return true; 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                { 

                    if(!"None".equals(history[nurse][3])) 

                    { 

                        int previousShift = 

read.getShiftNumber(scenario_file_name,history[nurse][3]); 

                        for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            for(int skill = 0; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                

if(Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) && 

succession[previousShift][shift] == 0) 

                                {  

                                    //System.out.println("succession"); 

                                    return true; 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

         

        //missing skill 

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

        { 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    String ID = read.getNurseSkillID(skill, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                    { 

                        boolean contains = false; 

                        String[] allSkills = 

read.getSkills(scenario_file_name,Solution.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).g

et(nurse)); 

                        for(int o = 0 ; o < allSkills.length ; o++) 

                        { 

                            if(allSkills[o].equals(ID)) 
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                            { 

                                contains = true; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        if(contains == false) 

                        { 

                            //System.out.println("missing skill"); 

                            return true; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

         

        return hc; 

    } 

     

    public List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Combine(int numberShifts, int 

numberSkills, List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> RefSet, int 

numberNurses, int[][][] minimumRequirements, 

List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution, int[][] succession, 

String scenario_file_name, int week, String[][] history ) 

    { 

         

         

        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> emergency = RefSet.get(0); 

        //System.out.println("Shift 1: " + numberShifts); 

      //  System.out.println("Shift 2: " + RefSet.get(1).get(0).size()); 

        //System.out.println("Skill 1: " + numberSkills); 

       // System.out.println("Skill 2: " + 

RefSet.get(1).get(0).get(0).size()); 

        int counter = 0; 

        int total = 0; 

        float percent = 0; 

        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

        { 

            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

            { 

                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                { 

                    total++; 

                    List<Integer> temp = new ArrayList<>(); 

                    for(int n = 0 ; n < 

RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; n++) 

                    { 

                        

temp.add(RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(n)); 

                    } 

                    RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).remove(skill); 

                    //System.out.println("Skill 1: " + 

RefSet.get(0).get(0).get(0).size()); 

                    //System.out.println("Skill 2: " + 

RefSet.get(1).get(0).get(0).size()); 

                    try 

                    { 

                                          

                        

RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).add(skill,RefSet.get(1).get(day).get(shif

t).get(skill)); 

                     

                    } 
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                    catch(IndexOutOfBoundsException e) 

                    { 

                        return emergency; 

                    } 

                     

                    if(hard_constraints(RefSet.get(0),numberNurses, 

numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, 

succession, scenario_file_name, week, history) == false) 

                    { 

                        counter++; 

                    } 

                    else 

                    { 

                        RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).remove(skill); 

                        RefSet.get(0).get(day).get(shift).add(skill, temp); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        //System.out.println("Added: " + counter); 

        //System.out.println("Total: " + total); 

        //percent = (float)counter/total * 100; 

        //percent = Math.round(percent); 

        //System.out.println("Percent: " + percent + "%"); 

        return RefSet.get(0); 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_total_assignments_total(List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> 

Set, String scenario_file_name, int numberNurses, int weight) 

    { 

        int penalty = 0; 

         

        int difference = 0; 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            String contract_type = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            int minimum = read.getMinimumNoA(scenario_file_name, 

contract_type); 

            int maximum = read.getMaximumNoA(scenario_file_name, 

contract_type); 

            int diff = 0; 

            int counter = 0; 

            for(int week = 0 ; week < Set.size() ; week++) 

            { 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < Set.get(0).size() ; day++) 

                { 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < Set.get(0).get(0).size() ; 

shift++) 

                    { 

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

Set.get(0).get(0).get(0).size() ; skill++) 

                        { 

                             

                                

if(Set.get(week).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                                { 

                                    counter++; 

                                } 
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                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            if(counter < minimum) 

            { 

                diff = minimum - counter; 

            } 

            if(counter > maximum) 

            { 

                diff = counter - maximum; 

            } 

            difference += diff; 

        } 

         

        penalty = difference * weight; 

        return penalty; 

    } 

     

    public int 

calculate_SC_total_working_weekends_total(List<List<List<List<List<Integer>

>>>> Set, int weight, int numberNurses, String scenario_file_name) 

    { 

        int penalty = 0; 

        int difference = 0; 

        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

        { 

            String contract_type = read.getContractType(scenario_file_name, 

nurse); 

            int maximum = 

read.getMaximumWorkingWeekends(scenario_file_name, contract_type); 

            int counter = 0; 

            int diff = 0; 

            for(int week = 0 ; week < Set.size() ; week++) 

            { 

                boolean working = false; 

                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < Set.get(0).get(0).size() ; 

shift++) 

                { 

                    for(int skill = 0 ;skill < 

Set.get(0).get(0).get(0).size() ; skill++) 

                    { 

                        

if(Set.get(week).get(5).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse) || 

Set.get(week).get(6).get(shift).get(skill).contains(nurse)) 

                        { 

                            working = true; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                if (working == true) 

                { 

                    counter++; 

                } 

            } 

            if(counter > maximum) 

            { 

                diff = counter - maximum; 

            } 

            difference += diff; 

        } 
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        penalty = difference * weight; 

        return penalty; 

    } 

} 

 

Main Class 

 

package nurserostering; 

 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.Random; 

import java.awt.Toolkit; 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileWriter; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

 

public class NurseRostering  

{   

                   

    private static int Random(int min, int max) 

    { 

        Random rand = new Random(); 

        int randomNum = rand.nextInt((max - min)+1)+min; 

        return randomNum; 

    } 

    public static void main(String[] args)  

    { 

        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> previousSolution = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

         

        List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Month = new ArrayList<>(); 

        int solutionPenalty = 0; 

        //OBJECTS 

        Read read = new Read(); 

        ScatterSearch scatter = new ScatterSearch(); 

        String scenario_file_name = 

"C:\\Users\\Nathan\\Documents\\Thesis\\Datasets XML\\n030w4\\Sc-

n030w4.xml"; 

        String history_file_name = 

"C:\\Users\\Nathan\\Documents\\Thesis\\Datasets XML\\n030w4\\H0-n030w4-

1.xml"; 

         

        //HISTORY READ VARIABLES 

        int numberNurses = 0; 

        int optWeek = 1; 

        int Ref = 10; 

        int InitSize = 21; 

        String[][] history; 

        history = read.getHistory(history_file_name); 

        numberNurses = history.length; 

        String[] skillsScenario; 

        int weeks = 0; 
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        int[][] consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint; 

        int[][] successionMatrix; 

        weeks = read.getNumberOfWeeks(scenario_file_name); 

        skillsScenario = read.getNurseTypes(scenario_file_name); 

        consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

        successionMatrix = read.getSuccessionMatrix(scenario_file_name); 

        int numberShifts = successionMatrix.length; 

        int minimumRequirements[][][] = new 

int[successionMatrix.length][skillsScenario.length][7] ; 

        int numberSkills = minimumRequirements[0].length; 

        int optimalRequirements[][][] = new 

int[successionMatrix.length][skillsScenario.length][7] ; 

        for(int week = optWeek - 1 ; week < optWeek ; week++) 

        { 

            System.out.println("WEEK: " + week); 

             

            //STRING PARAMETERS 

            String WD = ""; 

            if(week == 0) 

            { 

                WD = "6"; 

            } 

            if(week == 1) 

            { 

                WD = "2"; 

            } 

            if(week == 2) 

            { 

                WD = "9"; 

            } 

            if(week == 3) 

            { 

                WD = "1"; 

            } 

             

            String WD_file_name = 

"C:\\Users\\Nathan\\Documents\\Thesis\\Datasets XML\\n030w4\\WD-n030w4-

"+WD+".xml"; 

            String reference = "ALL"; 

            String combining_method = "STANDARD"; 

            //PARAMETERS 

            int quality_factor = 75; 

            int generations = 50; 

             

             

            //SCENARIO READ VARIABLES 

             

             

            int[][][] preferences; 

                        

             

            preferences = read.getNursePreferences(history_file_name, 

scenario_file_name, WD_file_name); 

 

             

 

            minimumRequirements = read.getMinimumRequirements(WD_file_name, 

scenario_file_name); 

            optimalRequirements = read.getOptimalRequirements(WD_file_name, 

scenario_file_name);         
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            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set_Constructive = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

            if(week != 0) 

            { 

                String file_name = 

"C:\\Users\\Nathan\\Documents\\Thesis\\TestRead\\Week" + (week-1); 

                try 

                {                     

                    String[] aryLines = read.OpenFile(file_name); 

                     

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        int shiftNumber = 0; 

                        shiftNumber = day * numberShifts; 

                        for(int shift = shiftNumber ; shift < numberShifts 

+ shiftNumber ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<Integer>> Shift = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            int skillNumber = 0; 

                            skillNumber = shift * numberSkills; 

                            for(int skill = skillNumber ; skill < 

numberSkills + skillNumber ; skill++) 

                            { 

                                int S = 0; 

                                List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int i = 0 ; i < aryLines.length ; i++) 

                                { 

                                    if(aryLines[i].equals("S")) 

                                    { 

                                        S++; 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        if(!aryLines[i].equals("N") && S == 

skill) 

                                        { 

                                            

Skill.add(Integer.parseInt(aryLines[i])); 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                Shift.add(Skill); 

                            } 

                            Day.add(Shift); 

                        } 

                        previousSolution.add(Day); 

                    } 

                     

                } 

                catch(IOException e) 

                { 

                    System.out.println( e.getMessage() ); 

                }                 

            } 

             

            //ALGORITHM 

             

            //create initial set of solutions 

            System.out.println("DIVERSIFICATING..."); 

            int size = InitSize; 
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            if(combining_method.equals("PARETO")) 

            { 

                size = InitSize; 

            } 

            int iterations = -1; 

            do 

            { 

                 

                iterations++; 

                List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set_Constructive_3 = 

new ArrayList<>(); 

                if(iterations < size * 5) 

                { 

                    Set_Constructive_3 = scatter.Diversification(3, 

numberShifts, numberNurses, successionMatrix, 

minimumRequirements,optimalRequirements, scenario_file_name, history, week, 

previousSolution); 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    Set_Constructive_3 = scatter.Random_Diversification(1, 

numberShifts, numberNurses, successionMatrix, minimumRequirements, 

optimalRequirements, scenario_file_name, history, week, previousSolution); 

                } 

                boolean hard = false; 

                for(int i = 0 ; i < Set_Constructive_3.size() ; i++) 

                { 

                    if(scatter.hard_constraints(Set_Constructive_3.get(i), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == 

true) 

                    { 

                        hard = true; 

                    }          

                } 

                if(hard == false) 

                { 

                    for(int i = 0 ; i < Set_Constructive_3.size() ; i++) 

                    { 

                        Set_Constructive.add(Set_Constructive_3.get(i)); 

                    } 

                    System.out.println(Set_Constructive.size()); 

                } 

            } 

            while(Set_Constructive.size() < size); 

            System.out.println("DIVERSIFICATION COMPLETE"); 

            //improve solutions 

            System.out.println("IMPROVING..."); 

            for(int solution = 0 ; solution < Set_Constructive.size() ; 

solution++) 

            { 

                System.out.println(solution + "..."); 

                int constraint_shifts[][] = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

                int penalty = 0;        

                int penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + penalty1); 
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                int penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                //System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                int penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Set_Constructive.get(solution

), previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                int penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), numberNurses, week, history, 30, 

scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + penalty4); 

                int penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                int penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

                //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

                if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                { 

                    penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty2; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty1; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty3; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty4; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty5; 

                } 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                 

                System.out.println("Initial Penalty: " + (penalty)); 

                

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 
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numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history)); 

 

                int pre_penalty = 0; 

                int post_penalty = 0; 

                List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> test = new ArrayList<>(); 

                do 

                { 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Set_Constructive.get(solution

), previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), numberNurses, week, history, 30, 

scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    pre_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 
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                    pre_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                    {                     

                        test = 

scatter.local_search_nurse_gurobi(numberNurses, weeks, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, Set_Constructive.get(solution), previousSolution, reference, 

optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, preferences, scenario_file_name, 

week, successionMatrix, history); 

                    } 

                     

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                    { 

                        List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<Integer>> Shift = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                            { 

                                List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                { 

                                    int integer = 0; 

                                    integer = 

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                    Skill.add(integer); 

                                } 

                                Shift.add(Skill); 

                            } 

                            Day.add(Shift); 

                        } 

                        New.add(Day); 

                    }  

                    Set_Constructive.remove(solution); 

                    Set_Constructive.add(solution, New); 

 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Set_Constructive.get(solution

), previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), numberNurses, week, history, 30, 

scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 
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                    penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    post_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    post_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                while(post_penalty != pre_penalty); 

 

                System.out.println("penalty after gurobi: " + 

post_penalty); 

 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 4 ; day++) 

                {             

                    test = scatter.local_search_day_SS(day, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), previousSolution, successionMatrix, 

reference, optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, numberNurses, week, 

consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint, weeks, history, scenario_file_name, 

preferences);           

                } 

                List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New = new ArrayList<>(); 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new ArrayList<>(); 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        List<List<Integer>> Shift = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 
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                        { 

                            List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                            { 

                                int integer = 0; 

                                integer = 

test.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                Skill.add(integer); 

                            } 

                            Shift.add(Skill); 

                        } 

                        Day.add(Shift); 

                    } 

                    New.add(Day); 

                }  

                Set_Constructive.remove(solution); 

                Set_Constructive.add(solution, New); 

 

                //ending calculation 

 

                penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + penalty1); 

                penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

               // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Set_Constructive.get(solution

), previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

               // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), numberNurses, week, history, 30, 

scenario_file_name, weeks); 

               // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + penalty4); 

                penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

               // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

                //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

 

                if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                { 

                    penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty2; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty1; 
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                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty3; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty4; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty5; 

                } 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                 

                System.out.println("Ending Penalty: " + (penalty)); 

                

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history)); 

            } 

            System.out.println("IMPROVEMENT COMPLETE"); 

 

            //REFERENCE SET UPDATE METHOD 

 

            //add best solutions to RefSet1 

            System.out.println("UPDATING..."); 

            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> RefSet1 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

            for(int refAmount = 0 ; refAmount < Ref ; refAmount++) 

            { 

                int minimum = 99999; 

                int index = 99; 

 

                for(int solution = 0 ; solution < Set_Constructive.size(); 

solution++) 

                { 

                    int constraint_shifts[][] = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

                    int penalty = 0; 

                    int penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                    //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + 

penalty1); 

                    int penalty2 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                   // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                    int penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Set_Constructive.get(solution
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), previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                    int penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, 

Set_Constructive.get(solution), numberNurses, week, history, 30, 

scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + 

penalty4); 

                    int penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                   // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                    int penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

                    //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Set_Constructive.get(solution), 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                    if(penalty < minimum) 

                    { 

                        minimum = penalty; 

                        index = solution; 

                    } 

                } 
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                RefSet1.add(Set_Constructive.get(index)); 

                Set_Constructive.remove(index); 

            } 

 

            //CODE PARETO 

             

            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Consecutive_Shifts = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Working_Days = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Days_Off = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

            if(combining_method.equals("PARETO")) 

            { 

                //Create Consecutive Shifts 

                do 

                { 

                    List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> 

Consecutive_Shifts_3 = new ArrayList<>(); 

                    Consecutive_Shifts_3 = scatter.Diversification(3, 

numberShifts, numberNurses, successionMatrix, 

minimumRequirements,optimalRequirements, scenario_file_name, history, week, 

previousSolution); 

                    boolean hard = false; 

                    for(int i = 0 ; i < Consecutive_Shifts_3.size() ; i++) 

                    { 

                        

if(scatter.hard_constraints(Consecutive_Shifts_3.get(i), numberNurses, 

numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == true) 

                        { 

                            hard = true; 

                        }          

                    } 

                    if(hard == false) 

                    { 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++) 

                        { 

                            

Consecutive_Shifts.add(Consecutive_Shifts_3.get(i)); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                while(Consecutive_Shifts.size() < 6); 

                //Create Working Days 

                do 

                { 

                    List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Working_Days_3 = 

new ArrayList<>(); 

                    Working_Days_3 = scatter.Diversification(3, 

numberShifts, numberNurses, successionMatrix, 

minimumRequirements,optimalRequirements, scenario_file_name, history, week, 

previousSolution); 

                    boolean hard = false; 

                    for(int i = 0 ; i < Working_Days_3.size() ; i++) 

                    { 

                        if(scatter.hard_constraints(Working_Days_3.get(i), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == 

true) 
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                        { 

                            hard = true; 

                        }          

                    } 

                    if(hard == false) 

                    { 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++) 

                        { 

                            Working_Days.add(Working_Days_3.get(i)); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                while(Working_Days.size() < 6); 

                //Create Days Off 

                do 

                { 

                    List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Days_Off_3 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                    Days_Off_3 = scatter.Diversification(3, numberShifts, 

numberNurses, successionMatrix, minimumRequirements,optimalRequirements, 

scenario_file_name, history, 0, null); 

                    boolean hard = false; 

                    for(int i = 0 ; i < Days_Off_3.size() ; i++) 

                    { 

                        if(scatter.hard_constraints(Days_Off_3.get(i), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history) == true) 

                        { 

                            hard = true; 

                        }          

                    } 

                    if(hard == false) 

                    { 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++) 

                        { 

                            Days_Off.add(Days_Off_3.get(i)); 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                while(Days_Off.size() < 6); 

 

                //IMPROVE 

                System.out.println("IMPROVING PARETO..."); 

                for(int solution = 0 ; solution < 3 ; solution++) 

                { 

                    //Improve Consecutive Shifts 

                    int constraint_shifts[][] = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name);                    

                    int penaltyShifts = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, 

history, scenario_file_name); 

                    penaltyShifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penaltyShifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution

), 30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution
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), numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 

 

                    int pre_penalty_shifts = 0; 

                    int post_penalty_shifts = 0; 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> test1 =new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                    do 

                    { 

                        penaltyShifts = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

null, numberNurses, 0, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                        pre_penalty_shifts = penaltyShifts;                  

                        pre_penalty_shifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        pre_penalty_shifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution

), 30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                        {                     

                            test1 = 

scatter.local_search_nurse_gurobi(numberNurses, weeks, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), null, "CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS", 

optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, preferences, scenario_file_name, 

0, successionMatrix, history); 

                        } 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test1.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

test1.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Consecutive_Shifts.remove(solution); 

                        Consecutive_Shifts.add(solution, New); 
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                        penaltyShifts = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

null, numberNurses, 0, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                        post_penalty_shifts = penaltyShifts; 

                        post_penalty_shifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        post_penalty_shifts += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution

), 30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    } 

                    while(post_penalty_shifts != pre_penalty_shifts); 

                    System.out.println("penalty after gurobi: " + 

post_penalty_shifts); 

 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 4 ; day++) 

                    {             

                        test1 = scatter.local_search_day_SS(day, 

Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution), null, successionMatrix, "CONSECUTIVE 

SHIFTS", optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, numberNurses, 0, 

consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint, weeks, history, scenario_file_name, 

preferences);           

                    } 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test1.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

test1.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Consecutive_Shifts.remove(solution); 

                        Consecutive_Shifts.add(solution, New); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Consecutive_Shifts.get(solution

), numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 
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                    //Improve Working Days 

                    int penaltyWorkingDays = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Working_Days.get(solution), 

null, numberNurses, 0, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                    penaltyWorkingDays += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Working_Days.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penaltyWorkingDays += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Working_Days.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Working_Days.get(solution), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 

 

                    int pre_penalty_working_days = 0; 

                    int post_penalty_working_days = 0; 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> test2 =new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                    do 

                    { 

                        penaltyWorkingDays = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Working_Days.get(solution), 

null, numberNurses, 0, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                        pre_penalty_working_days = penaltyWorkingDays;                  

                        pre_penalty_working_days += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Working_Days.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        pre_penalty_working_days += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Working_Days.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                        {                     

                            test2 = 

scatter.local_search_nurse_gurobi(numberNurses, weeks, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, Working_Days.get(solution), null, "CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS", 

optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, preferences, scenario_file_name, 

0, successionMatrix, history); 

                        } 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New2 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test2.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 
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                                        integer = 

test2.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New2.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Working_Days.remove(solution); 

                        Working_Days.add(solution, New2); 

 

                        penaltyWorkingDays = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Working_Days.get(solution), 

null, numberNurses, 0, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                        post_penalty_working_days = penaltyWorkingDays;                  

                        post_penalty_working_days += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Working_Days.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        post_penalty_working_days += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Working_Days.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    } 

                    while(post_penalty_working_days != 

pre_penalty_working_days); 

                    System.out.println("penalty after gurobi: " + 

post_penalty_working_days); 

 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 4 ; day++) 

                    {             

                        test2 = scatter.local_search_day_SS(day, 

Working_Days.get(solution), null, successionMatrix, "CONSECUTIVE WORKING 

DAYS", optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, numberNurses, 0, 

consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint, weeks, history, scenario_file_name, 

preferences);           

                    } 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New2 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test2.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

test2.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 
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                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New2.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Working_Days.remove(solution); 

                        Working_Days.add(solution, New2); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Working_Days.get(solution), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 

 

                    //improve days off 

                    int penaltyDaysOff = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(null, Days_Off.get(solution), 

numberNurses, 0, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                    penaltyDaysOff += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Days_Off.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penaltyDaysOff += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Days_Off.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Days_Off.get(solution), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 

 

                    int pre_penalty_days_off = 0; 

                    int post_penalty_days_off = 0; 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> test3 =new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                    do 

                    { 

                        penaltyDaysOff = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(null, Days_Off.get(solution), 

numberNurses, 0, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                        pre_penalty_days_off = penaltyDaysOff;                  

                        pre_penalty_days_off += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Days_Off.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        pre_penalty_days_off += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Days_Off.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                        {                     

                            test3 = 

scatter.local_search_nurse_gurobi(numberNurses, weeks, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills,Days_Off.get(solution), null, "CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF", 

optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, preferences, scenario_file_name, 

0, successionMatrix, history); 

                        } 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New3 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 
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                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test3.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

test3.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New3.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Days_Off.remove(solution); 

                        Days_Off.add(solution, New3); 

 

                        penaltyDaysOff = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(null, Days_Off.get(solution), 

numberNurses, 0, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                        post_penalty_days_off = penaltyDaysOff;                  

                        post_penalty_days_off += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Days_Off.get(solution), 20, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                        post_penalty_days_off += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Days_Off.get(solution), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

                    } 

                    while(post_penalty_days_off != pre_penalty_days_off); 

                    System.out.println("penalty after gurobi: " + 

post_penalty_days_off); 

 

                    for(int day = 0 ; day < 4 ; day++) 

                    {             

                        test3 = scatter.local_search_day_SS(day, 

Days_Off.get(solution), null, successionMatrix, "CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF", 

optimalRequirements, minimumRequirements, numberNurses, 0, 

consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint, weeks, history, scenario_file_name, 

preferences);           

                    } 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> New3 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 
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                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

test3.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

test3.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            New3.add(Day); 

                        }  

                        Days_Off.remove(solution); 

                        Days_Off.add(solution, New3); 

                    

System.out.println(scatter.hard_constraints(Days_Off.get(solution), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, null, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, 0, history)); 

                } 

            } 

            //choose wether to combine quality with quality or quality with 

diversity 

            System.out.println("COMBINING..."); 

            for(int gen = 0 ; gen < generations ; gen++) 

            { 

                for(int i = 0 ; i < RefSet1.size() ; i++) 

                { 

                    if(scatter.hard_constraints(RefSet1.get(i), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == 

true) 

                    { 

                        RefSet1.remove(i); 

                        List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Fix = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        do 

                        { 

                            Fix = scatter.Diversification(1, numberShifts, 

numberNurses, successionMatrix, minimumRequirements, optimalRequirements, 

scenario_file_name, history, week ,previousSolution); 

                        } 

                        while(scatter.hard_constraints(Fix.get(0), 

numberNurses, numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == 

true); 

                        RefSet1.add(i,Fix.get(0)); 

                    } 

                } 

                System.out.println("Generation: " + gen); 

 

                int decide = Random(1,100); 

 

                List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> Set_Combine = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                int father = Random(0,RefSet1.size() - 1); 

                List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> temp = new ArrayList<>(); 
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                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                { 

                    List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new ArrayList<>(); 

                    for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                        List<List<Integer>> Shift = new ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++) 

                        { 

                            List<Integer> Skill = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

RefSet1.get(father).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                            { 

                                int integer = 0; 

                                integer = 

RefSet1.get(father).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                Skill.add(integer); 

                            } 

                            Shift.add(Skill); 

                        } 

                        Day.add(Shift); 

                    } 

                    temp.add(Day); 

                } 

                RefSet1.remove(father); 

                int mother = 0; 

                Set_Combine.add(temp); 

                if(combining_method.equals("STANDARD")) 

                { 

                    if(decide <= quality_factor) 

                    { 

                        System.out.println("Quality"); 

 

                        mother = Random(0, RefSet1.size() - 1); 

 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> com = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

RefSet1.get(mother).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

RefSet1.get(mother).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 
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                            } 

                            com.add(Day); 

                        } 

 

                        Set_Combine.add(com); 

                    } 

                    else 

                    { 

                        System.out.println("Diversity"); 

                        int minimum = 99999; 

                        int index = 99 ; 

 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < Set_Constructive.size() ; i++) 

                        { 

                            if(Set_Combine.size() > 1) 

                            { 

                                Set_Combine.remove(1); 

                            } 

                            Set_Combine.add(Set_Constructive.get(i)); 

                            int hamming = 

scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(Set_Combine, numberNurses); 

                            if(hamming < minimum) 

                            { 

                                minimum = hamming; 

                                index = i; 

                            } 

                            else 

                            { 

                                Set_Combine.remove(1); 

                                

Set_Combine.add(1,Set_Constructive.get(index)); 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                 

                else 

                { 

                    //calculate 3 main penalties of father 

                    int penaltyS = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(temp, null, numberNurses, 0, 15, 

successionMatrix, weeks, history, scenario_file_name); 

                    int penaltyWD = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(temp, null, numberNurses, 0, 

30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                    int penaltyDO = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(null, temp, numberNurses, 0, 

history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

 

                    int max = Math.max(penaltyS, Math.max(penaltyWD, 

penaltyDO)); 

 

                    if(penaltyS == max) 

                    { 

                        int minimum = 999999; 

                        int index = 99; 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < Consecutive_Shifts.size() ; 

i++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> 

hamming_set = new ArrayList<>(); 
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                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham1 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham1.add(Day); 

                            }                         

                            hamming_set.add(ham1); 

                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham2 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Consecutive_Shifts.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

Consecutive_Shifts.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham2.add(Day); 

                            }                         
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                            hamming_set.add(ham2);                         

                            

if(scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses) < minimum) 

                            { 

                                minimum = 

scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses); 

                                index = i; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> consec = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Consecutive_Shifts.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; 

nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

Consecutive_Shifts.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            consec.add(Day); 

                        }                         

                        Set_Combine.add(consec); 

 

                    } 

                    else if(penaltyWD == max) 

                    { 

                        int minimum = 999999; 

                        int index = 99; 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < Working_Days.size() ; i++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> 

hamming_set = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham1 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 
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                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham1.add(Day); 

                            }                         

                            hamming_set.add(ham1); 

                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham2 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Working_Days.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

Working_Days.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham2.add(Day); 

                            }                         

                            hamming_set.add(ham2); 

                            

if(scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses) < minimum) 

                            { 

                                minimum = 

scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses); 

                                index = i; 

                            } 

                        } 
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                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> consec = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Working_Days.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

Working_Days.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            consec.add(Day); 

                        }                         

                        Set_Combine.add(consec); 

                    } 

                    else if(penaltyDO == max) 

                    { 

                        int minimum = 999999; 

                        int index = 99; 

                        for(int i = 0 ; i < Days_Off.size() ; i++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<List<List<Integer>>>>> 

hamming_set = new ArrayList<>(); 

                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham1 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 
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                                            integer = 

temp.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham1.add(Day); 

                            }                         

                            hamming_set.add(ham1); 

                            List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> ham2 = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Days_Off.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

Days_Off.get(i).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                ham2.add(Day); 

                            }                         

                            hamming_set.add(ham2); 

                            

if(scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses) < minimum) 

                            { 

                                minimum = 

scatter.calculate_hamming_distance(hamming_set, numberNurses); 

                                index = i; 

                            } 

                        } 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> consec = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 
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                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Days_Off.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

Days_Off.get(index).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            consec.add(Day); 

                        }                         

                        Set_Combine.add(consec); 

                    } 

                } 

                RefSet1.add(temp); 

 

                 

                List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Combined = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

 

                Combined = scatter.Combine(numberShifts, numberSkills, 

Set_Combine, numberNurses, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history); 

                try{ 

                System.out.println("Combined: " + 

scatter.hard_constraints(Combined, numberNurses, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, successionMatrix, 

scenario_file_name, week, history)); 

                } 

                catch(IndexOutOfBoundsException e) 

                { 

                    System.out.println("true"); 

                } 

 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                {                

                    for(int shift = 0; shift < numberShifts ; shift++) 

                    { 

                            if(Combined.get(day).get(shift).size() != 

numberSkills) 

                            { 

                                List<Integer> emergency = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                

Combined.get(day).get(shift).add(emergency); 

                            } 

                    } 

                } 

                

                int constraint_shifts[][] = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

                int penalty = 0;        
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                int penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + penalty1); 

                int penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Combined, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                //System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                int penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                int penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Combined, 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + penalty4); 

                int penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                int penalty6 = scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Combined, 

10, preferences, numberNurses); 

                //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

                if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                { 

                    penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty2; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty1; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty3; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty4; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty5; 

                } 

                penalty += scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Combined, 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                 

                System.out.println("Initial Penalty: " + (penalty)); 
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                System.out.println("Combined after fix: " + 

scatter.hard_constraints(Combined, numberNurses, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, successionMatrix, 

scenario_file_name, week, history)); 

 

                int pre_penalty = 0; 

                int post_penalty = 0; 

                do 

                { 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Combined, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Combined, 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty6 = scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Combined, 

10, preferences, numberNurses); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        pre_penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    pre_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Combined, 20, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 
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                    pre_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

 

                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < numberNurses ; nurse++) 

                    {                     

                        Combined = 

scatter.local_search_nurse_gurobi(numberNurses, weeks, nurse, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, Combined, previousSolution, reference, optimalRequirements, 

minimumRequirements, preferences, scenario_file_name, week, 

successionMatrix, history); 

                    } 

 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Combined, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Combined, 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    penalty6 = scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Combined, 

10, preferences, numberNurses); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        post_penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 
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                    post_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Combined, 20, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    post_penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                } 

                while(post_penalty != pre_penalty); 

 

                System.out.println("penalty after gurobi: " + 

post_penalty); 

 

                for(int day = 0 ; day < 4 ; day++) 

                {             

                    Combined = scatter.local_search_day_SS(day, Combined, 

previousSolution, successionMatrix, reference, optimalRequirements, 

minimumRequirements, numberNurses, week, consecutiveAssignmentsConstraint, 

weeks, history, scenario_file_name, preferences);           

                } 

 

                //ending calculation 

 

                penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + penalty1); 

                penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Combined, optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

               // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Combined, previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, history); 

               // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Combined, 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

               // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + penalty4); 

                penalty5 = scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Combined, 

30, numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

               // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                penalty6 = scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Combined, 10, 

preferences, numberNurses); 

                //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

 

                if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                { 

                    penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty2; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty1; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                { 
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                    penalty = penalty3; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty4; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty6; 

                } 

                if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                { 

                    penalty = penalty5; 

                } 

                System.out.println("Penalty without OTHER: " + penalty); 

                penalty += scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Combined, 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Combined, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                 

                System.out.println("Ending Penalty: " + (penalty)); 

                System.out.println("Ending hard constraints: " + 

scatter.hard_constraints(Combined, numberNurses, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, successionMatrix, 

scenario_file_name, week, history)); 

                int penalty_child = penalty; 

                //find maximum in refset1 

                int maximum = 0; 

                int index = 99; 

                for(int i = 0 ; i < RefSet1.size() ; i++) 

                { 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(RefSet1.get(i), previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + 

penalty1); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

RefSet1.get(i), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                   // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(RefSet1.get(i), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, RefSet1.get(i), 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + 

penalty4); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(RefSet1.get(i), 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                   // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                    penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(RefSet1.get(i), 10, preferences, 

numberNurses); 

                    //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 
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                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(RefSet1.get(i), 20, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(RefSet1.get(i), 30, 

numberNurses, scenario_file_name); 

 

                    if(penalty > maximum) 

                    { 

                        maximum = penalty; 

                        index = i; 

                    } 

                } 

                if(decide <= quality_factor) 

                { 

                    boolean already = true; 

                    for(int sol = 0 ; sol < RefSet1.size() ; sol++) 

                    { 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    

if(RefSet1.get(sol).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() != 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size()) 

                                    { 

                                        already = false; 

                                    } 
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                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

RefSet1.get(sol).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(!Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(RefSet1.get(sol).get(d

ay).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse))) 

                                            { 

                                                already = false; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                    if(penalty_child < maximum && 

scatter.hard_constraints(Combined, numberNurses, numberShifts, 

numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, successionMatrix, 

scenario_file_name, week, history) == false && already == false)               

                    {                   

                        RefSet1.remove(index); 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> comb = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 

                                            integer = 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                comb.add(Day); 

                            } 

 

                        RefSet1.add(index, comb); 

                        System.out.println("ADDED TO REFSET"); 

 

                    } 

                } 

                else 

                { 
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                    boolean already = true; 

                    for(int sol = 0 ; sol < RefSet1.size() ; sol++) 

                    { 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    

if(RefSet1.get(sol).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() != 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size()) 

                                    { 

                                        already = false; 

                                    } 

                                    else 

                                    { 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

RefSet1.get(sol).get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            

if(!Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).contains(RefSet1.get(sol).get(d

ay).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse))) 

                                            { 

                                                already = false; 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                    if(scatter.hard_constraints(Combined, numberNurses, 

numberShifts, numberSkills, minimumRequirements, previousSolution, 

successionMatrix, scenario_file_name, week, history) == false && already == 

false) 

                    { 

                        RefSet1.remove(index); 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> comb = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                                { 

                                    List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int skill = 0 ; skill < 

numberSkills ; skill++) 

                                    { 

                                        List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                        for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                        { 

                                            int integer = 0; 
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                                            integer = 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                            Skill.add(integer); 

                                        } 

                                        Shift.add(Skill); 

                                    } 

                                    Day.add(Shift); 

                                } 

                                comb.add(Day); 

                            } 

 

                        RefSet1.add(index, comb); 

                        System.out.println("ADDED TO REFSET"); 

                    } 

                } 

                if(gen == 0) 

                { 

                    List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> Sol = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 

                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            Sol.add(Day); 

                        } 

 

                    Month.add(Sol); 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Month.get(0), previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + 

penalty1); 

                    penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Month.get(0), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

                   // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 
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                    penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Month.get(0), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + 

penalty3); 

                    penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Month.get(0), 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

                   // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + 

penalty4); 

                    penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Month.get(0), 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                   // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

                    penalty6 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Month.get(0), 10, preferences, 

numberNurses); 

                    //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 

 

                    if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

                    { 

                        penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty2; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty1; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty3; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty4; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty6; 

                    } 

                    if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

                    { 

                        penalty = penalty5; 

                    } 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Month.get(0), 20, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

                    penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Month.get(0), 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

                    if(penalty_child < penalty) 

                    { 

                        Month.remove(0); 

                        List<List<List<List<Integer>>>> SolNew = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                        for(int day = 0 ; day < 7 ; day++) 
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                        { 

                            List<List<List<Integer>>> Day = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                            for(int shift = 0 ; shift < numberShifts ; 

shift++) 

                            { 

                                List<List<Integer>> Shift = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; 

skill++) 

                                { 

                                    List<Integer> Skill = new 

ArrayList<>(); 

                                    for(int nurse = 0 ; nurse < 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).size() ; nurse++) 

                                    { 

                                        int integer = 0; 

                                        integer = 

Combined.get(day).get(shift).get(skill).get(nurse); 

                                        Skill.add(integer); 

                                    } 

                                    Shift.add(Skill); 

                                } 

                                Day.add(Shift); 

                            } 

                            SolNew.add(Day); 

                        } 

 

                        Month.add(SolNew); 

                    } 

                } 

                 

                 

            } 

            int penalty = 0; 

            int constraint_shifts[][] = 

read.getConsecutiveAssignmentsConstraint(scenario_file_name); 

            int penalty1 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_shifts(Month.get(0), previousSolution, 

numberNurses, week, 15, constraint_shifts, weeks, history, 

scenario_file_name); 

            //System.out.println("Consecutive Shifts: " + penalty1); 

            int penalty2 = scatter.calculate_SC_optimal_coverage(30, 

Month.get(0), optimalRequirements, numberShifts); 

           // System.out.println("Optimal Coverage: " + penalty2); 

            int penalty3 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_working_days(Month.get(0), 

previousSolution, numberNurses, week, 30, weeks, scenario_file_name, 

history); 

           // System.out.println("Consecutive Working Days: " + penalty3); 

            int penalty4 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_consecutive_days_off(previousSolution, Month.get(0), 

numberNurses, week, history, 30, scenario_file_name, weeks); 

           // System.out.println("Consecutive Days Off: " + penalty4); 

            int penalty5 = 

scatter.calculate_SC_complete_weekend(Month.get(0), 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

           // System.out.println("Complete Weekend: " + penalty5); 

            int penalty6 = scatter.calculate_SC_preferences(Month.get(0), 

10, preferences, numberNurses); 

            //System.out.println("Preferences: " + penalty6); 
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            if("ALL".equals(reference)) 

            { 

                penalty = 

penalty1+penalty2+penalty3+penalty4+penalty5+penalty6; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("OPTIMAL COVERAGE")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty2; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE SHIFTS")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty1; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE WORKING DAYS")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty3; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("CONSECUTIVE DAYS OFF")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty4; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("PREFERENCES")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty6; 

            } 

            if(reference.equals("COMPLETE WEEKEND")) 

            { 

                penalty = penalty5; 

            } 

            solutionPenalty += penalty; 

            penalty += scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments(Month.get(0), 

20, numberNurses, scenario_file_name , history , weeks); 

            penalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends(Month.get(0), 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

             

             

            try  

            {                   

                String content = new String(); 

                 

                for(int j = 0 ; j < 7 ; j++) 

                { 

                     

                    for(int i = 0 ; i < numberShifts ; i++) 

                    { 

                         

                        for(int skill = 0 ; skill < numberSkills ; skill++ 

) 

                        {   

                            

if(Month.get(0).get(j).get(i).get(skill).isEmpty()) 

                            { 

                                content += "N\n"; 

                            } 

                            for(int h = 0 ; h < 

Month.get(0).get(j).get(i).get(skill).size() ; h++) 

                            { 

                                content += 

Month.get(0).get(j).get(i).get(skill).get(h) + "\n"; 
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                            } 

                            content += "S\n"; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                File file = new 

File("C:\\Users\\Nathan\\Documents\\Thesis\\SolutionMonth\\Week"+week); 

 

 

                if (!file.exists())  

                { 

                        file.createNewFile(); 

                } 

 

                FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(file.getAbsoluteFile()); 

                BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw); 

                bw.write(content); 

                bw.close();                     

            }  

            catch (IOException e)  

            { 

                e.printStackTrace(); 

            } 

             

            Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().beep(); 

        } 

        System.out.println("FINAL OBJ VALUE WITHOUT OTHER: " + 

solutionPenalty); 

         

        solutionPenalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_assignments_total(Month, scenario_file_name, 

numberNurses, 20); 

        solutionPenalty += 

scatter.calculate_SC_total_working_weekends_total(Month, 30, numberNurses, 

scenario_file_name); 

         

        System.out.println("FINAL OBJ VALUE: " + solutionPenalty); 

 

APPENDIX III: SOLUTION EXAMPLES 

 

Structured Solution 

 

SOLUTION 2 

Hard Constraints: false 

Objective Value: 1520 

 

Day: 0 
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Unstructured Solution for reading in 
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